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ABSTRACT

Although the status of women in Canada has improved considerably, Canadian

women are still more likely to experience poverty, eam less, work in lower-status

positions, participate in part time employment with fewer benefìts, do more unpaid work

in the home, and less likely to participate in less traditionat political roles.

There are a variety of factors to consider in determining why these inequalities

continue to exist. First, the political climate is examined to reveal the environment that

indeed allows, ifnot promotes, these inequalities. Once the political climate is defined,

the effeot it has on women can be determined. The restructuring and the reduction of

programs and services within the welfare state are results of the new climate, which

subsequently affect women as they have a unique relationship with the social secûor. The

different life experiences women have are examined to support this unique relationship to

the welfa¡e state. Motherhood and caregiving ut" ¡*1¿¡ç6s rhat most affect that status of

women. As suoh, childcare in Canada is reviewed to show the suppor! or lack thereof,

for women who are in positions of motherhood and caregiving.

Overall, trends towards neoliberalism remain at the root of this political climate,

challenging the equality of women. As well, changes to the nature of federalism have a

considerable effect on women since these stuctural intricacies challenge the development

of a more comprehensive childcare system, which would ultimately promote greater

equality for women. A political climate that endorses and nu¡tu¡es the market place

challenges groups outside the market in promoting their interests politically, æ is the case

for women.
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INTRODUCTÏON

It is difficult to believe that in this day and age, Canadian women continue to

endure inequality i¡ tenns ofsocial, economic, and political status compared to their

male counterparts. Women are still more likely to endure poverty, earn less money, work

in positions of lower status and deoision-making, participate in weaker political roles,

more likely to participate in unpaid labour and/or part-time employment, with fewer

benefits, and lower pensions. Despite generations of attempts to level the playing field

and improve the stâtus of women, the millennium has yet to wholly witness these

successes. There have been significant gains for women over the years, but, the fact

remains that overall, women are still not enjolng the fi.¡ll benefits of equality,

The degree ofhappiness and prosperity or misery and poverty experienced by

Canadians is conditioned in part by the decisions made each day by govemment through

public policies (Kernaghan and Siegel 1995, 132). Canadians are equally affected by the

indecision of policy makers towards certâin issues for as Thomas Dye asserts, 'þublic

policy is what goveÍmlents choose to do or not do" (Ibid., 133). Under the current

politioal climate, it appears æ though business interests are privileged within the policy

process and at times this emphasis has been detrimental to social policies. This trend

seryes to further p€rpetuate women's inequality, as they are more likely to participate in

the social sector, mainly due to their rurique life experiences. As such this thesis will

show that women are disproportionately affected by the cunent political climater.

Various theories attempt to explain public policy decisions, however the neo-

pluralist model is most appropriate as it provides the gfeatest understanding ofthe current

I This thesis de6¡es a political ctimate æ the tone or setting that ensues due to the assumptio¡s, beliefs, and
values tbat both citizens and govemments employ to define politicol power.
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political climate and its relationship to women. Neo-pluralism emphasizes the role of

capitalism and the privileged position accorded the corporate sector among competing

interest groups in the policy process.

Neo-pluralism developed from an earlier model, pluralism, which originated in

response to the perceived weaknesses in J. Schumpeter's democratic theory's contention

that individual citizens hold little power compared to political elites in the democratic

system. As described by David Held, early pluralists, most notably Robert DabI and D.B

Truman, looked to the important role played by voluntary groups and associations in the

political process in providing citizens with political power (1996, 199-218). Group

politics, the competition between and activities undertaken by such organizations,

particularly during the electoral process, provides individual citizens with policy

outcomes that respond in many ways to their concems and importantly, that are more

satisfactory than Schumpeter's model suggested. According to Held, "Electoral

constraints and interest-group politics mean that the ability ofpolitical leaders to act

independently of societal demands and pressures will almost always be compromised,

with the exception perhaps of times of war and other types of national emergencies"

(1996,209). Within this early plwalist model, groups are relatively equal in terms of

their access to resources and influence hence decisions on policy tlat reflects group

comp€tition.

ln response to critiques directed at the assumption that groups hold relatively

equal resources and power in the political system, neo-pluralists attempted to modiff the

former model. Bachrach and B aratz (1962), for example, mounted an effective critique

which included highligùting the fact that power includes a person's or group's ability to
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keep particular issues from ever being debated in the public arena (as cited in Held 1996,

211). They contributed the idea that there was both a societal and a constitutional agenda

and that not all societal issues are given serious consideration from govemment. Neo-

pluralism's subsequent modifications, developed by write¡s suoh as Charles Lindblom

and Robert Dahl, focussed on capitalism's role in shaping the environment of group

politics. According to Held, neo-pluralists emphasize that capitalism, by creating

inequalities in resources among individuals and groups, linits certain groups' ability to

influence govemments in the policy process (1996,214). More than this however,

governments' policy-making power is constrained by the requirements ofcapitalism

within democratic systems. Govemments are sensitive to the importance of business

perfomrance for their ability to remain in power and thus provide a privileged position to

business in the policy making process. To not do comes at some risk to the market and

subsequentþ to the govemment's position in power. According to Lindblom,

'tsecause public functions in the market system rest in the hands of businessmerq
it follows thatjobs, prices, production, growth, the standard of living, and the
economic security of everyone rests in their hands. Consequently govemment
offrcials cannot be indifferent to how well business performs its functions.
Depression, inflation, or other economic disasters oan bring down a government.
A major funotion of govemmen! therefore, is to see to it that busínessmen
perform their task" (as cited in Held 1996,215).

Lindblom later referred to the capitalist market as a 'prison' in that it necessarily

constrained govemment's ability to respond to democratically driven demands in the

policy sphere (1984, 87).

Under a political climate that serves to promote the interest of business if not

exclusively, at least significantly, women are disproportionately affected. The unique life
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experiences of wome¡! particularly those who are primary-caregivers, will often leave

them in the periphery ofthe haditional mæket place and the conventional political arena.

These two arenas are essential vehicles to promote interests within a political climate,

making it increæingly difficult for women to assert interests that are key to their equality.

The childcare issue in Canada is an excellent example ofthe challenges women

face under the current political olimate. As childcare is a key component to women's

equality, the absence ofa comprehensive childcare policy at a national level is in many

ways ao on-going obstaole. Childca¡e advocates have failed to convince the federal

govemment to accept proposals to improve childcare conditions by employing a more

comprehensive childcare system. This is challenging for childcare advocates as they

realize that the govemment's unwillingness to support their policy goal is not necessarily

because their proposal is ineffective or unimporiant. The reality is that governments are

faced with numerous policy initiatives and various interest groups who adamantly

compete to assert thei¡ interests. As a political climate that privileges business interests,

social issues such as childcare are less ofa priority for policy makers.

Another reason the childcare issue is an excellent example is that it reveals the

political attitude towards the equality ofwomen. Many childca¡e advocates insist that a

n¿tional childcare system would directly enhance the lives of women in particular and of

all Canadians. Despite the probable gains to women's equality, rec€nt govenxnents have

not supported a national childcare system. At the same time, it is not politically strategic

for the government to blatantly ignore the childcare issue and so both levels of

govemment tend to remain indecisive on this issue. Nonetheless, tle inaction of policy
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makers towffds childca¡e is arguably a decision in and ofitself, which therefore

constitutes publio policy.

Neo-pluralism provides an insight into the federal govemment's failure to act on

the childcare issue. The govemment's commifnent to the business sector, especially in

the light of growing demands to cut back social policies to meet the demands of the

global economy, have made it particularly diffrcult to defend the adoption ofa new large-

scale social program. It also underscores the ability of some groups, single mothers and

those on welfare for example, to compete with the privileged access accorded to the

business sector by government. As we shall see, however, neo-pluralism alone is

insuffrcient to explain the federal govemment's failwe to act on this issue. The federal

system, and in particular the agreement required by both levels of government for

'shared' policy issues such as childcare, have also constrained govenrment's ability to

aot,

Recent ideological shifts towards neoJiberalism have also influenced the current

political climate. This influence becomes more apparent in the decisions, or non-

deoisions that govemments make. Competing policy concems such as tax reductions and

business incentives are more favourable to the neo-liberal objectives ofthe Liberal

government. Neo-liberalism is for the most part a response to the increased globalization

that the intemational community has experienced since the early 1970's. Whether or not

the pressures of globalization are real, neoJiberalism encorrages a freer mæket and

smaller state. At the same time the neoJiberal ideology recopizes the importance of

promoting social and political equalities among sooiety, which requires a larger state, and

so to achieve both of these ends this ideology insists thåt govemment must recopize its
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limits and aim efforts at meeting only the needs of those who truly need it. Although,

neoliberalism accepts that market forces generate inequalities, but that over time

prosperity will benefit everyone. There is less acceptance that the state can protect

people against economic change. As a result, the Keynesian principles of universality

and social citizenship that were once inherent in the Canadian welfare state have been

reduced, offering social programs and services only to those most in need.

A valid criticism of neo-liberalism is that while the business sector in Canada has

enjoyed tax reductions and increased incentives, the social policy field has endured

repeated cutbacks and reductions, to both funding and services, over the last twenty

years. As such, these restructuring polioies towards the social sector have dramatically

changed the social policy sector, in terms ofreduced social services and programs.

Neoliberal thinking dominated during the 1980's and 1990's. More recentl¡

governments eliminated deficits and reported modest surpluses. It will be interesting to

see whether government continues to retrench social spending, when it can now clearly

choose to do otherwise.

The analysis will proceed as follows. First the current political climate needs to

be examined to determine the factors that ultimately effect women speoifically. Chaper

one explores neoliberalism as the political ideology responsible for the changes to the

political climate. Other relevant elements are also considered such as changes to

federalism, and shifrs in public opinion regarding social progams and support

government's role in society to more effectively define the political climate. Recent

tbreats of globalization will also be examined as hends ofrestructuring have shifted the

focus of govemment policies towards market enhancement. All of these elements are in
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some fom linked to the theoretical framework of neo-pluralism, as they tend to be

influenced, at least to some degree by initiatives of the business sector favowing a

reduced role for govenrment and greater reliance upon market forces which inevitably

influences polioy decisions.

In the second chapter, the different life experiences of women are explored to

show how that current political climate can effect them negatively. The social, economic,

and political areas of their lives are examined to reveal the unique relationship women

have to the social sector, via the welfare state. As sucfu reductions to social ptograms

and services, affect women negatively as they are more likely to be both recipients and

providers of these social services.

Childcare policy is reviewed in the third chapter and used as an example to show

the negative impacts the cunent political climate has on social policy and the subsequent

impact this has on women. This chapter shows the link between childcare and women's

equality and therefore reveals that a political climate that neglects to promote a

comprehensive childcare system is also a climate that neglects to support the status of

women,

The different environments in which women and men live and the fact that policy

decisions to reduce social spending are made predominantly by men are identified as

conhibuting to this co¡cem. This shift has had a disproportionate effect on women since

a large percentage of women work in positions ofa care giving nature where jobs are not

driven by market trends or profits. The social policy sector is essential for social services

æ the likely recipients are often not able to pay for this service themselves, and the

absence of childca¡e services will invariably have negative long-term effects fo¡
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Canadian society. The provision ofa national childoare system for instance could

potentially reduce poverty, crime, and tax dollars spent on education that is often

necessary for individuals tlat are impoverished by these circumstances. As women are

more likely to be single pæents they are therefore more likely in need of childcæe while

working outside of the home. Not only are single mothers affected under the cur¡ent

political climate, but all of women's equality ofchoice is threatened in the event of

women wanting a ca¡eer and family, as are more likely to carry the burden and struggle

to manage both. As well, women are more likely to work in care-giving positions such as

childcare, which is ofren a low-paying position, which requires financial assistance from

the Canadian government to subsidize this profession.

Govemment policies that concern women specifically are more difücult to

achieve within this new politioal arena where fiscal responsibility and profitability have

become key concems. Services and policies that cost the govemment money instead of

making or saving money are increasingly unfavourable as they conflict with the goals of

the new world order where maximizing profits is essential. David C. Korten refers to the

new emphasis on the global economy as a shift in democratic power. He argues that this

shift has created a "mæket democracy'' where each dollar is equal to a vote, and as a

result, the economically disadvantaged have less of a voice (Korten 1996, 77). This is

especially conceming for women since they are still more likely to make less money

compared to their male counterpafs @aker & Tippiü 1999, 126-9), which places them in

a less advantageous position within this new political climate.

The conclusion will show that women are negatively affected by the cunent

political climate. Trends towa¡ds neoliberalism have created a climate that privileges the
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business sector. By showing that women lead different lives, particularly as mothers, a

unique relationship between the welfare state develops and it becomes less likely that

women will participate in the business and politioal sector equally to men. A climate that

reduces and restructures the welfare state therefore specifically affects women.
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CHAPTER ONE: T}IE CURRENT POLITICAL CLIMATE

There is an old saying that insists that, "The only thing you can count on is

change". This saying rings tue when referring to a political climate. A political climate

can be described as variable in that it is constantly changing. This is likely because a

political climate reflects its citizens' values and needs, which also change over time. For

instance, from the nineteenth century into the 1920's, the Canadian government neglected

to employ social security programs such as unemployment inswance (JI) due in part to a

climate that ascribed social security provision to private rather than public sources.

"During this period it was commonly held that the family and the private market were the

two 'normal' chamels of help for individuals and families faced with the loss of income

or an income that was inadequate to cope with the necessary items ofexpenditure" (Guest

lgg7, l). Only ifthese two avenues were closed would a social welfare agency offer aid,

which was offered as a temporary and emergency effort until the individual's capacity for

self-support was regained. The social attitude of this time was refleoted in the political

climate. Applying for relief was a demeaning experience because it was seen as clear

evidence of personal failure. However, the period during the Second World War (WWII)

witnessed initiatives from the Canadian government which supported social policy

initiatives. As WWII progressed the federal govenrment was concemed with maintaining

morale in the country and so it expanded its social responsibility to Canadians. As a

result ofthis new role, the federal government adopted Keynesian economic theory,

which introduc.ed greater sooial policy initiatives. ln support ofthese principles, the

federal government undertook the building of homes for those in the armed forces, along

with other necessary assistance such as daycare proglams, rationing, wage and price
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conhol, and measures to pÍevent possible shortages in food and production and any

exploitation of workers in the labour fo¡ce. A number ofsocial security programs were

intoduced including two income maintenance prograrnmes, unemployment insurance

and family allowances. These programs initiated a comprehensive sooial security system

in Canada, the first ofthese developments being the enacûnent ofthe Unemployment

Insurance Act of 1940.

Now that Canada has entered the 21"t century, it is evident that the political

climate and its relationship to social policy have ohanged once again, According to Jane

Jenson, the ounent political climaûe in Canada is less supportive ofthe social policy

sector than was previously the case. She insists that the notion of citizenship in Canada

has shifred whioh has subsequently affected social policies (Jenson 2001, 106). The

characteristics of citizenship are important elements in the construotion ofa politioal

olimate for they define one's rights, benefits and obligations. The Keynesian attributes of

universality and social citizenship, which were considered key elements ofthe Canadian

welfare state have been replaced by a "Neoliberal agenda that advo cates a morcfree

€conomy, one in which social rights are sipificantly circumscribed by the market ethos"

@sping-Andersen 1998,127). According to Esping-Andersen, these changes emphasize

"Means-tested benefits, embodlng stringent eligibility oonditions, which can involve

considerable individual sorutiny and stigma" (Ibid,, 127). At the same time, this chapter

will show that the curent political climate remains supportive of the business sector,

providing increased tax b¡eaks and incentives to businesses and corporations,

perpetuating the inequality between the bwiness and social secto¡s. However, the cu¡rent

changes to the politioal climate in Canada are not due exclusively to ideological factors,
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Several elements conhibute to the cunent political climate, including extemal pressures

by intemational events and globalization, political structure and public opinion. These

elements were selected to reveal the tone of the cunent political climate. At the same

time, these elements can be seen as factors which challenge the social political sector.

Nonetheless, all of these elements serve to identifr a cunent political climate which

places business in a privileged position often to the detriment ofthe social policies2. The

origin ofthe welfare state in Canada is reviewed frst to establish the setting in which the

relationship between the current political climate and social policy resides.

Origins of the lüelfare State

The welfare sfate itself can take on a variety of meanings. Stein Kuhnle suggests

tbat a welfare state exists when "¿ state takes on the responsibility of promoting and

ensuring, either through legislation, budgets, or other state action, the bæic well-being, of

its members" (1991,636). Nicholas Ban defines it æ 'state activities' in health care,

educatior¡ food, housing and other family and social services (1993,743). Yet another

defìnition by Steven Brooks suggests that the welfare state is understood as the

interference ofthe state to protect and promote the material well-being of individuals,

both wealthy and poor, against the operation of market forces ( I 993 , I 84). Brook's

defurition is unique in that it recognizes that the welfæe state proæcts the wealthy from

the operation of market forces as well as the poor, even tlough the welfare state is often

2 Social policy atrects the welt being ofpeople within a society. It inoludes direct heålth, €ú¡cåtiorL and
welfare programs. A more inclusive definition adds such ar€as as "housing; employment, civil ¡ights,
consumer prot€ction, environrnental protectioq and fscal poliry, each ofwhich !¡ç A visible eüçct on
individual well-being" @urch 1999, 112-3).
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associated with society's less-privileged. Nonetheless, in both cæes, state intervention

insulates a part ofsociety from the unregulated efects of the market.

Although it is difficult to pinpoint the exact origin of the welfare state, the post

W\trII period is considered by most as the arrival of the welfare state phenomenon. The

'modern' welfare state is often ¡efened to as the Keynesian welfare state (KWS), named

after economist John Maynard Keynes, whose model for management of the economy

was developed at least rhetorically after WWII. The principle assumpion in Keynes'

work wæ the existence of a national economy where the state can intervene to influence

levels of investrnent and domestic income, including the regulation of unemployment

through national demand policies @ichards 1997, 17). A shift towards the socialization

of investment ensued. Ideally govemments hoped that providing money and resources

for the less affluent individuals and families would in retum help maintain aggregate

demand within the economy. As well, increased stength and demands of the working

class tltough growing unionization, showed govemnents that a more even distribution of

resources would be most beneficial for all.

The Keynesian system expanded from the 1940's until the early 1970's, a period

termed "the golden age of the welfare state" (McBride and Shields 1997, 38). Most

Westem countries in the post-WW[ period adopted a Keynesian economic theory as a

response to a few key events suoh as the deep interwar economic crisis and the challenge

of an ideological competitor in the Soviet Union, whose performance in WWII brought

enormous prestige in working-class circles, supporting full employment, labor rights and

economic security. Aaother key event was the experience of the Great Depression,

described by Stephen McBride and John Shields as "a profound crisis that shook
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capitalism to its roots"( 1997, 35). This domestio crisis generated an intemational

political crisis, æ the expansion ofthe global market created deeper interdependent

relationships arnong states. Westem nations were forced to adjust to these new and

challenging circumstances abroad while trying to end the unemployment crisis within

their own boæders. As a result, this period marked the emergence of the welfare state in

advanced capitalist natíons to actively intervene and influence the levels of investrnent

and domestic income in an effort to regulate the economic crisis.

With the emergence of the Keynesian welfæe state, Canada changed its approach

to social policy. Ideologically, concepts suah as tmiversality anð, sociøl citizenship

became embodied within the Canadian welfare state, to promote and represent the new

economic theory. Both levels of govemment served to promote social policies by

embracing principles of equity and efiìciency. The term 'equity' wæ used

interohangeably with the tern 'faimess' and was pursed in a variety of ways. A

progressive income t¿x system, the sooial security system and other universal social

programs, such as health care and education were used to promote "interpersonal equity"

@rown 2002, 66). "Intenegional equity" (Ibid., 66) was pursued tkough fiscal

equalization, unemployment inswance3, and regional development programs. Aspects of

the equity provisions, such as equalization, promoted the effrciency goals as well, by

conhibuting to a common level of services nationally. Otherwise efficiency defined here

as "the decision to act without waste" (Ibid., 67) was promoted througl¡ "macroeconomic

policy of counter-cyclical fiscal stabilizatio4 by which the federal govemment used its

3 It should be noted that when Unemployment Insurancæ (-It) began in l94O it was conducted as an
iosurance plan in which individuals pooled the risk ofbeing laid off After 1971, however, UI became a
'social policy' that assisted se¡sonal workers, especially in regional areas ofneed such as rhe Atlantic
provinces.
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dominant fiscal position to stimulate or dampen economic growth tbrough budgetary

surplus and deficit" (Ibid.,67).

Westem countries shifted from a political and economic system of minimal state

intervention to a system where the state began to manage and regulate the economy. At

the same time all Western stâtes began to more fully recognize that economic gowth

required the integration ofthe working class into both the economic and political system

to ensu¡e economic and political stability. "lncreasing unionization demonsfiated that the

power of the working class was glowing, and through the 1930's and 1940's sever¿l

westem countries committed themselves to labor issues in retum for cooperation and

unity during the war" (Piven and Cloward 1982, 36). Keynesianism offered a solution to

the increasing unionization ofthe working class, by providing a theoretical justification

for state intervention. This economic theory suggested that capit¿lism needed to be

'hr¡manized' and in order to do so the state needed to be used to protect the people from

the "Insecurities and hardships of a¡r un¡esüained mæket economy''(Ibid., 36). As a

liberal economic theory, Keynesianism offered a middle ground between the capitalist

ideals of limited state intervention and the state ownership adìocated by socialism.

Keynes' idea to restructue current economic analysis allowed capitalism to function

more compassionately and at the same time build shonger social relations within the

political system. His polioy prescriptions contåined a vital social component justifuing a

vast arrangement ofsocial policies that would contibute to high levels of aggregate

demand. Therefore this new type of spending towards social policies was legitimized

because it was seen as an automatic stabilizer built into the economy to sustain aggregate

demand in periods of cyclical downtums (Wolfe 1984, 49). As a result of this social
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spending, a social contract developed between Canadians and the federal govemment,

which rested on four pillars;

Fi$t, the st¿te left investment and decision-making power to private enterprise.
Second, the state was allowed to make major concessions to labor, by committing
to policies that ensured higb, stable levels of employment and income. Third,
concems for individuals unable to participate frrlly in the labor market were
addressed, by providing state assistanoe. And finall¡ the state committed itselfto
supporting the demooratio rights ofhade unions, and to improving wages and the
standard of living for their members (Ibid. , 5 1 ).

To fulfill the principles of Keynesianism in Canada an increæed federal role was

necessary, whioh required some subtle changes to the federal constitution. The most

sipificant change was made to the federal spending power, which allowed and

encouraged the federal govemment to spend money in areas that lay within traditionally

provincial jurisdictions. As a result of constitutional amendments in 1940, 1951, and

1964, the federal government took over exclusive jurisdiction for unemployment

insurance and sharedjurisdiction for contributory pension plans (8rovn2002,67). The

federal government also infroduced old age security and family allowance payments

directly to Canadian citizens. There remained aspects ofthe welfare state, however, that

needed to be delivered by the provinces due to constitutional requirements. To honor

these constitutional principles, the federal government used cost-shared progams to

induce provincial spending in social assistance, universities, social services, and hospital

and medical insu¡ance plans (Ibid., 67). This was especially true ofthe peripheral

provinces, since some Canadian provinces were more affected by unemployment during

the Depression and WWII than others. To assist the peripheral provinces, in 1957,

Ottawa began making separate financial contributions to poorer provinces in the form of
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equalization payments. "These aotions represented new roles ofgovemment, which cut

aoross jurisdictional lines; interdependence, overlapping, and sharing of responsibilities

became hallma¡ks of modern federalism in Canada" @obinson and Simeon 1994, 377).

The new role ofthe federal govemment increased into the 1960's as part of the country's

commiünent to greater fairness and equity. More explicit policies were designed to

address the persistent problems ofregional economic disparities, which expanded the

social contract to include a territorial equity provisioû to ensure a more equitable

dishibution ofnational benefìts. The Keynesian welfare state assisted in alleviating both

class and territorial disparities.

The social benefits employed by the Keynesian system greatly affected

Canadians, as they became the essential ingredient of Canada's national identity.

Gradually Canadian citizenship came to mean more than a formal set of constitutional

rights such as "life, libefy, and security ofthe person" (Raymond Bryder¡ and Süain

1997, 47). Instead Canadians began to enjoy positive social welfare rights as an

entitlement ofCanadian citizenship. The very principles ofCanadian citizenship changed

to encompass a national health care system, income supports, public education, but more

importantly, a sense of unity, a common social citizenshipa due to the universality5 of

most programs.

aThe 
pbrase, sacial citizenship was frrstused in I 949, by T.H Marshall, to "define the development of

social rights as a new layer ofoitizenship sirnilar to the civil rights estabiished in the eighteenth cæntury and
the extension ofpoliticål rights in the ninet€ênth c€ntury'' (Esping-Andersen 1998, 126). Marshail insisted
that, "The right to economic welfare and security is the right to sha¡e in the social heritage and to live the
life ofa civilized being according to the standards prevailing in soci*y'' (as cited in Esping-A¡dersen 1998,
126).

5 the lerm universal means to "include all" (Webster's Distio nary lgg2,287). As sucb, when a program is
referred to as 'unive¡ssl' it is understood that the program is intended to be used or at least be available to
all @urch 1999,258). For instance, 'lmiversal benefits such as public education and city parks are
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Despite its attempts, Canada did not truly employ Keynesianism, especially in

terms of its principle of 'full employment'. The Keynesian definition of 'ñrll

employment' varied from the Canadian ideal. Keynes defined 'firll employment' as "a

high rate of economio gowth; reasonable stability ofprices; a viable balance of

payments; and an equitable distribution of rising incomes" (McBride and Shields 1997,

37). Conversely, the Canadian version of 'full employment' defined in the 1945 White

Paper on Employment and lncome fell short of promising/z// employment, preferring,

instead, the phrase "High and stable levels of employment" (Canada, Deparhlent of

Reconstruction, 1945). The focus of the White Paper on Employment and Income was

on the demand-side ofthe economy, leaving the supply-side to the private sector. The

socialization of investrnent so apparent in Keynes' theory was for the most part ignored

and the Canadian federal govemment's role was essentially limited to aggregate demand

management by employing fiscal and monetary policy. This practice was often referred

to as 'bastårdized Keynesianism' (McBride and Shields 1997, 40) and even though

unemployrnent was low during the post-WWI period in Canada, it nevertheless exceeded

levels of other Western countries (McBnde 1992,87). One of the explanations for

Canad¿'s especially high levels ofunemployment during the period between 1945 and

1975 was that "its economio policies were not always conducive to the Keynesian sysûem

and the socialization of investrnent" (Ibid., 87).

At the same time there were technical criticisms that blamed continuing

unemployment on the Keynesian paradigm itself. The argument was that the Canadian

version ofKeynesianism focused too narrowly on one typ€ of unemployment that was

available to every citizen. Even ifone choos€s not to uso such servicæs the benefit is still available to you"
(as cited in Burch 1999,258).
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caused by deficiencies in aggregate demand and as a result, "Canadian unemployment

rates in the 1950's and 1960's ranged from 3 to over 7 p€rcent" (McBride and Shields

1997,38). However ttrese unemployment rates were not due solely to demand

deficiency, and so Keynesian aggregate demand measwes could not address this

effectively. Supporters ofKeynesianism suggested that ifmore active measwes focused

on the supply-side of the economy, Canada would have likely implemented

Keynesìanism more effeotively and unemployment rates would have been lower.

Critioisms of Keynesianism beoame more prominent in the 1970's leading

eventually to a new direction in economic policy (Chodos, Murphy and Hamovich 1991,

MoBride 1992, and McQuaig 1995). According to the Economic Counoil of Canada,

" Afte¡ 1974, govemment revenues begên to significantly decrease, and so public debt

consequently increased as a proportion of the counhy's gross national expenditure"

@conomic Council of Canada 1984a,35). This increase in public debt led to a fisoal

crisis in which many questioned the legitimaoy of Keynesian economic theory. It was

believed that the Keynesian welfare stâte reshicted privaùe profit and aocumulatio¡,

which together serve the basic needs of capitalism. The Keynesian welfare state was

believed to conshain profit levels by introducing barriers to the free market mechanism.

Before Keynesianism was employed in westem states, the reserve army of labor under

the free-market served to undermine labour's demands. Keynesianism placed labour in a

stronger position, which therefore challenged capitalist principles of private profit and

accumulation.

The argument that the Keynesian era in Canada did not comply with all of

Keynes' ideals is a valid one, as the practice ofKeynesianism wæ never completely
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institutionalized. Nonetheless, the notion that Keynesianism may have been more

rhetorical than real was not apparent to most observers at the time. Afrer all,

Keynesianism changed the discourse of economic and social polioy drastically ûom the

1930's until the end of the 1960's. The concept of 'full employment' was accepted as an

essential ñrnction of government, which in retum actually changed the terms ofpolitical

debate and practice ofpolitics itself. This change in economic policy towards

Keynesianism motivated the adoption ofvarious social services and programs such as the

inhoduction ofunemployment inswance, universal family allowance, old age pensions,

and uriversal healthcare. As well, the Canadian state was operating in an intemational

economic environment that emb¡aced Keynesianism, and so to dismiss its impact on the

Canadian welfa¡e state would be misleading.

Growth in Social Spending

Federal provincial financial relations6 are exceedingly complex and only the main

featu¡es will be described.

Canadian expenditures grew substantially as a result ofthe Keynesian welfare

state. For instance, "28.8 per cent ofthe gross domestic product (GDP) was spent on the

welfare state in the 1960's and by 1991 this amount had almost doubled as 50.4 per cent

of the gross domestic product was spent on the welfare state" (McBride and Shields

1997,49). This growth in public expenditures was largely due to the initial set up costs

ofexpanding sooial programs such as health and education. The two areas are provincial

responsibilities and as a result, provincial budgets gew faster than the federal budget.

5 For a firller description offederal and p¡ovincial financial relations see the following sources
Be¿uchemin Eric a¡d Paul Judsoq Govemment ofCanada; and Leslìe Pal.
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Ottawa eventually reduced funding through cost-shared transfers. The federal

govemment's decision to reduce spending towards the provinces initiated and reflected a

change in the political climate in the 1970's. By the late 1970's, the Canadian federal

govemñent inhoduced shifts in tax stuctures, caps on public spending, wage and price

conhols, and anti-inflation monetary policies. A significant development as part ofthis

tend was the federal government's decision to combine health care and post-secondary

education ft¡nding into a block grant called the Established Programs Financing (EPF) in

1977. This step addressed Ottawa's growing financial problem by eliminating its open-

ended commitrnent to match provincial spending in health and post-secondary education.

After 1977, EPF transfers were based on a combination oftax points under the integrated

tax system and per capita gtants. The effect ofthese complicated anangements was to

put a "cap" on Otüawa's financial obligations to the provinces in these two main fields of

joint activity. The cap corresponded to the rate of growth in the economy. "Shifring tax

room in the form of percentage points of personal and corporate income tax, and through

cash fansfer components ofrelatively equal value" @rown 2002, 68). Eventually, the

value ofthe tax tansfer increased to conespond with the economy; at the same time,

"The cash declined, relative to both the tax value and to growth in the economy and

inflation due to unilate¡al federal adjushent of the EPF escalators" (Ibid., 68). The

number ofpersonal income tax points actually transfened under this arangement was

less tlan the initial program for two reasons: a) EPF covered a small number of programs

and b) the federal govemment remained partners through a cæh contribution equal to the

value of the tax point hansfer. ln effect the federal govemment transferred, "half of the

income tax points that would been necessary under the ñrll provinciaVterritorial
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responsibility for healthcare and post-secondary education because the other half was

needed by Ott¿wa for the purpose of financing its cash confibutions" (Caledon Institute

of Social Policy 2002, 3). These actions left the provinces with more ¡esponsibility in

temrs of funding social programs and services, leaving the federal government in a

position of diminished fiscal and political clout in terms of influencing the content of

sooial policy.

The principle of the welfare state eventually came under attack as well. Its task

changed from addressing the ofteq conflicting needs of capital and its citizens. Instead,

citizens were expected to adjust their needs in accordance with the imperatives of global

competition, As a result, the 1980's witnessed increased reductions to family allowance,

unemployment insurance, and childcare programs via transfer payments from the federal

govemment to the provincial govemments. These cutbacks sipificantly altered the

nature and purpose ofthe Canadian welfare state, and its principles of rz iversality and,

social ciîizenship were challenged under the emerging political climate.

The Current Political Climate

Canad4 along with the United States, Britain, and Austalia, has recently been

refened to as a 'liberal welfare regime' in whiclr, "Social rights are significantly

circumscribed by market ethos, resulting il an income security system that emphasizes

means-tested benefits, delivers low-level benefi! embodies sfingent eligibility

conditions, and involves considerable individual scrutiny and stipa" @sping-Andersen

1998, 127). To support this assessment and to identifr the impact this new political
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climate has had on the social policy sector, several elements need to be considered. This

thesis exarnines ideological shifts towards neoliberalism, extemal factors such as

international events and globalization, structural ohanges in the political anangements of

Canadian federalism, as well as the public opinion ofCanadians. These components

contribute to a political climate that privileges the business sector and thereþ has a

negative impact on the social sector.

The Ideological Element

An ideology can be defined as "a sooially constructed and tansmitted system of

political beliefs with a significant measure of fonnal articulatioq scope, intemal

consistency and durability. As such it provides both a nomlative framework for

understanding the political world and a practical guide for political action ' (Gibbins and

Youngman 1996,6). According to this definition, an effective porfrayal ofthe current

political climate requires an ideological examination as it reflects and acts as a response

to the ideological shift towards neoliberalism. As such, the shift towards neoliberalism

@arlow and Campbell 1991, Clarke l997,Larner 1999, McBride and Shields 1997, and

McQuaig 1995) is considered to both define and explain the ideological framework ofthe

current political climate in Canada. Before examining the effects ofthis shifr ñrther,

neo-conseryatism and neoJiberalism should be defined since these ideologies are often

used interchangeably yet represent sipificantly different ideologies. At the same time,

they are complementary in that they both serve to reconstruct the Keynesian welfare

state, by changing its nature and reducing its capabilities.
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Neo-consematism

Neo-conservatism is best understood as a reaction to reform liberalism and the

growth of the welfare state. According to George H. Nasb this ideology "Urges a retum

to traditional religious and ethical absolutes and a rejection ofthe 'relativism' which

allegedly conoded Westem values and produced an intolerable vacuum that was filled by

demonic ideologies" (197ó, 89). Neo-conservatism seæks a retum to a 'moral' state and

its roots in organic conse¡vatism are evident in their emphasis on hieræchy, ethics, and

moralþ. As a result of this desire to retum to a moral state, neo-conservatives are often

referred to as 'traditionalists'. The momentum ofthis ideology grew in the 19ó0's, when

the civil rights movement, feminism, and the New Left increased social pressure for

greater rights and social equality. Neo-conservatives saw this growth in egalitarianism as

a theat to order and authority, and to individual freedoms such as property rights.

Supporters ofneo-conservatism also examine the issue of govemment failure,

"Govemment failure is when state programs designed to resolve one set of social

problems create a new set of problems in their wake" (Gibbins and Yol¡npan 1996,70).

Well intentioned govemment programs, it is argued, "lvfay seriously reduce expected

benefits, produce negative consequences elsewhere or even cause the opposite of what

was intended. This has been desoribed as the l¿w ofUnintended Consequences"

(Ashford 1981, 356). Although neo-conservatism and neoJiberalism vary in terms of

their views regarding the Keynesian welfare state, they are similar in that they both

disagree with its nature and intent. It is likely that these tenns are mistakenly used

interchangeably as it is possible for irstance for a goveming party to have both ¿ neo-

liberal and neo-conservative agenda. An example of such govemments would be the
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Conservative govemment led by Margaret Thatcher and the Republican government led

by Ronald Regan, and to a great extent, Canada's Brian Mulroney's govemment also

held both positions. Conversely, it is possible to have a solely neo-liberal government

like the Liberal govemment under Prime Mnister Jean Ch¡etien.

Neo-Liberalism

The neoliberal doctrine proposes an "Altemative to the logic ofthe post war

'consensus' on economic and social policy'' (Iæys 1980, 43). It is founded on the belief

tlat "The clock can be tumed back and the dynamio ofthe market place restored"

(Palner 1980, 41). Proponents ofKeynesianism charged that Keynesianism was

ineffeotive because it failed to concem itself with government defìcits and the public

debt, as it focused too heavily on balancing the economy instead ofthe budget @anting

1982, 171,Leys l980,43,andPalmer 1987,41). TheperceivedfailweofKeynesian

polioy to conect the economic difüculties of the 1970's served to undermine its logic

concerning deñoits. As a result, management ofpublic monies became a significant

policy debate, as public deficits were cited as a major factor in tle economic decline.

The neoJiberal assault on the Keynesian welfare state is unique from other policy

criticisms of the past in that govemments may bave 'restrained' social services during

periods ofrecessior1 but these cuts were inûended to be temporary and would usually be

restored in times of economic recovery. Ian Gough agrees that neoJiberalism is unique

in that ¡ecent cutbacks in social services are a 'qualitative' attach because these policy

shifts have a distinct ideological cbaracter, with no intention to resûore these policies in

economic recovery ( 1980,7).
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NeoJiberalism reflects classical and reform liberalism and combines the extremes

ofboth views. Often defming themselves as 'realistio liberals,' neoJiberals hold

economic beliefs ofclassical liberalism and the social and political beliefs ofreform

liberalism (Sargent 1990, 99). Ideally, neoJiberals simultaneously advocate a free

economy, which requires a smaller state, and extensive social and political equality and

liberties, which require a larger st¿te. To achieve both of these ends, neoliberals believe '

that govemment must recogrr.ize its limitations and aim its efforts at meeting the needs of

those who really require its help. Of cowse, defining who realþ needs govemment

assist¿nce is a highly controversial task due to its subjective and sensitive nature.

Nonetheless, this selective approach explains why neoJiberals can be expected to oppose

universal social programs, such as Canada's former family allowance program, which

gave ø// parents a financial subsidy, regardless of the family's income. The emphasis in

neoJiberalism towards efficiency þragnatically reaching social goals while recognizing

and respecting fiscal consfiaints) supports a more targeted approach to financial subsidies

by only assisting families who really need assistûnce. For neo-liberal values to triumph

and for the welfare state to be successfirlly reduced, the notion ofsocial citizenship

therefore must be subverted.

Policies tåat stem from the neoJiberal agenda tend to favour the business sector.

This favouritism offers business tax cuts and reductions in state regulation aimed at

reducing costs of productio4 more t¿x credits to those with the means to stimulate

invesÍnent, and negative inducements to those outside ofthe labor force to enter it. Such

inducements include reducing or eliminating alleged disincentives to work such as

welfare and unemployment benefits (Graves 1999, and McBride and Sheilds 1997). The
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underlying assumption ofneoJiberalism is that lefr alone, the economy op€rates at full

employment. Under the neoJiberal doctrine, unemployment is the voluntary actions of

workers who are simply waiting forjobs at higher wages compared to the lack of

employment available to citizens (Graves 1999, and McBride and Sheilds 1997). It is

also commonly argued in neoliberal doctrine that decisions not to work are encouraged

by the existence ofsocial benefits and unemployment iísurance (Graves 1999, and

McBride and Sheilds 1997).

Neoliberal economic doctrine represents a synthesis of what has come to be

known as the 'new neoclassical economics'. New neoolæsical economics is informed by

a monetarist critique of Keynesian policies, but it moves away from the monetarist

preoccupation with the money supply to concenhate on the relationship between

unemployment, inflation, expectations, and the supply side ofthe economy (Fusfeld

1990,179). It contends that there is a natural rate of unemployment at which the level of

inflation rests at zero. Advocates ofthis ideology insist that if governments make

artificial attempts to reduce unemployment below the natural rate by fiscal and monetary

policies in an attempt to increase aggregate demand, the result will be a series of

inflationary pressures that eliminate any possibility of short-tenn gains.

The neo-liberal ideology provides the perfect vehicle for the transition from a

society based on democratic political decision-making to one where many issues are

outside ofpolitics and are settled by the undemocratic rule ofthe market place (Bucholz

1989,227). While neoJiberal policies are not solely responsible for Canada's

resfuctured welfare state and the decentralization of the political structure, the politics of

neoJiberalism h¿s worked to perpetuate the emphasis on the business sector and
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reduction of social citizenship. One ofthe challenges this ideological shift poses to social

policy is the subjectivity and controversy over the decision of who really needs

assistance. A targeted approach to social progams and sewices requires a difüoult

decision as to who should or should not be eligible fo¡ social assistanoe. Not only is this

task higltly subjective, it requires a larger, more patemalistic govemment. As well the

underlying assumption that unemployed Canadians are choosingto be unemployed

nurtures a new attitude among government and the public which affects the nature of tle

social sector, reducing govemment's responsibility to promote and ensure substantial

employment for Canadians. As a result, services and programs to assist Canadians in the

search for employment are reduced or eliminated.

Neoliberalism has come to dominate policy thinking within the government of

Canada since the eæly 1980's. This ideological shift is apparent in the politioal climate,

political structure, and public opinion ofCanadians, as the analysis in the following

sections demonsfates.

External Elements

External factors greatly impact the political climate of a particular country. As

the Honou¡able Barbara McDougall, President of the Canadian Institute of Intemational

Atrairs (CtrA), insists, "AIl politics are local and extemal factors influence domestic

politics" (McDougall 2000). læslie Pal strengfhens this notion by insisting that the last

thousand years have marked continuous "international connectedness" that invarìably

influences domestic policy decision-making (1997, 35). He explains that various former

empires and imperial systems "covered enormous tracts of territory" and'Vast complex
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systems of hade were developed by the 1700's around sugar, spices, and slaves" whioh

worked to create a interdependent relationship among many states influencing domestic

politics and policies (Ibid., 35). However, some ægue that the interdependency among

states has intensified and altered the intemational community and domestic politics in

sigrrificant ways (Korten 1995, McBride and Sheilds 1997, Pal 1997, Stubbs and

Underhill 1994, Teeple 1995). The contemporary concept often used to define this

intensified interdependenoy is g/oå alization, marked by unprecedented technological

advances. Formerly, the interdependency among súaûes was refer¡ed to as

internationalization whioh is defined byBruce Doerq Leslie Pal, and Brian Tomlin, as "

a process by which various aspects ofpolioy or policy making are influenced by factors

outside national tenitorial boundaries" (1996, 3). According to these authors

intemationalization is linked to globaliz¿tion in both economic and tecbnological

elements, yet it is different because it both "predates [globalization] and follows it" (Ibid.,

3). Even though the term globalization implies the intemationaliz¿tion of public policy,

it is possible for internationalization to exist without globalization. Indeed

intemationalization has existed among nation statÊs to at least some exten! influencing

domestic policy well before the post-war period. The intensification of

intemationalization however and its influence on domestic policy which has helped

create the current political climate is linked to globalization which has reached a " wider

range of countries, actors and forces" (Ibid., 4).

Governments react to the process of intemationalization in a variety of ways.

Two of the most popular choices are presenteÅ as accommodation and change (Ibid. , 4).

Aa example of change is the alterations govenrments make 1o institutions and political
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structures to achieve domestic benefits, or at least attempt ûo, within this intemationalized

community by emploþg free bade agreements. Accommodation is exercised to resist,

regulate, and insulate oneselffrom these intemational pressures (Ibid., 4). The most

likely formula is a combination of the two approaches to combine domestic and

international interests for the most desi¡able results.

This strategy is not, however, as staightforward as it appears. lntemational

economic faotors can make it politically difficult for domestio govemments to inÍoduce

new spending programs as economists and business groups have often publicly urged

governments to out social spending substantially (Little 1994, B5). lntemational

economic agencies also play a role in pressuring the govemment towards this cou¡se of

action. For instance, on February lórh 1995, eleven days before the federal budget was

inüoduced Moody's Investors Service put Canada on notice that it was reviewing its debt

for a possible downgrade and by April 12û it actually lowered Canada's bonds to double-

A1 from friple-A (Ibid., B5). This downgrade would be a considerable setback for any

state as it reveals to the intemational community that Canada is not a sound invesffient

which is problematic wirhin the context of the highly competitive global market plaoe.

When Canada has fiscal responsibilities both domestically and intemationally,

policy choices become more complex. The interdependency ofthe global economy

creates a strong pressure fo¡ states to comp€te effeclively and promote greater fisoal

responsibility. This additional pressure on states can challenge their comríitnents to

thei¡ domestic responsibilities. Due to the emphasis on the economy in this intensiñed

global community, domestic policies have aligned themselves accordingl¡ often to the

detriment of social policies. As sucb, extemal fo¡ces from ttre intemational community
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have motivate{ or at the very least conhibuted, to a political climate that is less

favourable towæds social policies. This is synbolized by the decision of policy makers

to reduce social funding to ñrlñll their greater fiscal responsibility. The following seotion

reviews intemational events which have conhibuted to this intensified

internationalizatio4 as well as globalization to reveal the challenges the social policy

sector faces under this new political climate.

International Events

By the mid-1970's, the Westèrn world began to experience profound economic

ând political change. The long economic boom that was brought on by the reconstruction

period after WWII ended in the eæly 1970's due largely to the 1973 A¡ab oil embargo

and the subsequent increase in oil prices by the Organization ofPetroleum Exporting

Countries (OPEC). However, this event was only the beginning of the economic

downtum that would dramatically affect the intemational community. The collapse of

the communist regimes after the fall of the Soviet Union not only produced an extreme

climate ofpolitical uncertainty, instability, and chaos, but also destroyed the intemational

system that had stabilized intemational relations for almost forty years (llobsbawm 1995,

I 0- 1 I ). These events revealed the precariousness of some of the domestic political

systems that bad essentially rested on that stability. The tensions of former communist

states due to their troubled economies and subsequently troubled politícal systems,

challenged the political systems of liberal-democracy whioh until this time had

fiurctioned quite effectively in developed capitalist countries. Even the basic units of

international politics itself, the sovereþty of the nation-states, became threatened by
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various factors such as the transnational economy, and the intra-nation¡l forces of

secessionist regions, leaving the frrture of the international system rather obscure (Ibid.,

13).

Another factor that contributed to this intemational economic orisis was the

decline in profits and the flight of oapital, as multinational corporations shifted their

manufacturing investments to countries ofthe developing world, where cheaper labor

could be found (Bluestone and Flarrison 1982, ó). This process led to 'de-

industrialization', "A vast systemic dis-investnent in the nation's basic productive

oapacity'' (McBride and Shields 1997, 47). As a resul! Canadian employment in goods-

producing industries fell from "34.8 percent ofthe labor force in 1951 to 26.7 percent in

1981, a patæm that is common in most other Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD) nations" @conomio Counoil of Canada 1984, 157). These

intemational changes led to pronounced effects on the domestic politics of most

indusbialized nations, Canada included. Once unemployment rates began to inorease in

many OECD countries, the Keynesian prinoiples of low unemployment rates were

challenged signifi cantly.

This change in the mobilization of production was paralleled by a tecbnological

revolution as corporations attempted to modemize their enterprises by lowering their

labor costs and boosting profrts, which produced d¡amatio changes in the production of

goods and services. lnformation systems and tele*r¡¡¡'rnicatiois technologies

tansfomed production and work processes. As a result, fewer workers were needed and

a major reduction of productivity growth occurred in most OECD countries. The impact

oftechnological change on employment opportunities in Canada was clearly illusûated
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by the Eoononric Council of Canada. Teohnological advances over the l97l-79 perjod

made it possible to produce the same level of ouþut with 8 percent fewer jobs in the

commercial sector ofthe economy than would have been possible prior to 1971

(Economic Counoil of Canada 1984, 75). "This represented a labor savings of

approximately 630,000jobs" (Ibid., 75). 'tsetweæn 1960 and 1973, the average growth

rate in GDP per capita for the OECD nations as a whole ranged from 3.5 to 4.0 p€rcent;

between 1973 and the early 1990's, it fell below 2.0 percent" (Banting 199ó, 30).

Despite initial claims that these advances in technology would actually require greater

skills, and increase employment in these areas, only "Seven ofthe thirty-nine industries

required additional labor skills" @conomic Council of Canada 1984, 157).

Ultimately, this change in unemployment rates affected the OECD countries

significantly. For i¡stance, during the 1950's and the 1960's, unemployment in the

OECD counfries stood at approximately 3 p€rcent, whioh was regarded essentially as

ñrll-employment. By the 1970's however, the dramatic increase in unemployment

caused the Canadian government to offrcially abandon its commitment to maintaining

full-employment (McBride 1992,89-90). Canada was particularly affeoted as the

unemployment rate increased more dramatically than in most other OECD countries from

an average of"3.5 percent in 1973, to 5.5 percent in 1975, and to 8.4 percent in 1983"

(Gonick 1987,341).

The reduction in job growth has had a sipificant impact on the fiscal capacity of

govemments in westem nations, which simultaneously weakens the re-distributive

capacity ofthe state (Gonick 1987, McBride 1992, Marr and Paterson 1980, and Ruggeri

1987). It appears that many govemnents are under pressure to redesigr social programs
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in ways that reduce rigidities in the labor market, enhance flexibility in the domestic

economy and at the same time, reduce the financial burdens on the public heasury. This

new emphasis conflicts with the security and protection that is embodied in the initial

oonception ofthe Keynesian welfare state. I¡ addition, given the greater mobility of

factors of production, many countries have felt obligated to lower taxes on production to

remain competitive in the intemational economic arena.

Globalization

The phenomenon of globalization has become a popular explanation of the

changes in the economic setting that began in the 1970's. This phenomenon has also lent

itself to the conventional wisdom tbat the 'golden age' of the nation-state is over, The

nation-stâte, which dominated the politioal stage for several centuries, is held to be losing

power and capacity as a result of globalization. The intemational community has become

more interdependen! which in retum has challenged st¿te sovereignty. As showrl

countries such as Can¿da have been subject to greater external influences on domestic

polioy decisions. This thesis does not subscribe to the view that this process is an

inevitable produot of uncontrollable structural forces nor that it need render the nation-

state irrelevant. Nevertheless, the argument that globalization has indeed eroded the

capacity of nation-states has considerable validity.

Globalization is not necessarily a new phenomenon yet it is often offered as the

stimulus to explain, and at times even correc! the economic and political crisis thât sfuck

the world economy in the 1970's. This phenomenon is characterized by three major

themes. The fust is the creation of larger markets because the nation-state can no longer
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satisfu the needs ofmultinational corporations, which require larger tading areas.

Second, in this new environment oapital, especially financial capital, have become

increasingly mobile, largely due to information and telecommunications advances that

allow for the instantaneous movement of ñrnds. Third, there has been greater global

specialization of productio4 in that particular regions specialize in specific means of

production @anting 199ó, Korten 1996, and Pal 1997). As a concept, globalization has

been used to explain or describe international events since the 1970's. It is not, however,

the íntent ofthis thesis to hold this phenomenon accountable for these changes. This

thesis asserts that 'globatization' cannot be held responsible for these events, as it is

merely a term, or concept, just as the term colonization itself oannot be held responsible

for the displacement of cultures. Ultimately, the responsibility lies with the govemments

that adopt these policies. At the same time, globalization poses a problem for

govemments who have lost influence and conhol over parts oftheir economic

environments. Yet the publio still considers governments responsible and accountable for

their economic performance. Examining the complexities and diverse attributes of

globalization is key to understanding the intemational elenent; however, it should not be

rendered 'responsible' for the events it desoribes.

Although all Westem stâtes are at least in part affected by globalization, in many

ways Canada's vulnerability to globalization is greater in comparison to other OECD

countries. For instance, no other OECD country is as dependent on the market of another

counbry as Canada is on the American economy (Simeon 1995, 262). This export

concenhation can force Canada to comply with American protectionism, under the North

American Free Trade Ageement (NAFTA) often causing trade friction between the two
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nations largely due to the ovenvhelming power and wealth of the United States ii

comparison to Canada. In addition, Canada's exposure to intemational economic fofces

increased in relation to its reliance. on foreig! borowing. As shown in Figure 1 . I '

Canada led all other G7 nations in its net foreign indebtedness by a considerable mafgin,

making it particularly vulnerable to global markets'

Figure 1.1: Net Foreign Indebtedne¡s of G7 Countries

60

Debo¡ cor¡nries

C¡editor count¡ics

&¡ad¡ It¡ly US

Source: B¡nting 1996' 35.

Jap6n G€rn¡n,,

The foreign indebtedness that Canada endued during this period increased its

wlnerability to intemational bond-rating agencies. To address this fiscal vulnerability

the Departrnent ofFinance insisted that canada sustain a decline in the debt-to-GDP

¡atio? necessary for the federal govemment to pfotect itself from the possibility of ñ¡hre

economic downtums in the global economy and at the same time raise the intemational

financial community's confidence in canada. Moreover, higb levels of debt usually lead

? ,,4 me¿su¡ement ofthe f€derdt debt as a pøcørtage ofCanada's GDP. It is I meåsure ofthe debt in

relatioo to the economy and ofour capacity to cafry and r€pay debt" @epartmeút ofFinancÆ 2002c, 13).

,+0
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to increæed interest rates which discourage investnent that is necessary to sustain growth

(Department ofFinance 2002a,2). Canada successfully worked towards tho initiatives

set forth by the Deparünent ofFinance to promote gteater fiscal responsibility and by

1996-97 the federal govemment no longer had to borow new money on ñnancial

markets to pay for ongoing programs or for interest on the debt. This is a striking

achievement as this was the fust time in 27 years that Canada no longer relied on foreip

bonowing to pay down the debt (Ibid., 2). The Honourable John Manley, Deputy Prime

Minister and Mnister of Finance, commented on this achievement stating that;

Ou¡ current accountt balance moved into surplus in late 1999 and has stayed
strongly in the blaok, even with the U.S. slowdown. This has helped reduce
Canada's foreign indebtedness to its lowest level in 50 years. As well, ow net
foreign indebtedness, as a share of gross domestic national product' (GDP), is
now below that of the United States for the fi¡st time on record @eparhnent of
Finance 2002b,4).

&'A me¿sure ofthe flow ofgoods, servicæs and investment income, betw€€n Canado and the ¡est ofthe
world, including merchandise impocs, and exportq intemational service transactions, and interests and

dividend payments or rec€ipts. The deficit on investment transactions reflects the ne€d to pay hterest and

dividends on foreign debt" (Departmenf ofFina¡ce 2002c, 29).

e "The total value ofall goods and services produced within Canada during a given year. It is a

meåsurement ofinc,ome generated by produstion within Canada" (Department ofFi¡ance 2002c, 4ó).
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Figure 1.2: Canada's Financial B¡lance Compared to the G-7 Average
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Source: D€psrtment ofFinance 20028' 18.

Manley also stated that, "the official forecasts from ûe Intemational Monetary Fund

(tvIF) and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

predict Canada will post the highest economic gfowthro rates in the G-7 this year and

next'(Ibid.,4). This positive growth corresponds with the a¡nouncement from Moody's

Investors Service in May 2002 that it was restoring Canada's Triple-A credit rating which

had been lost in 1995 (Ibid., 5). According to Manley this high rating represents a

restored confidence in Canada's future by the international commrurity. Yet despite this

apparently positive outlook on canada's economic futu¡e, the extemal influences have

nonetheless contributed to a cuÍent political climate that privileges economics and

l0 ..An inøease i¡ the production ofgOods and se,¡vices ove¡ a given period. Nominal growth is the

increase including chaigæ in pricee while real growth is the increase excluding changes in prices.

St¿tisticia¡s a¡al-€conoñiSs have developed a concæpt called 'co¡stânt doll¿rs' so they can exclude price

changes from measures ofgtowth. Constant dolu, GDP only capn:res changes in actual or reai

production" (Department ofFinance 20029 76).
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finance, This is revealed by the vigour with ì¡rhich Canadian decision-makers worked to

reduce foreigr debt to restore Canada's f¡rancial reputation in the global economy.

These extemal factors create contradictory pressures on the welfare state in

Catnda, and the way in which those conüadiotions are addressed depends in part on the

intemal processes of domestic govemments. Largely due to increased globalization, the

intemational community has become more interdependent as hade has expanded and

multinationals have transcended business practic€s to a multitude of states. When states

become more interdependent in terms of trade and security, intemational events such as

the 1970's oil crisis inevitably affects numerous states and their domestic politics. This

remains true today as the events of September I I 
q 

200 1 , represented by the attack on the

World Trade Center, were felt by many Westem states. Social policies can be firfher

ohallenged within this interdependent environment since the broader intemational

community of states and multinational corporations can actually compete with the

domestic interests of individual nation states, influencing nations' spending decisions,

whioh ultimately weakens state sovereignty.

Inùerestingl¡ during this period of increased fiscal awareness and reduced sooial

responsibility, unemployment rates increased. External factors such as vast technological

advanoes and the mobilization of capital have created a higher unemployment rate for

Canada. Higher unemployment rat€s further challenge domestic economíes especially

within a climate where the economy has intensified demanding greater efficiency and

competitive fiscal policies and practices. To respond to these conkadictory presstrres,

most Westem states, such as Canad4 have reduced their social responsibility to their

citizens at a time of gteater need As such" the political climate in Canada is one where
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policy makers choose to promote corporate profits instead of promoting greater

production and job gowth. According to Keith Banting the privileged position of the

business sector is revealed by the ûequency of finance meetings of the OECD. "The

Economic Development and Review Committee which is dominated by departments of

finance, meets approxiürately tweûty times a year, whereas the Blucation, Employment,

Labou¡, and Social Affairs Committee meets only twice a year" (199ó, 54). Some argue

that Canada is not as greatly affected by globalization as its leade¡s would have

Canadians believe and they downplay the role that govemments have played in endorsing

and promoting the values and aims of globalization (Chodos, Murphy, and Hamovitch

1991, McQuaid 1998, and Teeple 1995). Whether or not globalization is a perceived or

real threat to the economy of Canada, it has nonetheless affected the Canadian political

climate regarding social policy.

Political Structure

Canada is a linguistically, culturally, and regionally diverse nation-state, unique in

its væt size and complexity. Federalism is the political structu¡e which has allowed this

unique country to perform by most standards remarkably well, and is tlerefore an

essential element in defining the current political climate. According to Bakvis and

Skogstad, the basic federal formula is "A shared n¡le by means ofa central govemment

on purposes held in commoñ for all citizens, and local self-n¡le througb provincial

governments to allow regionally distinctive identities to be expressed" (2002, l). The

original constitutional documen! the British North America Act of 1867, was the initial

framework of federalism, which allowed Canada to adopt sooial, economic, and cultural
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policies consistent with those of other advanced indusfial nations. Canada has

experienced inevitable changes since 1867, such as the addition of new provinces, war,

depression, and economic development, yet due to the flexible nature of federalism,

Canada has managed to adapt to these challenges fairly well. Vehicles ofjudicial review,

constitutional amendments, and changes to the conventions of federalism itselfhave all

contributed to its successes. However, particular changes made to the conventions of

federalism have not fared as well an{ in fact, some fiscal changes have been detrimental

to fhe role Canadian federalism plays in social policy.

Until the late 1970's or early 1980's, Ca¡adian fiscal federalism had a 'mission
statement'. Its sense ofpurpose mirrored the postwar consensus about the role
that the state should play, tbrough programs of redishibution and macroeconomic
sùabilization, in building a fair and compassionate society and a prosperous and
stable economy. [Since then. . . ] the golden age of consensus had eroded
badly... fF]iscal federalism has also laoked a shong sense of purpose @rown
2002,66).

The federal govemment's withd¡awal from the funding of programs of ¡edisfibution

employed to promote a fair and compassionate society has affected the social seotor

negatively. Before discussing the effect these changes to federalism have had on social

polic¡ a brief outline ofthe fiscal anangements within Canadian federalism is helpflrl.

Fiscal Arrangements

According to Douglas M. BrowrL fiscal federalism co-exists within the fon¡al

constitution as an "interlocking web oftaxation, expenditure, and transfers that changes

more frequently than the Constituti on" Q002,59). The allocation ofexpenditue and
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revenue functiorìs is arguably one ofthe most important constitutional featu¡es for social

policy. Brown outlines the fou¡ elements of fiscal federalism as;

(t) The constitutional division oflegislative, taxation, and expenditure powers;
(2) the evolved pattern oftax allocatio4 sharing and harmonization; (3) the
system of intergovemmental tansfers to bridge the gap between the revenue and
expenditure responsibilities, that is, to reduce vertical and horizontal fiscal
imbalances; and (4) the process by whioh fiscal anangements are made by federal
and provinoial govemments (Ibid., 60).

Constitulional Powers

The constitutional allocation of powers in Canada is unique for a federal system

in that fìscal mechanisms must respeot the autonomy of tle provinces in significant

expenditure fields. In additioq unlike most other federations, the two levels of

govemment have ftrll access to sources oftaxation Both govemments can "colleot

personal and corporate income taxes, general sales or consumption taxes, as well as

payroll taxes for specific purposes such as unemployment insurance, health care, and

pensions" (Ibid., 6l). There is, however, one distinction betwe€n the two levels of

govemment in tenns of oonstih¡tional spending power in that the federal government has

a constitutional rigbt to spend in any expenditure field it sees fit. The federal spending

power is most conducive to the promotion ofnational social programs and according to

P.W Hogg "The couds have upheld this spending power as long as the granting of

money does not constitute regulation by other means" (æ cited in Brown, 2002, 6l).
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Tax Allocation

The Canadian federal system began as a higbly centralized system, only ûo

become, "one of the mo¡e decenÍalized of existing federal systems" (Ibid.,61). This

decentralization is largely due to the revenue split between the federal and provinoial

goveaments over the past 50 years. ln 1950, for instance, Ottawa exercised stronger

central control over revenue generation, as the federal govemment levied approximately

ó5 per cent oftotal taxes. By 1999, however, this had declined to 47 per cent (Ibid., 62).

One ofthe mai¡ reasons for this change is that provincial expenditures rose more quickly

given responsibility for health care. The federal govemment, on the other h¿nd, was

responsible for expenditures such as defence spending, which was decreasing over this

period. To address this tend in spending, the federal govemment responded by allowing

considerable tax room on corponte and personal income to the provinces from the 1950's

to the 1970's. Since there are few constitutional prohibitions to provinces raising their

revenue, tax sources also proliferated (Ibid., 62). One ofthe concems, however, with tax

decentralization is that it could threaten the chiefgoals ofa federal system since it

reduces the fiscal, economic and social integration.

The freedom each province has to raise revenues tbrough tax souroes results in

diverse guidelines oftaxation creating a discrepancy across Canadian taxpayers from

province to province. To address this concem, programs that promote fiscal equalization

and prevent horizontal fiscal imbalance are often necessary, promotinglhe harmonization

of taxes. The harmonization oftaxes attempts to ensure that similarly situated taxpayers

are treated similarly across the provinces. As well, the harmonization of ta:res makes it

easier for capital, labour, goods, and services to be nationally mobile which serves to
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protect national unity within the Canadian federation. The most successftrl means of

promoting hannonization is the Tax Collection Agteement, in which the federal

government collects personal income tax from all ofthe provinces except Quebec and

Alberta, and corporate income taxes from all ofthe provinces except Ontario, Albert¿,

and Quebec. hr retum for paying all the collection costs, the federal govemment has the

provinces' agreement on a common definition of the tax base as well as a common

approaoh to tax enforcement and allocation with the exception of some provinces (Ibid.,

62). In its 2001 budgel the govemment of Manitoba moved from a provinoial personal

income tax expressed as percentage of federal tax to a "tax on net income" (TOM). This

gave the govemment more flexibility in defining the tax base.

I nt e r gov e r nme nt a I Tr a nsfe r s

According to Brown, "intergovemment¿l 'transfer' payments are the means by

which the gaps between the expenditure responsibilities of provinces and the revenues to

fi¡nd them are filled, or at least nanowed" (Ibid., 63). Ideally, these transfer payments are

an importânt means for the federal government to build national programs, while leaving

the delivery ofthese progtams to the individual provinces. However, whether such

transfer payments successfirlly achieve central policy objectives or reflect the autonomy

of the provinces is often debated. ln an attempt to address this uncertainty, transfers

come in two different designs; conditional and unconditional. "Conditional fansfers are

payments made for specific purposes, often in the past to induce social programs with

similar entitlements across tle country" (Ibid., 63). "Unconditional üansfers are those
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without program expenditure strings attached, but which will still have specific forrrulae

guiding whioh provinces receive what proportion of funds" Qbid., 63).

Intergovemmental tansfers are an especially important element of federalism

when discussing the current political climate in terms of social policy, since

intergovenunental transfers are largely unconditional todøy, which has geatly affected

the relationship between Canadian federalism and the social policy sector. For instance,

the two biggest progtams, accounting for 89 per cent of all federal transfers in 1999-

2000, are the Equalization Program @P) and the Canada Health and Social Transfer

(CHST) (Ibid.,63). The EP is completely an conditional in natwe and serves to fund

health care and post-secondary education. As the EP is the most unconditional transfer it

is designed to ensure autonomy for all the provinces by providing the capacity to deliver

comparable services at comparable rates oftaxation. Except indirectly through the re-

distributive effect ofthe federal tax system, EP does not take its fi¡nds from richer

provinces, "They lricher provinces] are not equalized down to the national level, it is

only the poorer provinces that are equalized up" (Ibid., 63). This means that no direot

transfers take place between provinoial govemments. At the same time, the "have"

provinces still contribute more per capita than "have less" provinces and this makes

equalization payments conhoversial. To protect the principle of equalizatiorq it was

enshrined in Section 36 ofthe Constitution Act in 1982. Although the original formulq

developed in 1957, took into account differences in the per capita field of personal and

corporate income taxes and death taxes, today's fonnr¡la takes into account revenues

ftom over 33 different sou¡ces. "Equalization grants are detennined by calculating the
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net per capita deficiency of a province over the sou¡ce oftheir revenue" (Snoddon 2002,

5),

While the CHST has a few general conditions that serve to uphold national

principles, there exists considerable room for provincial interpretation. The CHST is also

different from the EP in that it is a block grant, wbich means that it is an amalgamation of

previous specific-purpose gfant programs that now includes a larger area ofprogram

expenditures such as healtlr" social assistance, and post-secondary education. Combining

previous categorical gants into the CHST took place in 1995. Block grants differ from

former programs that were specifically cost-shared, meaning that federal funds matched

actual provincial expenditures, usually dollar for dollar, whereas today funds are

fansfened without reference to explicit provincial expenditures. The CHST for each

province reflects their population and projected demographic trends, but the provinces'

ontitlement is equal on a per capita basis. There are two components of the CHST

entitlement; tax transfers and cash. A tax transfer occu¡s when upon agteemen! the

federal government reduces its tax rates, and provinces simultaneously raise their tax

rates by an equivalent amount. The value of a ta:< tansfer varies between provinces and

the cash component compensates to enswe that when cash and t¡ansfers are combined

provinces' entitlements are equal on a per capita basis @epartment of Finance 2003, 1).

Although Canadian governments still maintain some cost-shared programs, such as

regional development and infrashucture agreements, they are far less financially

sipificant than the EP and the CHST.
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Fiscal Relations Process

This last element offederalism explains the political and adminishative process

by which Canadian fiscal anangements are made. Overall, these anangements are rarely

made jointly berween the two levels of govemment, particulæly the arrangements which

involve the amount of money to be transferred to the provinces. For instance, the most

recent and significant fiscal decision was the inFoduction ofthe CHST, solely made by

the federal govemment with only minimal consultation from the provinces.

The Impact on Social Policy

Unlike other factors, the political struoture affeots the social policy seotor directly.

Changes in 'fiscal' federalism allowed for sipifìcant reductions to social spending,

which d¡astically reduced and eliminaæd social programs and services. The point at

which the federal govemment's decision to reduce its social responsibility became most

apparent was in 1984 when the Progressive Conservative govemment of Brian Mulroney

altered programs such as, family allowance, tmemploynent insurance, and lhe method of

funding to the provinces for welfare benefits under ¡ransfer payments. These changes

were furthe¡ supported under the newly elected Liberal govemment in 1993, and the

biggest cutbacks came in 1995 as part ofthe Program Review exercise. As suchthese

three areas; family allowance, unemployment insurance, and transfer payments were

reduced.
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Family Allowance

Family Allowance was initially a universal program established in 1945 æ a

universal system ofbaþ bonuses paid to mothers. Brian Mulroney's Progressive

Conservative govemment altered the nature of this program. In 1985, the federal

govemment ruled that family allowance payments would only be inoreased if inflation

exceeded three percent and this was believed by many social advocaûes as a strict

requirement employed to protect federal funds. A system oftaxing benefits was also

inhoduced so that by 1992 one-third ofthe family allowances progfam was paid for

through a reduction of payments taken from middle to upper-income families. In 1993,

under the Liberal federal govemment a targeted fiscal trânsfer was introduced as the

Child Tax Benefit This benefit replaced the Child Tax Credit created by the Liberal

govemment in 1978. A tax-free monthly payment and supplement for low-income

families with yo'ng ohildren whose parents were in the labour force was made available

under this tax benefit. At the same time, these families only received an increase in

payment when inflation was more than 3 percent. An additional farnily supplement of

$500 per year was paid to the working poor, but not to welfare recipients. The Child Tax

Benefit eliminated one of the only secure souroes of monthly income for many mothers

(Timpson 2001, 170-l). Moreover, by switching from a universal approach to a targeted

plan, the federal govenrment moved from a system that was relevant to all families with

children to one that addressed only the poor, more importantly the working poor. These

series ofalterations changed the nature of family allowance.
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Un e mp I oy m e nt I rxur a nc e

Shifts in unemployment benefits after 1984 followed a similar pattem.

Conservative legislation tightened the eligibility for unemployment inswance (Jf) and

reduced the level ofbenefits from 66 percent to 57 percent of insurable earnings

(Timpson 2001, 86-7). In 1991, when the Conservative federal govemment withd¡ew

funds for unemployment insu¡ance, benefits were paid by employee and employer

contributions only. This initiative necessit¿ted higher payroll taxes, shorter benefit

periods, and lower benefit payments. Training programs, for immigrant workers who

were trying to re-enter the paid labour force, were also reduced by the Conservative

govemment (Ibid., 87).

Transfers to the Provinces

Likely the most significant change to the Canadian welfare state was the reduction

in transfer payments to the p¡ovinces. lnitiall¡ the Conservative government in 1984

supported the right ofsocial citizenship through the Canadian Assistance Plan (CAP).

The CAP was one of five pieces ofmajor federal social legislation enacted in April 1966

as a cost-shared conditional, grant progam. There were two primary objectives to the

CAP. First to support the provision of adequate assistance to persons in need and second

to encourage the development and extension of welfare services designed to prevent and

remove the causes ofpoverty and dependence on public assistance. Provincial

jurisdiction was respected in the CAP Act. That is, the federal role was a reactive one,

limited to supporting provincial programming by contributing towards their cost. As

such the CAP shared in the cost to the provinces and territories ofproviding social
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assistance to persons in need and while the federal government specifies conditions for

cost sharing, provincial goveûnnents are responsible for design and delivery of programs

(Deparhnent of National Health and Welfare 2003, 1).

The federal govemment contibuted financially to provincial programs in an

attempt to promoûe national standards for most social assistance. At the same time the

CAP did not obligate the provinces to spend 'socially', it merely encouraged them to do

so by offering to match funds allocated to social programs dollar for dollar. Under CAP

provincial administrations were not permitted to require welfare recipients to work in

order to receive thei¡ entitlement and Ottawa was responsible to pay for one-halfofall

qualiSing programs in all provinces and territories, until 1990. A_fter this point, the

Conservative government enforced a 'cap' on spending under the CAP (Maslove 1996,

285). It limited the increases in transfers to the th¡ee wealthiest provinces (Ontario,

Alberta, and British Columbia) to no more tlnn 5 percent for five years (Ibid., 285).

These tbree provinces werç made ineligible for matching federal monies that went to

other provinces even though taxes collected in these provinces were a primary source of

all federal transfers. Over time, these reductions to the CAP led provinces such as

Alberûa and Ontario to reduce social services to their residents and gave the federal

govemment far less leverage over nationâl welfæe standards. As James Rice and

Michael Prince conclude in their account offiscal changes in Canad4 the most

significant consequences of the Conservatives' social policy record have been a lowering

of the safety net and a weakening of certain bonds of nationhood and citizenship (Rice

andPrince 1996,122).
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By 1993, the federal govemment no longer offered universal family allowances.

The Conservative govemment left a much reduced unemptoyment insurance program and

an increasingly decentualized regime of welfare spending. Yet, despite the hope with the

social policy community in the newly elected Liberal party, the pattern of restructuring

and reduced social spending continued. By 1996 the Liberal government formally

replaced the CAP with the CHST (Maslove 1996,285). This change marked the

begiming of a new era for social policy in Canada as the federal government

aggressively withdrew from cost-shared programs, The CHST both reduced the total

amount ofmoney transfened from the federal government for social programs allowing

for a cut in cash hansfers to the provinces from rougbly "$18 billion in 1997 to $l l

billion in 2001" (Courchene 1994,15-6). ultimately, rhe CHST became an appealing

vehicle for federal deficit shifting.

Several other analysts agree that the creation ofthe CHST will reduce social

funding and therefore reduce the social responsibility ofthe federal govemment.

Katherine Scott supports this view in her study on llomen and the CHST. She insists

that,

Originally, federal transfers for welfare, health and postsecondary education was
to fall in value from $29.7 billion in 1995-6 to $25.1 billion in the fiscal year
1999-2000. The cash portion would decline from $18.5 billion in 1995-6 to a
cash floor of$11.1 billion by 1997-8 and then remain at that level until 2002-3.
However, in April 1997, the federal govenrment announced a ohange in plan, The
cæh floor was frozen at the 1997-8 level of$12.5 billion. The new cash floor
represents a cut ir cash floor of34 per cent instead ofthe pteviously announced
40 per cent cut (1998, 8).

In spite of the higher cash floor, sip.ificant reductions in ñrnding have occur¡ed under the

CHST.
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The following øbles reveal the levels of federal funding to the provinces in

constant dollars.

Table 1.1: Canadian Eealth anil Social Transfer Payments (Cash Conponent)
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As shown, the federal government reduced the cash component of the tansfer payments

to the provinces by 43 per cent between 1993 and 2001 @eauchemin and Judson 2003,

37). These statistics show that the importance of federal tansfers has declined during

this period from 223 per cent of provincial total revenue in 1993 to 13.9 per cent in 2001

(Ibid, 3Ð. In retum, statistics show that provinces have reduced their social frrnding

likely due to the withdrawal of federal support.
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Table 1.4: Social Services Expenditures as a % ofGDP and Per Capita

Source: Be¡uchemin and Judson 2003, 40.
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Financing and placed a ceiling on CAP payments to the 'have' provinces. The
CHST follows the seme model: the issues of indexation and population growth
have not been add¡essed. Predictably,thevalue ofthe $12.5 billion cashfloor
will decline each year (Scott 1998, 9).

The restructuing process is also symbolic in its redefinition ofCanadian's social

citizenship. As provinces become mo¡e varied with their approaohes and spending

towards social policy, Canadians receive differential teatment according to the province

in which they live.

Fiscal federalism is an essential component ofthe current political climate in

Canada as it ultimately reflects the priorities of the federal and provincial govemments.

Changes to the natu¡e offederalism in terms ofreduced sooial spending reveal the shift in

the federal government's responsibility towards social policy. Cuts to federal transfer

progtams most visible under the CHST have constrained provincial govemments from

developing their own programs and eliminated the explioit frrnding for childcare and

other social programs that existed under the CAP. The reduced funding and

responsibility ofthe federal govemment challenges social policy as it becomes

exceedingly diffrcult to employ national programs, which serve to promote national unity

and social cohesion. As a result ofthis shift in fiscal arrangements, the nahue ofsocial

policies hæ also changed. Targeted approaches towards social polioy are more popular,

replacing universality, which maintained social rights for all Canadians as a right of

citizenship despite where one lived and what one could afford to pay.
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Public Opinion

The Canadian public is far more cynical of its government, in particularly the

federal govemment, than in previous years. According to Frank L. Graves, "Fewer than

one in five Canadians believe that when govemments make decisions they place tle

highest priority onthe public interest"(Graves 1999, 38). This cynicism felt towards

government is true ofmost Westem countries today. A revealing conclusion drawn from

the American National Election Studies of 1958 to 199ó discloses a steady decline in the

percentage of Americans who trust in their govemment. This 'tust' in govemment went

from "Over 70 percent ofAmericans in 1960 to around 30 percent in 1996" (Ibid., 39).

At the same time the public has also become more cynical of other institutions such as

corporate business, and the media. For instance, while roughly three in four Canadians

think that the media exercises a lot of power, only one in four think that it should.

Interestingly, al¡nost the same share of Canadians think that their govemments (both

provincial and federal) exercise a lot of power, yet about the same amount think that they

should (Ibid.,3940).

Despite the publio's belief in the legitimacy of goverTment, the values and

interests expressed by those in govemment are considerably different &om the opinions

ofthe general public. This diflerentiation is revealed in evidence gathered from an

ongoing research project, Rethinking Governmen/t. As such, Figzre 2.2 lists the

preferred values ofCanadians and the federal govemment in order of importance.

ll 
The research pro;ect began in 1994 and after five years it includes nearly 3000 variables and

30,000 interviews (Graves 1999, 38). 'In addition to this extensive quatrtitative telephone suwey
dstabase the study also includes a parallel survey ofCanada's elites, in both the public s€ctor and
the private s€ctor, æ well as diagnostic qualitative research with sub.samples oforiginal srrvey
respondents to €xplore ambiguities and to deÆpen the understanding offhe survey issues. This is



Figure 1.3: Values for the Federal Government
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These figures reveal a combination ofboth liberal and conservative values among

Canadians today. The low ranking of minimal government interference, in contast to the

high ranking of healthy population and environmenq reflects a desire for a 'humanistic'r2

govemment. At the same time these figures also show favouritism towa¡ds conservative

values such as hard work, productivity, and family values, while egalitarian values such

as the redistribution of wealth and social cohesion a¡e rated lower. The¡e are a few other

telling factors revealed in these figures. The order ofvalues shows the diminished faith

one ofthe most exhaustive oøminations ofpublic attitudes, values, and behaviour related to
govemment and other i¡stitutions ever conducted in Canada" @id., 3E-9).

t2 The pbrase a 'humanistic govemmørt' is used to define a govemmenq which reflects values s¡ch as

ûeedon, enviro¡me¡Ç aad a healthy population.

Ellte/Declslon-M¡kers
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Canadians have in passive income support as a way of addressing sooial problems. At

the same time, these figures reveal that the economy means more to Canadians than

markets and dollars. Graves suggests that citizens want to see the economy harnessed for

the well-being of average citizens, bringing a humanistic element forward (Ibid., af.

Values such as competitiveness, minimal govemment, and prosperity are among

the leading values expressed by elite decision-makers, which are in opposition to those of

the general public. Over all, this figure reveals two importrant factors about the current

political climate: fust that decision-makers place a geater value on interests of a

business natu¡e compared to the humanistic agenda adopted by the general publíc; and

second, the govemment is not effeotively representing the interests ofthe public. As

Graves points out, this misrepresentation is puzzli¡g, "the public and its collective

interests are supposed to be the raison d'efte for govemment- a notion that most

members of the public view skeptically" (Ibid., 38).

Another conclusion drawn from the Rethinking Government rcsearchproject is

that the publio would prefer to have govemment represent their interests more effectivel¡

rather than reduce or eliminate govemment as the ultimate institution of power and

dishibution (Ibid., 40). Indeed, Canadians would rather see a reduction in the power of

media and big business as opposed to a reduced federal government (see Figne L4).
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Figure 1.4: Inlluence of Various Actors
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As sucl¡ the public's desi¡e for increased involvement for both levels of govemnent has

increased between 1995 and 1998 æ revealed n Figne 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Future Government Involvement Across All Priorities
'Oversll what would you like to see the federaVprovincial governnent do in the
future?t

Sourre¡ Graver 1999, 55.
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Graves predicts from the irformation gathered under the Rethinking Government project

that the desire for increæed government involvement is highly conditional in that the

public would like govemment to become mo¡e involved on the condition that their

values i¡fluence government decision-making (Ibid., 55-6). According to G¡aves, the

public's desire for greater involvement in decision-making stems from "A sense of

powerlessness and a growing beliefthat oitize¡s can operate as equals to elites and

leaders, particularly in the reakn ofvalues" (Ibid., 45).

The study also reveals that the public's view of the quality of Canadian society

has shifted over time. There hæ been a growing desire among Canadia¡s to link values

and morality to social policy. Figne 1.6 shows that many Canadians believe that poor

values are at the root ofpoverty.

Figure 1.6: Factors Producing Poverty in Canada
'Which of the following problems is the most irnportant factor producing poverty in
Canada?'

Poor vùues and famity
practices among

families

Inadequate services
suchas healü,
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Source¡ Grave¡ 1999, 59.
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These views tend to be more consistent with a conservative ideology, which places

geater emphasis on self-reliance and individualism. Generally, the conservative mindset

links strong family values to economic security and accountability and believes that

income supports may fail to solve social programs since the root ofthe problem stems

from poor values. Therefore according to conservatives, social problems are

predominantly an individual responsibility versus a societal one.

Yet another telling shift in public opinion is revealed by Ekos Research

Associates from a twenty-yea¡ observation on public attitudes towa¡ds govemment.

These results show a shifting structure of political class culture. Five ideal types of

citizens were identiñed based on surveys ofthe attitudes and values regæding the

ohanging role of the state in Canadian society. These five types of Canadiens were

disclosed as: relatively aftluent insiders (in favour offiscal conservatism and less active

govemment), s¿ cure middle (contented, middle-class), insecure middle (anxious

members of the ûiddle class, linked to the 'old economy'), two classes of economically

distressed Canadians: disengaged dependents (still looking to govemment) and the angry

and alienated (who felt betrayed and abandoned) (Ibid., 66). These divisions are usefi¡l

in defining the current political climate in Canada as they reveal the diversity of citizens

in terms oftheir perceived relationship with the Canadian state.
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Figure 1.7: Typologr of Canadian Public
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Source: Gråves 1999' 67.

The Self-Interested Q'leo-consematives) (13%o) group situated in Figure I '7 is best

summed up as people rvho value self-reliance both for themselves and for society.

Nationalism is not important to this group and they tend to oppose bilingualism. Graves

defines thìs group as "Highly antipathetic to government in general, and federal

government in particular. They are individualistic and mistrustful of institutions. They

see governmenl as co-opted, self-interested, and wasteful" (Ibid. , 6 8) This group only

iepresents 13 percenl ofthe canadian population and consists predominately of white

males, w-ho most likely live in rvestern canada. These members are rvell eduaated but

not the best educated iî Canada. Tteir annual income is quite high and they are likely to

be of the baby boomer generation. This group is likely to support the Canadian Alliance

Parly or the Progressive Conservati vePaíy.
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The Comfortable and Contended (Neo-Liberals) (26%o) gtoup has been deemed as

the 'new dominant professional class'. This segment is one ofthe larger and most

powerfr¡l of all the segnents. Its members represent the leadership and peak of Canadian

political culture. Diffe¡ent than the self-interested group, this division is highly

nationalistic and supportive of the cunent federal government. According to Graves,

'Neoliberals are the most affluent, educated, and professional ofall segrnents" (Ibid.,

69). They support with vigour bilingualism and multiculturalism, tend to be lower in age,

and live throughout Canada,

The Dependent Preservers (28%o) segrnent is the lægest group of Canadians. Its

individuals are less affluent and educated than the former two segments. This group sees

themselves as highly dependent on the state and so their needs are strictly aligned with

big govemment. These individuals are generally the most supportive ofthe cu¡rent

govemment and are particularly attracted to social activism. They could also be

desoribed as 'fiercely nationalistic' (69). Demographics ofthis group represent an over-

representation of women, and ethnic minorities.

The Ataious and Angry @isengaged) (21o/o) are a higbly inseoure group who feel

indifferent to the current order of government. Their hostility is driven by their sense of

low political efficacy. In fact the majority ofthis goup believe that government has

completely lost sights oftheir needs and interests. Most ofthese individuals do not have

the financial ¡esouces or skills to function without the assistance of government. They

have a hopeless sense of futu¡e and feel that govemment is to blame for this

hopelessness. The demographics ofthis group reveal that the majority are women who

live in single parent, non-faditional households. They are very poorly educated, less
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tole¡ant of immigration, and have incomes lower than the national average. It is highty

unlikely that this group hæ the resources necessary to succeed in the 'new economy'. If

individuals ofthis group are politically active they tend to support the New Democratic

Party (NDP).

The Alienated and Disconnected (Anonic) (13%o) group is the smallest segment of

the Canadian population and the most withd¡awn from the national community. These

individuals feel very disconnected from govemme¡t. The demographics ofthis group are

usually white and express higher than average levels ofxenophobia. They also tend to be

very poorly educated. In fact most ofthem have not completed high school. These

individuals have low incomes, skills, and employment. This group has the highest level

of under-employment in the country. Individuals of this group tend to be over

represented in Quebec and under represented in Ontario.

ïhis breakdown of the Canadian population is an exhemely useñ¡l tool as it

allows one to see the values and beliefs of Canadians in tenns of socio-economic class

stn¡oture. The information regarding publio opinion defines a current political climate in

which the govemment and ruling elites are disjointed from the public. At the same time,

the publio has more faith in govemment as a legitimate institution over big business and

media organizations. Nonetheless, the discrepancy between government and the public

challenges social policy because tìe lack of consensus among such diverse viewpoints.

Social policy is, however, most threatened by the fact that the majority of Canadians have

taken a neoJiberal viewpoint regarding the responsibility for social problems. As mo¡e

Canadians blame social problems on the individual's poor vahrc system, it releases

government from its responsibility to address and improve these problems.
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The Business Sector

While the current political climate challenges the social policy sector, the business

sector has remained fairþ unscathed. Funding in the forms oftax breaks for large

corporations were not as heavily scrutinized as public spending in areas ofsocial services

and programs. Walter Stewart insists that, "Corporations have not suffered the same

reductions within the welfare state in comparison to reduotions made in social spending.

ln fact they have actually been over-compensated during this time of restructuring"

(1998,294). For instance in 1955, Canadian corporations were pafng 43 percent ofall

the income tax collected in Canada, and individuals just more than half. By the end of

1995, however, individuals were paying nearly 90 percent, and corporations just over I I

percent (Ibid.,294). This signifïcant shift represents a transfer offinancial obligations of

mo¡e than $30 billion annually ûom the corporate sector to individual citizens. These

statistics show that oorporations are actually paying a geat deal less in taxes than they

did forty years ago.

The previous chapter discussed the hierarchal structu¡e that exists within the

Canadian welfare state, between the social policy sector and the business sector. Neo-

pluralism was used to explain this relationship within the public policy field as it suggests

that govemment policies should follow an agenda that is at least favourable to the

development ofthe system of private enterprise and corporate power. According to neo-

pluralism, 'Democracy is embedded in a socio-economic system that systematically

grants a 'privileged position' to business interests" (Held 1996). In this way, the federal

govemment's decision to reduce and cut social programs and services is expt¿ined by the

federal govemment's over-arching commitment to the business sector. No4etheless,
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policy decisions that honour the business secto¡ over the social sector is ultimately a

choice that govemments make. Great debate surrounds the issue of whether govemments

can ignore the demands ofthe business secto¡ du¡ing this era of globaliz¿tion and

changing world order. An argrrment is made here that the decision to continuously

support the business sector, often at the expense of social seryices and programs, is not

necessarily inevitable nor financially efiìcient.

Conclusion

The current political climate in Canadâ has changed since the post-WWII era.

Prinoiples ofzz iversality and social citizenship, infoduced by the Kel,nesian welfare

state, have been replaced by a neoJiberal agenda that advocates a morefree economy,

one in whioh social rights are oircumscribed by the market ethos. These changes

emphasize means-tested betrefits and stringent eligibility conditions, which serve to

divide the citizenship into separate olasses, removing the universality ofsocial benefits,

ohallenging national unity and social cohesion sigrifÌcantly. To support this

characterization of the current political climate in Canad4 several factors were

considered. The ideological shift towards neoJiberalism revealed new ideæ which

suppoÍ a ûeer economy and market place, strongly encowaging governments to become

more financially responsible. As such the nature of social policy has changed to employ

a more 'targeted' approach; providing assistance to only those who need it. Extemal

events such ¿¡s the international oil crisis ofthe 1970's and the phenomenon of

globalization were also reviewed because they act as both part creator and part response

to the challenges the social policy sector faces under the cunent political climate.
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Govemments today are encouraged to promote efficiency and competition due to the

intensified interdependency reflected in the increæed flight of capiøl, larger markets, and

technological advances,

While the Canadian government concerns itself with the demands of global

competition, foreign debt and subsequent business practices, the majority of Canadians

do not share the intensity ofthese concerns. Most Canadians believe that social

invesÍnent is thei¡ most valued interest. Despite their belief that social investtrent

provides a substantial returr¡ they tend to believe that the government should provide

these services on a more needs-based conditio4 instead of providing social services for

all Canadians as a right of citizenship. So although most Canadians do believe in social

progtams and services, they are more selective as to how and to who ought to be

employed. This shift towards a more targeted approach to social policy may very well

stem from an environment which repeatedly makes claims that 'big' govemment needs to

be reduced due ûo their fiscal inefficiencies.

To accommodate this increased interest in business, the political sfuoture of

Canada has ohanged largely at the expense of the social policy sector. The federal

government has created shifts in tax stuctu¡es, caps on publio spending, and anti-

inflation monetary policies to the social policy sector. Reductions in funding have been

made to family allowance, unemployment insurance, childcare, and transfer payments

from the federal government to the provincial govemment. These cutbacks sipificantly

alter the nahre and sustainability of the social policy sector. The most detrimental effect

to social policy came from the ¡eduction of federal transfer payments for the provinces.

Cuts to these transfer payments significantly shield the federal govemment from both the
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financial and social responsibility for society's less privileged. These cutbacks in

funding became increasingly more significant after the federal govemment eliminated the

CAP and EPF altogether, replacing it with an appealing vehicle for federal deficit

shifting, the CHST,

However, the most telling point made is that while social services and programs

have been reduced, the business sector has actually experienced an increase in public

spending, which shows a privileged position for business. These actions have occurred

despiæ the fact that the initial role ofthe welfare state was to protect both business and

social sectors from the unregulated effects of the market; not to necessarily favour one

sector at the expense ofthe other. As well, it isthe apparent intent of neoliberalism to

honou¡ both the market's expectations while maintaining the needs ofa compassionate

and just society. Yet the current political climate is one where the nature of the welfare

state has been altered, challenging the principles and sustainability ofthe social policy

sector, while the business sector eqioys a more privileged position.

At the same time, the cunent political climate looks as tho'reh it could become

more supportive ofthe social policy sector. Aocording to the statement by the

Honourable John Manley, Deputy Prime Minister and Mnister of Finance, to the House

of Commons Standing Committee on Finance, on June 19,2002, "Canada has

successflrlly emerged from a period ofglobal economic volatility and uncertainty" and

"the recent performance ofthe Canadian economy represents better tlan expected

growth" @eparhnent of Finance 2002b, 1). lvlanley insists that "good economic policy

and sooial policy go hand-in-hand" and that "Strong economic performance will allow us

to better add¡ess key social priorities" as "dealing effectively with these (key social
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issues) in tum, will reinforce ou¡ long-term economic prospects" (Ibid., 10). Manley's

statement admits that in order to add¡ess the troubled economy, the social policy sector

was neglected. Now as the economy has improved, he boldly promises to attend to the

neglected social policy sector in the near future. Yet, interestingly enough, Manley

devotes only one paragaph ofa l3-page document to a discussion ofsocial policy. The

remaining discussion focuses on Canada's economic standing, its achievements, its

troubled areas, and its focus on the knowledge-based economy. As well, it is unlikely

that Canadian decision makers are willing to risk thei¡ outstanding economic

perforrnance to aid the social policy sector. This is especially true since many ofthe

decisions to reduce sooial programs and funding were made to súengthen the apparently

weak Canadian economy. Thus, even though Canada's intemational standing has

improved, the risk of loosing this achievement remains. Therefore it is udikely that the

challenges the sooial polioy secûor endures will end under the current political climate.
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CILA,PTER TWO: WOMEN'S Lm E)CERIENCES

The previous chapter determined that the social policy sector is challenged under

the cunent political climate largely due to consistent reductions ofsocial funding since

the 1980's, Business interests, deficit reductioq and global competition are often

promoted to the detiment of social programs and services. This thesis suggests that

women are disproportionately affected under the current political olimate, as they æe

more likely to participate within the sooial policy sector as recipients and/or providers.

However to make this argument successfully, it is necessary to show that women have a

unique relationship to the social policy sector due to the different life experiences they

have compared to men.

This chapter highlights the social, political, and economic areas of women's lives

to show the differences that exist between Canadian men and women. It is difficult to

categorize a person's life experiences neatly into these tbree areas and so some overlap

will ooou¡. Nonetheless, most of the differences that women experience in their daily

lives can be separated into one ofthese th¡ee a¡eas sufficiently. Next, this chapter links

women's different life experiences to their unique relationship with the social sector, via

the st¿te. This is an important link because it shows that under the cunent political

climate, challenges to the social sector invariably effect women disproportionately due to

their unique relationship with the state. When outbacks and reductíons occur to social

programs and services women are more likely to feel thei¡ effects.
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Social Experiences

Women's social relationships and experiences vary considerably from men.

lrdany ofthese sooial interactions and relationships are influenced by their socializ¿tion as

girls. A simplistio analysis of this socialization process is that most Westem cultures

socialize girls to believe in handsome princes and glass slippers as symbols of love and

security. However, it often becomes pahñrlly obvious tbat neither marriage nor miracles

will ensure the love and security for women that these myths and fairytales promise.

Although this is a jovial examination on the socialization of women in Canadian society

there is at least some truth \¡¡ithi¡ it. These seemingly innocent myths and fairyt¿les can

breed a passive and dependent sex" as many girls wait eagerly for someone else to

provide them with the love and security that they need to effectively support themselves

emotionally and financially. Myths after all are, "Very powerful tools in that people will

often intemalize them even when they contadict one's deepest experience" (Godfrey

1995, xviii). They can be so powerfr¡l that when girls become women, theû beliefsystem

stems in part ûom these myths, which can arguably contribute to the lack ofsuocess a

woman experiences in terms of employing the necessary skills to function effeotively

within society. Gloria Steinem agrees as she points out, "It took me years to leam what

boys around me seemed to know instinctively, that $50 dollars eamed through one's own

efforts was more rewarding than $500 received as a dep€ndent, that working in the world

outside the home was a way to find an identity in the world as well as to suwive" (as

cited in Godfrey 1995, xviiÐ. This notion is athibuted to the fact that most girls are
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taught to focus on relational aspects of life that include marriage and family; in other

words, roles, ofa care-giving nature.

The role of caregiver reveals that although this work is exhemely valuable in

terms of necessity and importance, it is often undervalued economically in a market-

based economy, such as Canada. A market economy does not attribute care-giving

positions with the same monetary value as other professions. The problem with this

pattem of distibution is tlat women are more likely to play a care-giving role, which also

means that they are more likely to eam less money. Eaming less money, or doing unpaid

labour, in a market-based economy can have detrimental and disproportionate effects on

women, as they are more likely than men to wo¡k in these positions.

Care-giving roles are being examined more today than ever before. Articulating

the term 'caring' signals not only the reality that this work is frequently invisible and

usually undervalued, but that it also takes place in the context ofrelationships in which

the non¡s of obligation, responsibility, and feelings of affection and resentment

intertwine @eitsma-Street 1998, 4). Defining this role is believed to help explain many

of the inequalities that women face in Canadian society. According to Marge Reitsma-

Street, 'caring' refers to, '?hysical, mental, and emotional activities, and is an effort

involved in looking after, responding to, and supporting others" (1998, 3). Mothers,

daughters, and wives are usually the ones that provide these caring tasks and this role is

in the context of indMdual relationships, in the community as volunteers, througb the

professions as nurses, social workers, and teachers, and æ low-wage workers in hospitals,

child-care cenhes, and home+are services. 'In 2001, 70% of all employed women were

working in one ofteaching, nursing and related health occupations, clerical or other
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adminishative positions o¡ sales and service occupations. This is comparable with just

30% of employed men" (Statistics Canada 2002a, 7 -8)'

Table 2.1: Distribution of Employment by Occupation
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On a positive note Table 2.1 reveals tbat women have increased their share of

total employment in managerial positions. *In 2001, 35% ofall those employed in

managerial positions were womeq up from 29% in 1987" (Ibid., 8). Among managers,

however, women tend to be better represented at the lower-levels. "In 2001, women only

made tp 23%o of all senior manaiers, compared with 35% of managers at other levels"

(Ibid., 8). Women also continue to remain under represented among professíonals

employed in the natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics. As shown in Table 2.1,

just20o/o ofprofessionals in these positions were women in 2001 and it is believed that

these numbers will not increase in the neæ future given university enrollments (Ibid., 8).

The Table also reveals that there are relatively few women employed in most goods-

producing occupations. In 2001, 29% of workers in manufacturing were r omen, as were

19% ofthose in primary industries andjust 6% ofthose in transportatio4 trades, and

construction work (Ibid., 8).

Women are more likely to volunteer their time to 'care' than men. This is

palicularly true regarding care for the elderly. According to the 1996 Census, "women

constitute over 66%o of Canadians who devote more than l0 hours per week providing

unpaid care to the elderly" (Statistics Canada 2002b, 1).
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Table 2.2: Population 15 years and over by hours spent on unpaid care to seniors'
1996 Census

Source: Stetistic¡ Caúsd¡ 2002b' l.

As shown in Table 2.2, while some men do care for the elderly relatives, tåey do not take

on the primary responsibility in numbe¡s similar women to. It is also the case that

employed women oontinue to eam less than their male counter pa¡ts. "In 2000, women

working in ñrll-time employment e arned71.7% of wbat men did" (Statistics Caoada

2002a,1). Those employed in part-time work earned64o/o of what men did (Ibid., 1).
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Debate exists whetler or not women are more likely to be caregivers due to a

nahual, biological tendency, or a sooializ¿tion process. Helen lævine insists that it is

neither a natu¡al nor a biological tendency to care for others, but that women are

socialized to care, "They [women] have been taught that the essence of being female is

confonning, adapting nurturing others, and looking sery and young for men. The

happiness of gentle, self sacrifice, enabling others to grow and to develop, is the pedestal

reserved exclusively for women" (1997,237). Marge Reitsma-Street agees that girls are

taught how to ca¡e and believes that they can even be policed into doing so. She suggests

that, "Although girls may want to develop a range of ways to care they are presswed

subtly and coercively ùo care for others in particular ways, especially for boyfriends,

fathers and children, more than for themselves" (1998, 87). Indeed, the more a girl fights

against how she is expected to care for othe¡s and for herself, the geater the costs she is

likely to bear. The Sister Studyr3, conducted by Reitsma-Street in 1991, based on the

gendered characteristics of relationships, showed strong pattems that promoted

conformity in which females were the primary providers of care and females were judged

on their ability to care (Ibid., 93). Females showed their ability to cæe tluough creating

enriching, and maintaining relationships, especially with one boyfriend.

Another trait of socializ¿tion revealed in the Sister Study is the restricted care

towards oneself It was determined that adolescent girls are less likely to focus their

13 The Sister Study is part ofa larger reseârch project on the developmelt ofdelinquency and conformity in
pairs of siblings. Betwe€n 1978 and 1981 the files of 638 mostly Caucasian girls and 1,292 boys who were
refeFed to O¡tario cone¡tional, mental healtb and social service agencies were reviewed to identify
sibling pairs who met the criteria of minimal age differences, shared up-bringing and defi¡ite diffe¡ences
in delinquency and agency contact. In each pair, one ofthe siblings had been convicted in youth court for
delhquent activities and had used social services extensively, while the other sibling wæ free ofjudicial
conviction¡ and had minimal service conþcts. The theme ofcommonality, rather tbån diferenc€, €merged
from this study of sisters. Ofmost relevanc€ to v/omen atrd ca¡ing were the c¿re cômmonalities, thase

revolved a¡ound how the sisters leåmed to care for themselves and for others, the costs th€,y bore for câri¡g,
and how they were polic€d to confom to expect6tio$ about c¡ring (Reitsma-Street 199E, 93).
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attention on emotional needs, economic independence, birth conhol, sexually transmitted

diseases and physioal abuse and more likely to focus on their appearance and peer

relationships (Ibid,, 93). Even though girls believe the former issues are important, they

have not become a priority for them, lnstead, this study showed that adolescent girls are

more likely to be concerned with how they are perceived by the opposite sex, leaving

them to focus on looking good and being nice. Two hund¡ed and forty girls from

working class backgounds, who were interviewed for the Sister Study, agreed that, "The

idea of finding true love with Mr. Right is always the primary goal and the key to

everlasting happiness" @eitsma-Steet 1998, 89).

A girl's devotion to finding everJasting love was also present in a survey

conducted by Carol Gilligan in 1993. Comparably, she discovered that privileged,

mostly Caucasian girls comply with "Sacrificial, selfless caring about idealized

'relationships' defined through the 'male voice' at the expense ofa myriad ofreciprocal

authentic relationships" (Gilligan 1993, 86). Although these findings are not recent, they

are telling beoause these adolescent girls now represent adult women within society.

Leaming these lessons on how to care, and whom to care for, can impose high

costs on girls. The first major cost is that in learning the skills and attitudes needed to

care for others, they can seriously restrict and hinder the development oftheir own

interests and independence. The cost of neglecting their own interests leaves them less

time for individual study and play, It means that helping and caring will often come

before thbking about what she needs or likes. This choice to put others before herself is

li¡ked to anothe¡ cost of caring which is the inattention to personal and basic health

needs. As Reitsma-Steet found, "Girls will often neglect themselves by not learning
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how to seriously care for the needs ofher own body, especially in its capacity to

experience pleasure or produce children" (1998,96). The Sister Studyfoundthatas

many as two-thirds ofadolescents do not use contraceptives, especially in the first few

instances of sexual intercourse (Ibid., 96). As well, this survey found that girls with the

least exposure to explicit sex education or A-IDS prevention and with a higher risk of

economic dependence on men found it difficr¡lt to insist that partners use a condom every

time. By devoting their attentions 1s l6sking and being nice, girl often find their bodies

pay the price in instances such as, "Sexual assault, STD's, unwanted pregnanoies, as well

as aboftions and miscarriagef' (Ibid., 96).

In addition to restriction of interests and neglect oftheir bodies, girls who are

socialized to care ffe also at a gteater risk of poverty and dependence later in life. For

women who experience poverly in adulthood, the seeds ofthefu economic dependency

are often sown in adolescence. Caring roles tend to create both an economic and

emotional dependency among women for two reæons. First, women need 'soJneone' to

care for to fr¡lfill their roles as caregivers. Without someone to care for, a women's ¡ole

as caregiver is unnecessary and invâlid. Second, since caring work is usually low paid

work, or unpaid worlc, women who are in care-giving positions are more likely to be

financially dependent. Most women who participate in care-giving work need financial

assistance of some form, either th¡ough a dependent, subsidies or tax benefits.

The socializ¿tion process ofgirls as caregivers greatly influences a woman's

relationship and role in society and family. For instance, women are far more likely to be

the primary cæegiver of the familyra even though women, inoluding mothers of young

ra This thesis uses Helen Levine's definition ofthe family unit, which includes 4 ,Tlusband æ the primary
bre¿dwin¡er and head ofthe household, wilh his wage or salary maintaining and controlling a family unit;
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children, are \ orking outside ofthe home far more than ever before. "In 2001, 56% of

all women aged 15 and over hadjobs, up from 42% in 197ó" (Statistics Canada 2002a,

4). There has been a paficularly sharp gowth in the employment rate of women with

children in the last 25 years. "In 2001, 70o/o of all women with children less than age 16

living at home were part ofthe employed workforce, up from 39% in 1976" (Ibid., 6).

Another difference among working mothers is that women with yoøtg child¡en æe

working outside of the home more than ever before. 'In2001,62% of women with

children under the age of three were employed, more than double the figure in 1976 when

only 28o/o of these women were employed" (Ibid., 6).

The dual responsibility that many women have to the labour force and their

family is refenedto as Double Drl¡y. lnterestingly, even though women are working

outside of the home more than ever before, they are still more likely to do the majority of

household tasks required as the primary caregiver. *In 1982, on average, ¿ Canadian

woman with a paidjob and children spent 28 hou¡s on household ohores; the average

weekly number of hours on housework contributed by the husband was 4" (Scott-Mills

2000, I l7). By 2000, fathers spent an average of'three minutes per day with their

children and did approximately one quarter of all household jobs" (Ibid., 117). Women

on the other hand, spent on average "two and a half hours per day with their children and

completed approximately three quarters ofall householdjobs" (l 17). According to

Statistics Canad4 "Women employed full-time with a spouse and at least one child under

the age of 19 at home spent 4.9 hours per day otr unpaid work activities, an hou¡ and a

halfmore per day than their male counterparts" (Statistics Canada 1998, 14). This means

wife as a fi¡ancial dependent held responsible for servicing husband and child¡en without pay; and \ ife
also designated æ potential "seconda¡y'' wâge e¿mer to be moved in and out ofthe work forcæ as required"
(Levine 1997, 236).
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that in one week most women have put in 10 hou¡s more of exFa, unpaid work than their

male partners.

Women's continuing responsibility for the bulk of unpaid caring and domestic

work in the home is one of the most important factors restricting movement toward

gender equaliff in Westem industrialized nations. While legislation around issues such

as voting rights, equal employment opportunity, sex discrimination and wage inequality

may have removed many of the formal barriers to women's equal participation in the

public sphere, the constraints placed on women by their domestic responsibilities

continue to impede women's access to the public sphere. Even though the gap between

men and women's time on domestic labour is declining, the expected revolution in

household work pattems has not frrlly taken place. As sucb, the domestic division of

labou¡ is a continuing political and economic problem for many women for various

reæons. For one, domestic ohores are unpaid and so women spend more time doing

these tasks without financial reward. At the same time, the exEa time women spend

doing these household tasks leaves them less recreational time, which can lead to

depression, resentment, and anxiety.

Naomi Wolf insists in her latest b ook, Misconceptions: Truth, Lies, and the

Unexpected on the Journey to Motherhood that many new mothers develop a strategy of

dørial to protect themselves [and their marriages] from the resentrnent generated by

unbalanced arrangements in their family's time and work afrer the birth of a baby (Wolf

2001,233). Wolf found that resenÍnent was common among most of the mothers she

interviewed, which was expressed in "quiet ways- bitchiness, depression, sexual

withdrawal, even possessiveness ofthe child's affections" (Ibid., 233). One new mother
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shared her experience stating, "I didn't realize how it would be 'me' all the time. From

bathing to feeding, I was shouldering the whole thing myself. It was like another task to

pull him [my husband] into the process. I totally set up this environment where I was the

primary person and he was the secondary. But he let me. And I resented it" (Ibid., 23ó).

Wolf suggests that women are also affected by the under-valued role of

motherhood within society, insisting that, "the message you receive from your work

environment about how valuable your work is to society affects your well-being

psychologically''(lbid.,209). The shortage ofappropriate change-tables in public

washrooms and parks ignore the needs of parents and children, She shares her own

disappointment when she was often forced to change her daughter on floors ofpublic

washrooms and park benches. "It seemed obvious to me that no one who had designed a

playground in our suburb had ever cared for a child" (Ibid., 209). From these personal

experiences and inconveniences Wolf concluded that;

Everyday I wæ getting the message that the work that mothers were doing had
little value: the needs ofpeople sitting in bus shelters and municipal lobbies, I saw
with amazement as I began to hobble a¡ound into the stations of my new life
(motherhood) were more carefully met than were the needs of moms and kids in
the places in which we gathered (Ibid.,209).

Another sigrr that motherhood is under-valued in society is how little Westem culture

adapts to the needs of nursing mothers. "In a world of rigid schedules, nursing is one of

tle first 'luxuries' of motåerhood to have to go" (Ibid., 270).

Another observation Wolf investigates is the social demotion many women feel as

they become mothers. "So many new mothers I spoke to felt, as I di{ a sense of acute

social demotion that came with motherhood" (Ibid., 210). Wolf expe¡ienced similar
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feelings herself "I noticed a new flippancy in relation to my time. From both men and

womerq young babysitters to cable installers, assumed that I had no where to go and

nothing important to do. People who would never take for ganted that my husband

should sit aroun¿ yy¿iting for them" (Ibid., 210).

Perhaps the initiative to encourage girls to become caregivers is due to the reality

that mothers are women. The diferent roles between men and women essentially stem

from the fact that women literally give bi¡th and so they are 'physically' affected by

giving birth. A women's body endures several physical changes, which at the very least

exhaust her, and in some more extreme cases physically restrict her from functioning as

she did prior to the pregnancy and birth. These physical changes, although invariably

worthwhile and necessary in the event ofthe childbirth process, can affect a woman's

career and employment pfosp€cts, Womer¡ biologically and physicall¡ are occupied for

a limited amount of time, more so than their male counterparts, due to the conditions of

pregnancy and childbirth. Although men's lives also change due to the birth ofa child,

they do not experience the same physical changes that hinder or prevent from him from

working.

The initial ohildcare that is necessary especially in the event ofnursing are more

likely firlfilled by the mother, who is also more likely the one to stay on as the primary

caregiver, leaving or at least postponing outside employment. "In 1998, over 37Vo of

women, compare dto 2.9o/o of men, cited caring for children and other personaVfamily

responsibilities as their reasons for leaving firll time employment and choosing to work

part time" (Freiler, et al. 2001, 15). Although this data does not specifically show that

women are more likely to stay on as primary caregivers, a link can be made ûom this
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statistic that more women choose to work less outside of the home due to family

responsibilities than men. This evidence can be coupled with the fact that more women

work in part time employment than men. "In 1999,21.1 % of Canadian working women

over the age of 25 were employed in part time jobs, compæed to only 4.2 % of working

men in the same age group" @eWo1tr2000, 55), A study conducted by B. Fox in 1997

looked at 10 heterosexual couples and found tåat, "even among couples that had never

before divided domestic work along conventional gender lines, the birth ofa child

resulted in traditíonal pattems, with the woman becoming the primary oaregiver and the

man assuming the role of breadwinner" (Ibid., 5). Fox insists that, "although both men

and women make sacrifices when they become parents, women are more likely than men

to make career choices in anticipation of having childrerl or to change job paths because

oftheir child¡en" (Ibid., 5).

Susan McDaniel agrees that women are more likely to direct their job paths

according to their family obligations;

Women who are 'scripted' to care for olhers, are less likely to plan for
occupations that will allow them to support themselves and their children and,
therefore more likely to end up in insecue, low-paying jobs with few benefits.
Partly because oftheir lower position in the labou¡ marke! they are also more
likely to leave paid employment if 'needed at home'. Women who lack access to
decentjobs with decent wages are thenjudged to be 'victims of family choices, of
family circumstances of their own making' (as cited in DeWolff2000, 5).

These conditions lessen a woman's career advancement while mer¡ on the other hand,

can still advance thei¡ careers and become fathers at the same time. As Gloria Steinem

insists, you seldom hear a man complaining about how he will juggle both a career and a

family (1983, ii).
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As the primary caregiver of the family unit, women are usually disproportionately

affected in the event ofdivorce. As Helen Levine insists, "Family breakdown has

consistently been blamed on women" (Levine 1997,237). She argues that women's

responsibility within the nuclear family is different than men as they are usually expected

to exchange domestic and sexual services fo¡ economic support and at the same time, are

"generally held responsible for the happiness of mate and children" (Ibid.,237). As the

primary caregivers, mothers are more likely than fathers to be awarded custody of the

ohildren after a divorce. Approximalely 73% of child¡en will be awarded to their mother

in the event of divorce while in 14% ofcasesjoint custody will be awarded to both

parents. In only 12% ofcases will custody be awarded to the father (Statistics Canada

2000a, 36). This leaves a far greater responsibility to women in terms of raising children,

one which is more challenging for post-divorce women, as the next section will show,

they are usually in a weaker economic position Even with paid child support the

financial strain of providing for a household can be exEemely challenging.

Althougb this section refers mostly to women who are motlers, most women have

gown up in some form of a family unit where they would have likely witnessed and felt

the dynamics of the different gender roles within families. On the other hand, the

socialization process ofraising girls as caregivers does affect women outside ofthe

family unit as well. Socializing girls as caregivers increases the likelihood th¿t woman

will wo¡k in caregiving professions such as teaching, nursing, ohildoare, social worþ

cleaning, or as an assistant or secretary. Women working in these positions receive lower

pay, less benefits, little respecl and lower decision-making ability.
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One of the most significant differences between men and women is their

economic position, in terms of finanoial independence and security. The socialization of

women as caregivers and their role in family and society play a role in shaping women's

disadvantaged economic position as women continue to be more vulnerable to povertyrs

than men (Cheal, Wooley, and Lexton 1998; Lochhead and Scott 2000; National Council

of Welfare 1999). The total rate of poverly among women in2000 was22.7%,

compared with 17 .5o/o among men Q,ochead and Scott 2000, 5). ln recent years, there

has been an increase in poverty among young families, especially those headed by single

mothers. The study "The Dynamics of Women's Povedy in Canada" by the Canadian

Cou¡cil on Social Development suggests that \¡/omen's experience with poverty is

closely relaæd to their family and living anangements and that the increæe in the number

of families raised by single mothers has a particularly negative impact. "In 1961, 11% of

all families were raised by single mothers. By 1991, this number increased to 207o"

(Lockhead and Scott 2000,6). Acoording to the 1996 Census, mothers head up 83% of

all single families (Statistics Canada 2002d,1).

These statistics are particularly problematic for women as single family

households headed by women eamed the lowest average annual household eamings in

2000 ofany family type: $25,000 after taxes (Lochead and Scott 2000, 19). Not only do

lr This thesis defines poverty as the meåsurement used by Statistics Canada's Low Income Cut-Of s
(LICO'S), which states that, "Individuals (womer¡ rnen, and children) are said to be poor iftheir total
family income before taxes falls below the LICO" (Lochhead and Scott 2000, 4). At the same time,
Canada has ¡o official deñnition ofpoverty and there is e>icensive debate arnong researchøs and policl
makers as to the appropriate measur€meny'definition ofpoverty. Stâtistics Ca¡ada does however recognize
t¡at, "LICO's are in wide use a¡d are the main conc€pt promoted by Statistics Canada for ddermining þw
hcome status of families"(Ibid., 4).
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single mothers eam less, they are also less likely than mothers in two-parent families to

be employed. *In 2001, 67% of single mothers with child¡en less than 16 years old living

at home were employed, compared with 71% of their counter parts in two-parent

families" (Statistics Canada 2002a 6). Yet in recent years, the proportion of employed

single mothers has increased substantially at 16 percentage points between 1995 and

2001 (Ibid., 6). Despite the increase in employment, single mothers may not be better off

ñnancially. Cutbacks and reductions to social æsistance have resulted in stricte¡

eligbility guidelines which forces many single mothers to work outside of the home to

receive benefits. Unfortunatel¡ these women become 'working poor' in that they are not

necessarily better offfìnancially because they are employed (Lochead and Scott 2000,

21).

Young children have a great impact on the employment of single mothers. "ln

2001,46% of single mothers with children under age 3 were employed compared with

64% of mothers in two-pæent families" (Ibid., 6). At the same time, among those whose

youngest child was between the ages of3 and 5, "61% ofsingle mothers, compared to

69% of mothers in two-parent families were part of the paid labour force" (Ibid., 6). This

daø highlights, that mothers may be more economically vulnerable without a partner;

women are more likely to be financially stable within the context of marriage, especially

in the event of ohildren.

There exists a pattern of gender difference in post-divorce economic

çi¡çumsr4ngs5 in Canada. Part ofthe problem resides in the legal act ofdividing

property, or determining the value ofassets after a divorce. As divorce usually occurs at

a time when women and men are at relatively different points in their lives in temrs of
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theh ability to b€come economically independent, women are more likely to suffer

economically. For example, in 1998, the average duation for marriages ending in

divorce is 12.5 years, and Statistics Canada indicates that the mean average age at divorce

was about 38 for men and 36 for women (Statistics Canada 2000a, 53). Often a woman

of36, who has children" has not had the same career expe¡iences as a man of38. This is

largely due to the faot that if a woman decides to have children she is more likely to be

their primary caregiver having forgone career advances to care for her children.

Another contributing faotor is that women biologically have a small window of

opportunity for having children whioh is also one's prime time fo build a career begins in

one's twenties and thirties. As sucl¡ many women will sacrifice, or at least interrupt,

their careers to start a family. According to Nancy Gibbs, '27 is the age at which a

woman's chance of getting pregnant begins to decline" (2002, 83). Despite a trendy and

popular beliefthat women can successfully have children well into their forties, this

belief may not be as truthfi¡l as many women would like to believe. "At 20, the risk of

miscarriage is about 9%; it doubles by 35, then it doubles again by the time a woman

reaches her early 40's. At 42,90olo of a woman's eggs æe abnormal; she has only a7.\Vo

chance ofhaving a baby without using donor eggs" (Ibid., 83). These statistics.help show

that while a two year difference among the sexes at the time of divorce may not app€ar

substantial, it is more likely that by the time a woman is 36 and a mother, she bas

sacrificed a great deal of time to ¡aising her family. It is likely that she has taken time off

work for family responsibilities. Her commitment to her job may be questioned and she

oould lose opportunities for üaining, networking, and promotion. As a resul! her

eamings are offen lower and her prospects for advancement are narrower than those ofa
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male employee who is less likely to leave the job to ca¡e for a sick ohild (lvlaclvor 1996,

110). In 1996, "Women worked an average of 33 hours a week, compared to 42 hours

for men, largely because of domestic responsibilities" (Ibid., 1 l0).

Except in instances when the couples have already accumulated a signifioant

amount of debt free assets, a situation which is not likely for the average couple divorcing

afrer about twelve years of marriage, the division of assets is not usually suffìcient to

provide substantial frnancial security for either spouse. In some families, there may not

be any assets for division ¿mong the spouses, making the potential to increase one's

earnings even mo¡e critioal. This can be especially problematic for women who have

been out of the paid labour force to care for childreq which is a common decision given

the lack of affordable and available childcare. In 2001, there were well over one million

ohildren between the ages ofO and 5, living with mothers who participated in the paid

labour force (Early Childhood Education and Care @CEC) 2002, 1). Assuming that the

fathe¡s of these children will not be staying home to provide childcare, there is a

considerable shortage of available licensed childcare spaces given the 380,143 regulat€d

spaces that were available (Ibid, 1). This shortage is even greater ifone also considers

the 303,900 children who live with a single mother, many who are also in need of

regulated childca¡e spaces, especially since the number ofsingle mothers working outside

ofthe home has increased (Ibid., 1).

All of these 'oareer costs' mentioned are often not even recopized by family law

principles of formal equality and so divorce settlements can be doubly challenging for

mothers in tenns of sufficient financial support. These factors contibute to the greater

risk of poverty for mothers after divorce, especially since women are more likely
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awarded custody of children. The average family income of single mothers in 1998 was

approximately $26,550, 65% ofthe average income of$40,792 offamilies headed by a

single father (Statistics Canada 1999, 1). Even with alimony payments women's average

income is less tian men's. Ir 1999, divorced single mothers receive approximately

$4900.00 a year in alimony payments, representing 14% of their total family income of

$33,500, while the amount ofthese payments on average, only represented 9% of men's

total income of$55,400 (Statistics Canada 2000a,36). There are several reasons for this

discrepancy. As previously revealed, on average women eam less than men. In addition,

single fathers tend to be older, are more likely to be better educated, have more labour

force experience, and have older children. As well, their careers are often established

before they become single parents, and so in the event of divorce, men generally have an

easier time adapting economically than women.

Another group of women who are signifìcantly represented in poverty statistios

are the elderly. Even though this group is not as dramatically represented as single

mothers, they are the second largest group represented in poverty statistics. According to

Lochhead and Scott, elderþ women are far more susceptible to poverty than elderly men.

The National Council of Welfare statistics concur and suggest that, "in 1998, unattached

womer¡ ó5 and older, had one ofthe highest povefy rates at 39.4%" (National Council of

Welfare 2002, 1). Unattached mer¡ 65 and older haÅ a"28.9o/o Wverty rate in 1998"

(Ibid., l3). The difference in povefy rates of elderly women and men is the most notable

of any age. Relative to men, women's chances of living in persistent poverty appear to

become muoh greater in the senior years, the period when labour participation falls, when
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sigrificant changes in family occur such as death ofa spouse and when income becomes

highly dependent on government income security progtams.

The considerable difference in poverty tates between elderly men and women

stems from a number of factors. The most significant factor is a v/oman's primary

responsibility as the caregiver, which usually means lower wages and unpaid labour.

Other factors are; gendered pattems oflabou¡ market participation, where women's

positions eam lower wages under the market economy; a pension system that is tied

fr¡ndamentally to labour market eamings; and life expectancy (Lochhead and Scott 2000,

e).

Employment is a key indicator of a woman's economic standing and the

socialization th¿t occl¡rs among girls explains why women are far more likely than men

to work in jobs of a caregiving nature. As mentioned in the sooialization sectioq women

who work outside of the home are heavily concentrated in a small number of

occupations, most of them low paying and low status with little likelihood of

advancement. Typically, these j obs are of a caregiving nature such as, teaching, nursing,

childc¿re, and social work. These jobs are considered 'women's work' and according to

Levine, women's work'?rovides the economic system with cheap or unpaid labour"

(1996,46). When women work in these poorþ paid, or unpaid jobs it is refened to as

lhe pink-collar ghetto. Maclvor agrees that this occupational segregation affects most

women workers furancially. She insists that women ¿ue, "Heavily concenhated in a small

nnmber ofoccupations, most ofthem low-paying low-status, dead end, and stereotyped

as 'female' jobs" (Maclvor 1996, l l l). According to Statistics Canada" in 2000, as many

a.s "86 % of working women work in what is classified as 'service-producing jobs'
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compared to 63 % ofmen" (Statistics Canada 2000b, l), On average, 'goods-producing'

jobs, which are dominated by men, pay higher salaries and offer greater benefits. "In

particular, clerical, sales, and social servicejobs tend to pay considerably less thanjobs in

primary industries, manufacturing and construction" (Maclvor 199ó, 111).

Another aspect of employment, which affects women economically, is the

overwhelming amount of part time work women do. In 1995, "71.5 % of women worked

in part-time employment with less benefits, promotion, and pay, compared to 28.6 %

men" @eWolff 2000, 55). By 1999, part time work continues to be the woman's domain

as "21 .lo/o of Canadian working women over the age of 25 were employed in part time

jobs, compared to only 4.2 o/o of working men in the same age group" (Ibid., 55). One

solution that many women with child¡en resort to is working part time, soheduling

working hours while the children are in school. Part time workers usually do the same

job as frrll time workers, but they work fewer hou¡s over the course of a week or a month

than a fi¡ll time employee nonnally would. The problem with part time employment is

that it often leaves workers with fewer benefits than fiil time employment. For example,

part time employees are less likely to have legislative or trade union protection which

means that they could be dismissed more easily by employers, which leaves tiem with

little, or no, job security (Broad 2000, l5). As well, hourly wage rates of part time

employees in various employment in 1999 averaged only two thirds to three quarters of

those of ñ¡ll timers (Ibid., l5). Overall, more tlun two in five part fime employees earned

less than $7.50 per hour in 1999, while only one in ten full-time employees eam such a

low wage (Ibid., 15).
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A third financial disadvantage for women and labour is that a geat deal of work

that women do is unpaid. As shown, women are more likely to provide the majority of

care for their ohildren, elderly family members, and their husbands. One of the problems

with this wo¡k is that it often remains unseen as it is undocumented, and most

importantly, it is usually unpaid. hr a society that attributes value to the dollar paid for a

service or product, the unpaid work that women do in the home is often unrecognized and

under appreciated. Yet as soon as someone outside ofthe family cares for children

through childcare or in a day care, or someone cleans the home besides the primary

caregiver ofthe household, these tasks are paid for. The unpaid household

responsibilities of women can affect them economically and emotionally as they may feel

resentñ for the work that is expected of them, but more importantly, the time they spend

doing these tasks prevents them from earning money elsewhere. Household tasks can be

deceivingly time consuming.

For women working outside of the home these domestic tasls are especially

challenging since they are still more likely the main cæegivers within their homes. This

dual responsibility challenges most women who work outside the home, as they are also

responsible for the majority of work done inside the home. It appears that women who

work outside the home have greatly increased their workload; thei¡ husbands, for the

most part, have gained increased income and made fewer sacrifices. These examples

show that women's different life experiences, especially women who are mothers, leaves

them in a weaker financial position than most men, largely due to their care-giving roles

which stem from their socialization as girls.
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Political Experiences

Just as women have different social and economic experiences, they differ in their

relationship with the political sphere as well. These differences stem from the very

foundations of politics. When examining political theory, it is apparent that women have

been excluded from the origin ofpolitical thought. This is problematic for women since

political theory greatly determines the natwe and the essence of the political process.

Even today, this exclusion makes it exceedingly difficult for women to actively

participate in politics, One of the reasons for this exclusion is that political theorists have

separated the 'private' domestio life and the 'public' life of politics and the markeþlace,

suggesting that the two spheres operate in accordance with different principles. In doing

so, political theory excludes the family from what is deemed as the subject ofpolitics.

Susan Moller Okin explains, '?olitical theorists made closely related, and explicit claims

about the nature of women and the appropriateness ofexcluding them from civil and

political life" (1989, 8). As well, the subjects of these theories were men who were able

to make the transition between domestic to public life easily, as women usually

performed the necessary functions of the family, allowing men the freedom to focus on

the public aspects of life. Even in contemporary political theory, the family is largely

absent, which is problematic for women since ignoring the family and its division of

labour ignores the economic dependency and restricted opportunities of most women. As

well, political theory continues to assume that the 'individual' used to represent the basic

subject of theory is male (Ibid., 1998, 9). Several feminist writers insist that the male

dominance of political theory and institutions makes them uninviting to women and so it
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is more likely that women are choosing not to be involved with conventional politics,

¡ather than women being unqualified to participate under these methods (Maolvor 1996,

Mahon 1985, and Townson 2000).

It can be argued that one ofthe results ofthe absence of women ûom political

theory is that women are not as likely to holdpow erful polif:Lcal positions. As women

study politics in school the absence of thei¡ gender within the foundation of its theory oan

make it difficult for women to associate themselves with this field of study and in retum

any future politioal oareer or activity may be less likely. lnstead, women are more likely

to participate in activities that are outside the haditional politioal arena- This is probably

one of the biggest differences among men and women politically. Maclvor addresses this

difference by dividing political participation into two categories, the n øss, and the elite.

She defines mæs politics as, "Political activities that require little time, effort, or money:

voting, keeping up with political events through the media, discussing politics with

füends, going to the occasional political meeting, or trying to persuade someone to

support a particular party or candidate" (1996,235). The mass category is a fairly even

porÍayal ofboth men and women politically participating in Canada. The elite category

on the other hand which Maclvor describes as, "The more time consuming and higher

status activities: donating money to a party, ûaking an executive position in a party,

running for office, sitting in a legislature" (Ibid., L996,235) is more represented by men.

Brenda O'Neill agrees that men are still more likely to participate in the elite category as

she explains that there is a "unconscious desire, on the part of many Canadians, to

preserve the taditions of the political domain which was until recently only populated by

men" (2002,48).
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Statistically, it is true that women are largely under represented, as only 23% of

the federal cabinet is female (Fallding, O'BrielL and Samyn 2002, A7). Equally low is

the percentage of women as provincial and territorial legislators at 21% (Statistics

Canada 2000a). The Manitoba cabinet has the highest percentage ofwomen across the

provinces at 3l % (Fallding, O'Brien, and Samyn 2002, A7). These statistics show that

not even close to half of Canadian high-ranking decision-makers are women. This under

represenüation of women in political decision-making roles cannot be overlooked as a key

factor of women's status, both socially and economically. It follows that women's

different social and economic experiences lead to different politioal interests. An

example ofa different interest is childcare. Although ohildcare is significant for most

parents, women's equality often conesponds with quality childcare and so a more

comprehensive childcare system would be an interest most benefïcial for women. These

unique interests stand the chance of remaining absent when women are not participating

fully in the political a¡ena, representing these interests in a forum where crucial policy

decisions are made. As stated at the Foudh United Nations Conference on Women,

"Women's empowerment and their full partioipation on the basis of equality in all

spheres of societ¡r, i¡sluding participation in the decision-making process and access to

power are fundamental for the achievement of equality, development, and peace"

(Sharma 1997,ü).

As a result ofthe exclusionary behaviour women often experience in politics, they

are more likely to participate in the political process tbrough unconventional methods

such as, "local neighbourhood pressu¡e groups, ad hoc issue movements, p€ace and

environmental movements, protest activities" (Maclvor 1996,228). Men, on the other
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hand, a¡e more likely to participate politically in traditional forums such as political

parties (Ibid., 228). Unfortunately, traditional political science does not grant the same

status to the former unconventional methods of participation as to the conventional

practices ofthe state and its institutions. Nonetheless, this unconventional practice of

politics have been very beneficial for women in temrs of achieving political goals and

aspirations over such issues such as abortion, drunk driving, and the environment. As

well, these unconventional practices usually work well with women's lives. Many

feminists argue that formal struotües are inherently masculine, and therefore challenging

for women to conform. Women often feel more comfortable participating in ad hoc

groups than in political parties or institutionalized interest groups because they are easier

to combine with childcare than more structured fomrs of political participation (Andrew

1984, Maclvor 1996, and Mahon 1985). It is considerably easier for women with small

children to spend a few hours at a community meeting a few blocks from home than to

commute to areas outside of their community. As well, although the hours required at

these unconventional organizations are conside¡able, they are at the same time more

flexible, which is ideal for a working mother.

Another reason that women tend to participate politically through unconventional

methods is the gendered division that often exists in the worþlace. For instance when

women are more likely confined to lower paying and part time employment they are

concenhated in low-status positions. The pattem of women's employm.ent has a number

of implications in their political participation. Fi¡st, the members of the political elite

tend to be drawn from a number of small, high-status, high-paying positions that

nonnally require extensive formal qualifications, This is changing as more women enter
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law, business, and medical schools, yet it will be some time before these numbers match

those of men and from which political leaders æe ¡eoruited. Second, fewer women have

the connections and contact upon which political careers are built. Male lawyers and

businessmen have enjoyed clubs and golf games where the necessary networks can be

made. Women's exclusion ûom high-status jobs and from political networks can be

combined to form yet a third problem for women. Due to these circumstances, women

tend to lack sigrificant social and financial capital. Not only æe women paid less on

average than mer¡ which greatly limiæ their ability to fr¡nd their own political efforts, but

their exclusion from elite networks also denies them access to monetary sou¡ces of

political funds.

Simply allowing women to participate politically does not necessarily increase

women's involvement. As Brenda O'Neill imists, "Having no laws or nrles against

women's involvement in the sphere of politics does not result in equalþ between men

and women" (Abotsi 2001, l8). As well, the Canadian Council on Social Development

found in their study "The Dynamics of Women's Poverty in Canada'that gender biases

in the political forrnation of anti-poverty policies and programs in Canada exist and are

partly to blame for the increasing nunber of women living in poverty (Iæcbhead and

Scott 2000, 47). This study explains that gender bias operates in two ways:

On tåe one hand, antipoverty initiatives assume that women's needs and interests
are the same as men's. The cunent trend toward linking income support to labour
market participation without regard to the circumstances of individuals in need is
an example of this. ln reality, most t¡lomen are simply not at libefy to follow a
taditional 'male path' to economic security due to barriers in the
family/household as well as those in the market place. On the other hand, in those
policies that do take gender into account, women tend to be exclusively defined in
their roles as mothers, rather than as individuals with unique backgrounds, needs
and interests. This view ofwomen has played a powerfirl role historically in
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deftring social and economic policy in Canada and elsewhere, delimiting
women's ability to make claims on the state as individuals (Ibid., 47).

The failure to recognize women's different life experiences and responsibilities for their

families compounds the problem of women' poverty, as it makes it exceedingly difficult

to arrive at effective solutions. Without an effective political vehicle that embraces the

different life experiences of womeq political equality will remain unobtainable for most

women, and their interests continuously challenged

Just as men and women tend to participate in politics differently, their opinions on

particular issues can differ. Men and women hold different opinions on several political

issues such as, "War and peace, nuclear power, capital punishment, and social welfare

spending" (Maclvor 1996,233). At the same time, "All women and all men do not think

alike and there is a great deal of variance among the sexes as welf' (Ibid., 233).

However, the opinions of women are more likely to be absent or challenged as women

are under represented politically.

One of the problems women face due to thei¡ different political interests is that

their concerns are often marginalized as "women's issues". Mikulski, challenges the idea

that women's issues should be in a separate category. She insists thaq every issue is a

woman's issue, "We [women] have too long been identified with single issues. A

budget that gets balanoed by cutting food stamps is a budget balanced on the backs of

women" (as cited in Maclvor, 233), After all, foreip aid is a woman's issue as these

policies affect women and children who often bear the brunt of war and security

measures (Ibid,, 233). Yet issues such as childcare, abortion, pay equity, and poverty,
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which affect all Canadians, æe continuously reduced to a separate catÊgory a.s women's

issues.

One of the explanations for why decision-makers keep women's issues as a

separate category is that it keeps conÍoversial and ultimately expensive matters offthe

political agenda. In doing so, policy makers often trivialize woman's issues by

assooiating them with a less powerfrf, politically marginalized group like women.

Govemments hope to justi$ the absence ofsuch issues from the political agenda to focus

on more serious issues such as "the serious business of running a county" (Maclvor

I 996, 3 1 9). Often women who do obtain elite decision-making positions within the

political arena appear to have life experiences more similar to those oftheir male counter-

parts in terms of finanoial resources and fonnal education. These women are, therefore,

often an exception to the n¡le and may not accwately represent the majority of women's

experience in the political arena.

There is an interdependent relationship among the social, economio, and political

areas of women's lives. The overemphasis placed on 'caring' in the socialization process

of girls greatly influences their economic and political lives. As well, women's different

life experiences in these three areas reveal a unique relationship with the social sector.

Socialized as cæegivers women tend to work in caring professions such as nwsing, home

cæe, childcare, social work; and as the primary cæegiver in the home. What is common

among these caring professions is that they are on the periphery ofthe market place.

Unfortunately, professions ofa caring nature are not valued within the mæket place as

professions such as stockbrokers, financial planners, mecþanics, plumbers, tecbnicians,
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computer prograrnming, rind entrepÌeneurs. A larger state role is required to subsidize

caring professions by redistibuting resources from tax sources.

The Unique Relationship Between Women and the Social Policy Sector

As the last chapter mentioned, the Canadian welfare state is a liberal welfare state

regime. This means that this welfare state relies on income-tested and needs-tested

programs suoh as social assistance, in which eligibility is strict, beneñts minimal, and

reoipients æe often scrutinized. Nonetleless, according to Patricia Evans and Gerda

Wekerle, "the policies, benefits, and services ofthe welfare state [social policy sector] are

direotly linked to women's basic freedoms" (Evans and Wekerle eds. 1997, iii). They

believe that this link represents a unique relationship between women and the social

sector:l6 "the welfare state employs women to deliver such services as childcare, home

care, nursing, and sooial work. In turr¡ these services have meant drat women can enter

the paid labour force, provide for dependents, and leave abusive relationships" (Ibid., iii).

In the event of divorce women are more likely to receive full-custody. As well,

divorced women are likely to be less financially sound. It is far more likely that elderly

women will bepersistently poorcr than elderly men. Women on average continue to eam

less than men, and they are more likely to work il part time employment with fewer

benefits and pay. The types ofjobs that women do are more likely to be adminisüative,

or care-giving, in nature which typically pay less and offer less prestige and self worth

t6 The tetm social policy sector is vsd at time.s in this chapter interchangeably with the termwellare state.
At the såme time, this thesis uses the term social poliq, seclor more readily throughout as it encompasses
more than social servicæs and income support prograns. This tenn includes those policies, programs, and
legistation that redistibute ststus, rightq ônd opportunities (Go dfrey 2002, l). As well, this term bonows
A. Orloffs notion that, "tåe eâse or difrculty v,¡ith which women cå¡ e er paid work, the way in which the
unpaid work ofcaring for others is heated, and the regulation of marital and family relationships are all
certral arenas where gender relations are cônstituted, and these ue all influenced in significant ways by the
nature and extent ofstate intervention" (Orlotr 1993, 303-28).
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than ca¡eers which involve decision making and authority. Finally, women are under

represented politically compared to men as there æe still fewer women in political

decision making rcles and women b isszes still remain on the periphery of the political

agenda.

These differences explain why women æe more likely to interact with the social

sector tlan men. Many of women's life experiences require a welfare state that provides

subsidization through employment and services. Many women work as childcare

workers, home care workers, nursing assistants, nurses, and social workers, all of which

are sources of employment provided under the welfare state. At the same time, women

arejust as likely to be recipients of these social services, programs, and benefrts. The

unique dependenoy women have on the social assistance and the welfare state is shown

by the significant role hansfer payments play in women's average yearly income.

Transfer payments include Employment Insurance, Old Age Security, Canada and

Quebec Pension Plans, Guaranteed Income Supplements, Spouse's Allowance, Child Tax

Benefit, other child credits or allowances, welfare from provincial and territorial tax

oredits, workers' compensation benefits, GSTIHST credits, and other govemment transfer

(National Council of Welfare 2002,2). According to the National Council of Welfare, in

1998 govemment programs ofone kind or another provided halfofthe total income for

single mothers under ó5 with children under 18, and unattached women 65 and older. 'A

single mother with children under 18, relied on the govemment for a total of 67% of the

overall income in 1998" (Ibid., 38). "Unattached women 65 and older, relied on the

govenìment for a total of9l% of the over all yearly income, in 1998" (Ibid., 38). These
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statistics show that women in these two categories require the assistance ofthe state to

generate a considerable amount of their overall annual income.

The unique relationship between women and the social sector explains why

changes to the social sector will inevitably affect women's lives disproportionately. At

the same time, the policies, services, and beneñts ofthe welfare state frequently

"incorporate significant, though implicit assurnptions about gender roles" @vans and

Wekerle eds., 1997,4). An example of this is revealed in the services allotted to the cæe

ofthe elderly, which depend on assumptions about women's availability, and obligatior¡

to care. Gender assumptions æe also found within the context of social assistance

benefits for single mothers. \ilhether single mothers are viewed primarily as 'workers' or

'mothers' will influence the terms and conditions oftheir benefits.

As mentioned in the last chapter the current political climate is characterized by

recessions, growing concems about global competition, the restructuring ofthe labour

market, and most importantly, the cutting of social spending as the dominant solution to

the problem of the deficit. It is difficult for the welfare state to sustain itself, as it relies

on tax revenues and govemment subsidies during a time when govemments are reducing

social spending to fulfill their obligations to the global economy and the privileged

business sector. As many women work in professions that require subsidies from the

state and as many women require sewices that are provided through the assistance of the

state, a great deal of women's lives are beyond, or lay outside ofthe market place. Ata

time when the politioal climate is especially market focused, women stand to be affected

disproportionately.
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Although it appears as though the welfa¡e state is most benefioial to women and

therefo¡e crucial that it be sustained the welfare state can also be a detriment to women.

The services and the policies ofthe welfare staûe do not simply reproduce the problematic

gender æsumptions that are held" they also serve to aotively shape gender relations as

they help or hinder women to enter the paid labour market, exit abusive relationships,

obtain regulated childcare, raise children as a single parent, and provide care to

dependent family members, young and old. Thus although the social policy sector is

challenged under the ourrent political climate, which can be particularly harmful for

women, it is recognized that a co-dependen! or patemalistic, relationship exists among

many women and the state.
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CHAPTER THREE: WOMEN AND CHILDCARB

This thesis has shown that the cunent political climate challenges social policy

largely due to an increased support for business, a shift towards individualism, a growing

desi¡e for minimal government, and reduced social spending. As well, it has examined

\ryomen's different life experiences revealing a subsequently unique relationship with the

social policy sector, via the state. llltimately when the social policy sector is challenged,

women who rely on this sector are equally challenged. As women are more likely to

participate in the social policy sector as both providers and recipients of services they are

more likely to be affected by reductions to social services, frrnding, and programs. The

extent to which women are disproportionately affected by the current political climate is

¡evealed under Canada's childcæe issue. Childcare provides an example ofhow the

current climate restriots the adoption ofpolicies that could help women. Not only has the

cunent climate resulted in a reduction ofsocial services, it has also meant tlat new

services a¡e unlikely to be put in place.

The following chapter consists oftwo parts. Fi¡st, childcare is examined in tenns

of its effectiveness, or ineffectiveness for womerq within the context of the current

political olimate. As this social issue is a highly complex one, definitions and policy

background, updates, and prescriptions are included in the discussion to show how the

cu¡rent olimate hinders a comprehensive childcare system, Comprehensive means that a

childcare system is effective in meeting the needs and expectations ofwomen. A

comprehensive childcare system is separate from a national childcare system, even

though a national childcare system would likely be comprehensive in that it would be a

more effective system, but moreover a natio¡al childcæe system means that the fedetal
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govemment would institute national standards and funding to ensure a t'niversal form of

childcare available to all Canadians no matter what they earrq or where they live. Thus

the terms comprehensive and national willbe used interchangeably when referring to an,

'ideal' childcare system/policy/strategy. Next this chapter links the childcare issue to the

overall argument of the thesis showing that women are disproportionately effected by the

lack of a comprehensive childcare system, due to the current political climate. As

discussed, the current political climate reveals a reduced federal role in many areas of

social policy, particularly regarding childcare initiatives, Älthough many childcare

advocates insist that Canada has yet to enjoy a successful ohildcæe policy, the current

politioal climate makes it even more unlikely that Canada will enjoy a comprehensive, or

national childcare policy anytime soon. There ue many drawbacks to the absence of a

national or comprehensive childcare system inoluding unregulated care, underpaid

childcare workers, shortage of childcare spaces, low quality care for low income families,

and lack of early childhood development. These drawbacks will be examined in greater

detail to show two things; one that these concems are often absent in the politioal arena

and two, that these concen ¡ affeot women specifically.

Once these two arguments are made, first that the current political climate affects

childcare, and second that women are particularly affected by the lack ofa

comprehensive, national childcare system, a link to the overall argument ofthe thesis is

strengthenod showing that in fact the cunent political climate affects women

disproportionately.
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Part One: Childcæe under the cunent political climate

De!Ínlng Chttttcøre

There are several different meanings, beliefs, and assumptions behind the term

childcare. In 1988, the Canadian National Child Care Study defined childcæe as "any

form of care... while parents were engaged in paid or unpaid worþ stud¡ or other

personal or social activities... " (Friendly 2000, 7). The term has shifted since then in that

it is not completely linked to parent's activities. A new definition focuses on early

childhood education as an essential element for healthy development. lnstead of a

definition that was ¡estricted to children with working parents, or advantaged children

whose parents want to provide enhanced developmental opportunities, a new definition

has evolved that includes poor childrer¡ children with disabilities, children from single

mother familíes where the mother is in a training progr¿rm or school, and children who

are considered to be at risk (Ibid., 7). A IJNICEF report on education relies on this new

emphasis towards early child development insisting that, "childcare and early education

are inseparable" (Ibid., 7). For the purposes ofthis thesis the term childcare is

interchangeable with day care, preschool, nursery school, early childhood educatioq

parent care, and non-parent care as childcæe is somewhat ofan umbrella term in that all

areas of caring for children under the age ofeighteen are more diverse and flexible than

ever. As well, family home daycare or family childcare providers is a term for licensed

care which is provided by a single caregiver (or on occasion a team of two oaregivers) in

their home. This care is usually for provided for children between the ages of4-8, or

children ages 8-16 in a two-person team, Family homecare or private home care is part
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ofthe regulate{ licensed childcare system. I s6mprehensive definition of childcare that

incorporates each ofthese meanings is required as all aspects ofthis issue are important

to the advancement of women and their equality.

Another distinction needs to be made when discussing childcare regarding

regulated (licensed) care and n on-regulated (xtlicensed) care. 'Regulated spaces',

¿sçs¡ding to the current Liberal govemment ofCanada, provide a place for a child up to

age 12 to be cared for outside oftheir home, for a full or part day, with quality standards

monitored by govemment or an authorized agency (The Liberal Party 1993, 39). One

should not assume, however, that childcare in Canada that is not regulated is necessarily

of a poorer quality, but simply that cæe outside of govemment regulations is non-

standardized. At the same time, regulated care is considered by ohildcare experts and

advocates, as the optimal choice in care as regulated care meets standards that enswe and

promote quality care, ideally within a national childcare initiative.

The Responsìbillty of Chíklcare

In terms offisoal supporg childcare in Canada is not erøctþ a publio

responsibility. This means that childcare services are not provided directly by the

govem$ent. Individual Canadians are expected to meet their childcare needs tfuough the

private market place. Only for a brief period during the Second World War, when

women were needed to work outside ofthe home due to high labour shortages, did

goverunents provide public childcare services for these working mothers. Another

exception is that govemments provide assistance for low-income families who cannot

afford childcare and who meet the eligibility requirements. ln these circumsta¡ges,
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childcare is a provincial responsibility, in terms ofassessing need and implementing

programs. Yet, even though the provinces currently retain constitutional conhol over the

delivery ofthis service, the federal govemment has the constitutional capacity to use its

spending power to underwrite the provision of provincial-subsidized childcæe (Timpson

2001, 4). The most pertinent attribute of cunent childcare in Canada is that it remains

absent from the public sphere and therefore outside ofthe welfare state, unlike

çomparable social programs such as education and healthcare. The absence of a public,

universal, national childcare system hinders the equality ofwomen directly. The failure

to achieve a publicly funded, universal childcare system at the national level for the last

fifty years is disheartening for women and under the context of the curent political

climate, it appears unlikely that such a system will be adopted anytime soon.

The Inelfectíveness ofthe Cunent Chíklcare Slstem

Many childcare advocates, specialists, and citizens believe that the cunent

childcare system is simply unacceptable. According to Linda White, "Compared to other

social and family policies, Canada suffers a dearth of childcæe. Levels of program

development, both federally and provincially, are quite paltry, and levels of govemment

sp€nding ¿re low even compared to the United States" (White 2002,105). Annis May

Timpso4 long time childcare advocate and autåo¡ of Dr iven Apørt: Ilomen's

Employment, Equality, and Childcare in Canadian Public Policy, agrees that the federal

government has not done enougb to develop and promote policies towards a public

childcare system, whioh is essential to enhancing women's employment opportunities

and hence equality (Timpson 2001, 5). Martha Friendly, on behalfofthe Childcare
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Resou¡ce and Research Unit for the Centre for Urban and Community Studies at the

Universþ of Toronto, insists that Canada does not provide adequate childcare and early

childhood education, which is not greatly disputed. She believes that "Canadian

childoare is as chæacterized by inadequacy, fragrientation, and incoherence, as it was

two decades ago" (Friendly 2000, 5).

An overwhelrning amount of Canadians believe that the federal govemment

should take greater responsibility for childoare as shown by an Angus Reid poll in 1999

for the Globe and Mail's special feaíEe oî Family Matters. Seventy-eight percent

supported the initiative of"Setting up an inexpensive childcare system open to all

families who want it" (Mcllroy 1999, A4). The same poll found that 56 percent of

Canadians agteed with the stâtement: "The state ofthe family today is a national crisis

and the govemment must take steps to alleviate that crisis" Mtchell 1999, A7). Another

publio opinion poll conducted by Human Resources Development Canada i¡ 1998 found

that "88 percent ofCanadians polled said that they strongly agreed with more

govemment support for a childcare program" (Friendly 2000, 36), These statistics show

that the vast majority of Canadians believe that the govemment needs to take a larger

responsibility regarding childcare.

Most experts agree that multiple problems bedevil the cu¡rent childcare system

including: lack ofregulated childcare spaces, increasingly expensive regulated childcare

spaces, poorþ paid childcare workers, not enough flexibility in terms oftypes of care and

availability of care for evenings and weekends, ineffective and i¡sufücient tax measures

for childcare, reduced childcæe spending, and finally, a fragnented childcare system.
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Lack of Regulated Childcare Spaces

Childcare services are "short in supply" according to Martha Friendly (Friendly

2000, ó). She states that, *in 2000 approximately 12 percent of parents who needed

childcare services to paficipate in the labour foroe received care" (lbid., 6). As

mentioned in the previous chapter, in 2001 there were 2,090,600 child¡en in Canada

between the ages of0-5, and over half ofthese children live with mothers who work in

tle labou¡ fo¡ce (Campaign 2000 2002,1). Yet there are only 380,143 regulated

childcare spaces available (Ibid., l). This means that less than half ofthese children have

a regulated childcare space. "In 2001, approximately 80 percent of child¡en are in some

forrn of unregulated, informal ohildoare and this applies to pre-school and young school-

aged children" Mahon, 2001, 11). The shortage of regulated childcare spaces can be

especially problematic for single parents, particularly single mothers. There were

303,900 children living with single mothers in 2001, which means that most of these

single parents may also not be able to find a regulated childcare space. As single parents

are more often wome4 coupled with the fact that women are also more likely to earn less

and work in part-time employmen! it follows that single mothers are more likely to

require financial assistance for childcare. One ofthe provisions ofassistance for

childcare is that itis regulated care. This provision can be houbling for single mothers

who carurot find an available childcare space, which is high probability at this time due to

the shortage ofregulated childcare spaces.

A lack of regulated childcare spaces raises some concems. One d¡awback is that

pæents æe forced to find altematives to regulated care, taking a risk that this care is not
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protected by regulations and principles to ensure safety and quality cæe. As well,

unregulated cæe provides no regulation in terms of salaries and benefits for childcare

workers. Childcare workers are often underpaid, and without regulations to ensure

appropriate wages and benefìts, can be exploited, or at the very least undervalued which

makes a difficult occupation even more challenging.

The shortage of childcare spaces is so exEeme in Canada that Rianne Maho4

Director at the Institute ofPolitioal Economy for Carleton University, insists that Canada

is actually experiencing a "care crisis". She cites three reasons fo¡ this crisis. One, the

deoline of the male breadwinner family norm that formed the foundations of post war

social policies; Two, the looming 'population replaoement orisis'; and Th¡ee, the

emergence of the 'lnowledge based economy' (Mahon 2001, 5). Under the male

breadwinner model, social policies were based on factors that would impede the male

breadwinner. Factors such as unemployment, illness, industrial accident, and retirement

would hinder his capacity to support himself and his dependents. At the same time, this

model assumed the "domestic presence ofa housewife and her capacities to provide

primary care for young children, the elderl¡ the injured, and the sick" (Ibid., 5). This

model is ineffective today as women have entered the labou¡ force in unprecedented

numbers. However, govemments still assume that women continue to provide care in the

home resulting in a "care crisis" as most women work outside of the home today, whether

they are in dual or single-parent families, and whether or not they h¿ve children of their

own. This caring orisis, "intersects with two other developments to underline the

importance of child policies: the demogaphic imbalance which Canada and most other

OECD countries increasingly face and the demands ofthe emergent knowledge based
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economy" (Ibid., 5). The falling birthrate, from 4 points during the baby-boom era to 1.6

points at the end ofthe 20th century, raises the questions ofwho will care for the rising

elderly population and who will finance pensions given weak population growth (Ibid.,

5).

And finally, Denis St. Martin argues that promoting Canada's competitiveness

within a 'knowledge based economy' requires recognizing the need to invest in Canada's

ohildren (as cited in Mahon 2001, 5). He believes that "investing in ohild¡en is as much a

part ofthe social investment state as large grants to promote the development of the high

tecbnological seætor" (Ibid., 5). Unless policies begin to address this crisis in care,

society will inevitably begin to feel the repercussions. Comparatively, Canada is behind

many OECD countries in the provision ofchildcare and presohool. "In Canada, only 5

percent ofthree year olds partioipate in preschool, compared with nearly 100 percent in

countries such as Belgium, France, Italy, Iceland, and New Zealand" (Godfrey 2002,1).

Expensive Childcare

The cost of regulated childcare has increased over the last decade to such an

extent that dual-income families can find the cost of childcare prohibitive. As such, the

cost of childcare is particularly high for single puent households. 'Trom 1991 to 1998,

the average cost in daycare centres rose 12.5 percent for infant care,20.3 percent for

toddler care, and 18.9 percent for pre-school care" (Statistics Canada2002e,2).

Childcare expenses accounted for 4.6 percent of the overall budget of those households

that did spend on childcare in 1999, up from 3.5 percent in 1986 (Ibid., 2). Daycæe

centres were by far the most costly to households, charging "households $2,515.on
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average in 1999, alrnost twice the average of$1,30ó spent on childcare in the home"

(Ibid,, 2). Ontario pays the highest median monthly fees for full-time, centre-based cæe.

"In 1999, the average annual household bill for centre care is $3,110" (Ibid., 2), which is

$595 dollars more than the national average, of$2,515. Quebec pays the lowest at $5

dollars a day. "The domestic consumer market for childcare services surpassed $3.5

billiorL in 1999. More than two thirds ofthis household spending towards childcare

servioes was in Ontario and Quebec" (Ibid., 2). At the national level, "about 13 percent

of households, or about one in eight paid for childcare services at some point in 1999"

(2),

Despite that challenges that many families face to affo¡d childcare, the eligrbility

criteria to receive assistance is quite restrictive and limiting. Eligrbility for fee subsidies

in childcare is restricted to families whose income falls below a specific threshold set by

the provinces. Usually subsidies are available for parents who are participating in

govemment-mandated employment faining programs, or in some provinces, for children

deemed to be at risk due to family circumstances. The number of Canadians needing

assistânceforchildcareisfaùlysignificant.'In1999,7l.6percentoffamilychildcæe

providers reported that they were providing care fot at least one subsidized child and the

Canadian average was 2.3 subsidized children in each home" @oherty and Friendly

2002,9).

Many childcare centres also rely on government subsidies. Data from the You Bet

I Carelt? Report on ohildcare shows that most childcare cenües' reliance of fee subsidies

L7 Tlte You Bet I Carcl (YBIC) project is the largest a¡d most comprehensive childcare study carried out in
C¡n¡da. This project was funded by the Child Care Visions prog¡ar4 under the Human Resource
Development Canada, and includes three studies. The ffrst str¡dy examþed wages and working conditions
and practices in childca¡e centr€s. The second study looked at the qualþ ofchildcare in six provinces and
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has inc¡eased from 1991 to 1998 in six of the ten provinces @oherty and Friendly 2002,

8). "Suoh reliance has inoreased by 14 percent in Alberta and 12 percent in New

Brunswic( two provinces that substantially reduced or eliminated govemment operating

gants during the time in question" (Ibid., 9). The increased reliance on subsidies is also

revealed in that in I998,"YBIC data showed that 38 percent of childcare cenfes in

Canada reported that the continued financial stability of their center had been one ofthe

most pressing issues faced by the centre in the previous 12 months" (Ibid., 9). Without

greater financial support from governments, it is unlikely that childoare costs will

decrease.

Poorly Paid Childcare lïlorkers

Despite gains in the late 1990's, the average regulated childcare employee earned

"$20,600 in 2000, well below the $34,000 average in the rest ofthe work force"

(Statistics Canadz2002e,3). The exceptionally low salaries of childcare workers

challenges the overall quality of childcæe and often results in a high stafftumover rate.

"Canadian childcare in all jurisdictions has, for some years, been faoing a staffing crisis

in both centres and family childcare homes and recruitment diftioulties in both settings"

@oherty and Friendly 2002,4). In 1998, YBIC dala revealed that the Canada-wide

annual turnover rate of cenhe teaching staffwas 21.7 percent with the rate considerably

higher in some provinces such as Alb erta at 44.8 percent, and Saskatchewan at 32.2

percent (Ibid., 4). The IAIC study also revealed that although compæable turnover data

is not available for family childcare providers, data did show that recruiting an adequate

ore tenitory; and the third study coll€cted data on regulated family childcare homes. These thf€€ studies
involved 1,082 childcâre c.entres, 5,451 c€nÍe te¿ching stafl 231 regulated family chjldcare providers, and
24 family childcare agencies @oherty and Friendly 2002, 1).
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number of fanily childcare providers is a major issue for all family childcare agencies

and tumover rates are a concern for 42 percent of them'(Ibid., 4). A higb tumover rate is

troubling because it intenupts the continuity of a relationship between the caregiver and

child and it means fhat cenûes are consùantly recruiting new staff which is very time

consuming and emotionally distressing for both the children and st¿ff. Doherty and

Friendly also suggest that high tumover rates are a predictor of lower program quality,

lower wages and fewer benefits (Ibid., 4).

Although figures docr.menting a reduction in childcare wages nationally are not

available, there are provincial statistics that show significant wage decreases. For

instance, the province of Manitoba has suffered tle worst decline in Canada as its 'real'

wages for childcare workets dropped between,"9-12 percent between 1991 and 1998"

(Childcare Coalition ofManitoba 2001, 6). The increasingly low pay of childcare

workers represents an invisible subsidy to the service and poor wages hinder the quality

of childcare services. In 2000, "40 percent ofManitoba's childcæe centres operated

without the minimum numbers of trained staff and these low wages and stressed

conditions also explain the annual 20 percent tum-over rate of childcare workers"

(Beauvais and Jenson 2001, 1). Even though most early childcæe workers have post-

secondary education, these low wages mean that some of these workers are living in

poverty or at least close to it, eaming the same as Manitoba's pæking attendants (Ibid.,

2001). This is especially problematic for women who are more likely to be employed as

childcare workers. As well, the low wages usually afforded to childcæe workers reveals

the little worth society places on such a wodhwhile and vital field. These low wages

represent the tradition of women's work being significantly undervalued.
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Infl exi b I e C hil dcare H ours

It can be especially diffroult to find childcare for non-traditional times suoh as

evenings, over-nights and weekends, especially in'regulated' childcare spaces. Most

dayoare centres offer haditional horus ofcare, 7am to 7pm, and are not available for

evenings, over-nights, or weekends. It is easier to find childcare centres in ruban areas

that coincide with unconventional hours, but it is highly unlikely to find regulated

childcare cenhes within rural areas to offer this service. As mentioned in the last ohapter,

\ryomen are more likely to work part time which often entails shift work in the evenings

and weekends, and so a childcæe centre that offers care during these times would be most

beneficial to these women Also mentioned was that women are more likely to work in

caring professions which usually involve shift worl and so these women would also

benefit from more flexible childcare hours. As Susan Prentice stated that, "women

workers often have a non-traditional work week" in that *40 percent of their work is

during inegular hours" @rentice 1999, 140).

Tar Measures for Childcare

Currently, the federal govemment prefers to fund childcare through tax

expenditures. This spending preference is not well received by most childcare advocates

due to the overly strict requirements for eligibility, the promotion ofclass division,

preferential üeatrnent given to two working parents, promotion ofnon-regulated

childcare, and fewer choices available to parents. Addition4lly, these tax benefits are

often unobtainable benefits, as they require payments for childcare services upfront,
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whiclr, makes the service inaccessible to some parents. As such, Susan Prentice insists

that, "the federal choice to avoid direct spending on ohildcare services and to orient tax

benefits to working poor families intensifies the market relations ofchildca¡e" (Prentice

1999, 150). She explains that, "one of the concerns is that it fails to distinguish between

licensed care and unregulated care, and so it fails to discriminate between quality care

and insufficient care" (Ibid., 143).

Probably the biggest problem with the cunent tax system is that it fails to fund

childcare services 'directly'. As a result, the current system cannot effectively address

the problems of accessibility, affordability, and quality in childcare. Nonetheless, tax

measwes are the preferred national option. "The federal government is estimated to

spend $741 million annually through the tax system, compared to only $346 million in

direct service and fee subsidies" (Ibid., 143). One of the benefits of govemments funding

ohildca¡e indirectly through the tax system is that it pemits governments to appear to be

supporting family 'choices' and so it evades the political cost that govemments could

face by promoting out-of-home care for children (Ibid., 143). However, when examined

more closely, this system falls short of ensuring that Canadians are receiving quality care

that is both affordable and accessible to them.

The following tables outline various federal childcare and related programs; and

federal reports and statements put forward on childcare from the 1960's to the present, to

provide a concise account of the sipificant attempts made towards childcare on behalf of

the govemment of Canada.
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Tabte 3:l: Major Federal Childc¡re and Related Programs

Gnada Assisbnce Plan (CAP)

Family Allowances

Ch¡ld Tax Benefit (CIB)/

Canada Child Tax Benefit (CCIB)

National Child Benefit (NCB) '

Child Care Bçense Deduclion (CCED)

MatemitY Lea'æ

Paæntal Leave

1966-96
1944-93

1993-pnsent
19981esent
1972-prænt
19ñ-prcsent
1990-prcsent

Sources White 20û2' 107.

Table 3:2: Major Federal Ståtements and Reports on Childcare

Royal Commission on the Status of Women

Royal Commission on Equalþ in Employment

Cooke Task Force Report on Child Cate

Report of the Specìal Commiftee on Child Care

Liberal Party of Canada Red Book

1970

198/'
't987

1988

1993

Soulte: White 2002' 107.

Under the Child Care Expense Deduction (CCED), which has been in existence

si¡ce 1972, the federal govemment compensat€s parents in the labour force for their
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childcare expenses by giving them an income tax deduction (White 2002, 107).

According to Finance Canada, "The federal government spent $520 million on the CCED

in 2000" (Finance Canada 2000). The¡e are a few drawbacks to claiming this tax

deduofion. For one, the govemment requires parents to provide receipts fo¡ their

childcare services to claim the CCED; many caregivers, however, do not issue receipts so

that they can avoid paying income taxes. Caregivers likely refuse these receipts because

they earn so little in the first place, and paying income tax on top of their low salary

would hardly make this job financially worthwhile. Another drawback of the CCED is

that two-parent families with only one parent in the labour force cannot claim this

deduction. Thus when childcare is provided by someone outside ofthe home, or by

someone outside of the family unit, childcare can be subsidized, However if childcare is

provided by a member of the immediate family, in most cases by the woman, she is

expected to do this without pay. This contributes to the problem ofunpaid labour for

women and it makes the choice for both pæents to work more appealing financially,

which challenges the choice of having one parent stay home to raise their children.

In 1993 the federal government employed a Child Tax Benefit (CTB) program in

addition to the CCED, which replaced both family allowance and the child tax credit.

This program changed again and became the Canada Child Tax Benefit (CCTB) in 1998.

The CCTB is the federal government's largest expenditure for a single social program.

In 2000, the government spent approximately $7 billion on this program (White 2002,

108). Under the CCTB there are two elements; the base benefit and the National Child

Benefit (NCB). The base benefit is a tax-free, income tested monthly payment for

child¡en under the age of 18. An additional source ofassistance for low-income families
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is available under the NCB. The NCB progftun, inhoduced in 1998, combines several

other programs such as, "Cash benefits, childcare, early childhood intervention programs

such as, nutrition progams, prenatal screening, and youth recreation progræns and

supplementary health benefìts, such as, prescription drug coverage, and dental and vision

care for children of low-income working families" QIRDC 1999, ó). Although the NCB

is a joint federal, provincial, and territorial child poverty progam, it is linked with the

Canada Child Tax Benefit (CCTB) (White 2002, 107). As such these programs that rely

on tax measures may appear to be beneficial to ohildcare, however under closer scrutiny

it becomes obvious that the actual amount of money spent on childcare is more difücult

to ascertain and that although some of this ñurding can reduce childcare costs, the tax

expenditure program does not fund childcare directly. Although frrnds may be directed

towards childcare, there are no regulations in place to ensure that funds will be used

towards childcare.

This trend towards tax benefits for federal childcare spending is expected to

increæe, replacing direct support for childcæe. The 2000 budget announced plans to

expand the CCTB by $2.5 billion over four years, lvith $850 million spent on the NCB

for low-income families (White 2002, 108). By 2004, the maximum benefit for the first

child will be $2,400, almost $600 more than what is currently offered. The maximum

benefìt for a second ohild will be $2,200 (Ibid., 108). In 2004, the federal govemment

will raise the cut-off income rate to $90,000, which is twenty thousand more than in the

year 2000, and low-income cut-offs to $35,000 (Finance Canada 2000). Although the

CCTB is intended to increase in the years to follow, more money will be spent on tax

benefits instead of direct program development. Childcare is affected since it is more
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difücult to document the amount of money the federal govemment spends on actual

childcare, and this tax targeted approach removes or at the least challenges the

universality of childcare in Canada.

In addition to the CCTB, the federal government expanded parental leave under

the Employment Insurance (Ef) program in 2000. As of January 1, 2001, the leave period

was extended to 35 weeks (White 2002, 108). The government also eliminated the loss

ofpay for fathers who take parental leave for two weeks and weakened the eligibility of

maternity leave. These adjusÍnents cost an estimated $900 million on top ofthe $1.2

billion in matemity and parental benefits under the EI program (lbid., 108). Althougb

this process allows govemment to appeæ as though they æe supporting families and their

childcæe needs and choices without committing themselves to any one moral position,

this option is not necessarily in the interest of childcare. One ofthe main concems of the

regressive tax deduction is that it disproportionately benefits those with high-incomes

compared to those with lower-income bases. Even though low-income families can

qualifr for subsidization, for childcare this assistance can be exhemely low. For example

in Manitoba, where the GDP per capita is approximately $30,000, a sole-suppo¡t parent

with one infant must pay the ñ¡ll fee of as much as $6,500 a year if their income is over

524,369 (Prentice 1999,139). This is a significant portion of one's over all income.

Another concem is that even though there are many families that qualif for this subsid¡

many provinces do not have the spaces to provide the appropriate assistance. Manitoba,

for instance, can only provide this assistance for 8,600 cases, leaving many low-income

parents vulnerable (Ibid., 139). The problem is that the families who rely on this

assistance are at the whim ofa continuously reduced welfare state, where the erosion of
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social assistance and social programs is the norm, Another concem fo¡ low-income

parents is that geater restrictions are placed on parents who need assistance with

childcare; for instance, single-mothers in some provinces must enter the paid labour force

as soon as their youngest child tums four in order to continue to receive beneñts. Such

stipulations reinforce class division and discriminate agaimt single parents as maximum

benefits can only be awarded if income exceeds $90,000 per year (Ibid., 139). This high-

income level is especially challenging for single parents, particularly for single mothers

who continue to earn less and who likely need æsistance for childcare the most.

Yet anothe¡ drawback ofthe extended parental leave is that it is only available

and therefore beneficial to women who participate in the labour force. Women who are

eüolled in education or training programs full time do not receive this benefit and

women who are already home with children and out of the wo¡k force do not receive any

benefit, AIso, teenage mothers who have not yet participated flrll time in the labour force

are ineligible for the benefit,

Reduced Federal Fmding for Childcare

To begin witt¡ federal spendingrt on childcare is retatively low in comparison to

other OECD countries. Prior to the elimination of the Canadian Assistance Plan (CAP)

in the early 1990's, the federal government spent approximately $724 million per year on

childcare, which was less than I percent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) QIRDC

1994a: 16-18; 1994b: 5-6). Denma¡k, on the other hand, spends around 1.2 percent of

r8 The Cbitd Tax Benefit, which totalled $5.1 billiorr is not included in this fdqal spendi¡g total as these
filnds are not exclusively for childcare (White2002, 106). The mâternity and pa¡e¡tal leave benefits are
also not included in the amount as this $l.3 billion is not spent exclusively on childcare (lbid., 106).
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their GDP on childcare, and Sweden allocates approximately 2 percent ofGDP to

services for childcæe @uropean Commission Network 1995).

Although govemments have reduced childcare funding through tax measures as

mentioned, likely the most significant reduction in funding for direct ohildcare is due to

reduced federal transfers to the provinces. While some provinces, British Columbia,

Quebec, and Manitoba have increæed their spending towards childcæe, other provinces

such as Alberta and Ontario have reduoed tåeirs (Prentice 1999,144). At the very least,

part ofthe reason some provinces have reduced their childcare ñ¡nding, or at least been

able tojustifr reducing their childcare spending, is due to the decreases in federal

transfers to the provinces for social programs.

The 1995 federal budget is often refened to as the turning point ofsocial spending

in Canada. As such, the Caledon lnstitute described the 1995 federal budget as 'the most

profound change to sooial policy since Canada consfucted its social security system in

the 1950s, 1960s, and the 1970s" (Friendly 2000,l7). The institute also insisted that,

"M¡. Martin's social security reform went well beyond any options that had been publicly

discussed or even considered as part ofMr. Axworthy's Social Security Review and that

the CHST gives license to the federal govemment to get out ofthe health and welfare

business" (Ibid., l7).

There we¡e two major issues on which the 1995 federal budget focused, The first

was, "fiscal anxieties related to the debt and deficit" and the second, "tension about the

possible separation of Quebec" (Friendly 2000, 1ó). The former issue is most pertinent to

this thesis as Ottawa's reaction was to reduce its spending by downsizing the public

service, and downloading the costs of government programs and services though
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privatization (Ibid., 16). As sucl¡ the 1995 federal budget, "made massive cuts in

transfer payments to provinces and terminated the nation's last conditioáal cost-shared

program, the Canadian Assistance Plan (CAP)" (Ibid., 16). Chapter two discussed the

introduction the Canadian Health and Social Transfer (CHST) as a new block-ftnd,

created to encompass federal ftmds for health, social welfare, and post-secondary

education. The CHST represents a shift in the natu¡e of federal fi.rnding towards social

spending from a cost-shared progam to a block-fund, which geatly concemed many

social policy experts, and in particular, childcare advocates. Supporters of childca¡e were

apprehensive because the entire federal funds allocated for regulated childcare were

within the CAP. Under the new CHST, childcare advocates were concemed that

spending cuts, together with combining health, education, and social transfers into one

block-fund would likely mean that the provinces would choose to spend the majority of

the transfer payment on the highly valued and publicly popular health care services. As

Linda White suggests, the CHST "constained provincial governments from developing

their own programs and eliminated the explicit frrnding for childcare programs that

existed under the CAP" (White 2002, I 11). Under CAP ñurds were eamrarked for

childoare in that monies paid towards childcare from provincial govemments were

matched by the federal govemment. Another d¡awback of the CHST is that its

ambivalence makes it exceedingly diffrcult to determine the federal childcare spending

levels since 1996. In comparison, the CAP was conditional in that the federal

government would match every dollar the province spent on childcare, which childcare

advocates believe encowaged social spending for childcare.
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By 1997, the ramifications ofthe 1995 federal budget were being felt. A study

carried out for the Status of Women in 1997 suggests that, "even at this early stage of

devolutior¡ downsizing, and decentralization, childcare seryices across Canada were

already feeling the effects of the changes" @oherty et al. 1998, 36). The following was

revealed about childcare in the 1997 study,

"díminishing affordability, and availability of regulated childcare, that a majority
of provinces had reduced, frozen, or stopped program funding to services (which
was often tied to staff wages), that parent fees had risen in relation to family
incomes while subsidies for low income families failed to keep pace with costs,
that inability to cover their operating costs meant that childcare progams had
closed or were not staffing spaces" (Friendly 2000,21).

Several childcare advocates believe that this shift in federal firnding seriously challenges

the implementation ofa national childcare system (Doherty et al., 1998, Friendly 2000,

Mahon 2001, Prentice 1999, and White 2002). As Martha Friendly pointed out, "for

childcare, this ICHST] quite clearly meant the end of the vision of a national childcare

progfam like Medicare with nåtional principles, portability among provinces, and federal

tunding" (Friendly 2000, l7).

A Fragmented Childcare System

According to Martha Friendly, "Every aspect of early childhood education and

childcæe varies widely across Canada's provinces and territories; the range of services

offered, eligibility, ftmding statutory requirements for their provisioq monitoring and

enforcement of standards- and there may be almost as much range with provinces as there

is among them" (Friendly 2000, ó). One may suggest that this variety is an appropriate

response to regional diversity in community needs; Friendly insists, however, that the
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opposite is true. She believes that, "childcare in Canada has been developed so

incoherently that although each province and territory has a tangle of programs, only a

small minority ofchild¡en and families has access to the services they need or that their

parents want" (Ibid., 6). Although federalism as allowed for regional units to apply

different philosophies of public policy, and as a result some provinces have successfirlly

developed successfif childcare systems such as the curent system in Quebec, this

method offederalism does little to ensure that all Canadians can experience the benefits

ofa childcare system such as the one established by the provincial govemment of

Quebec.

There are a few common chæacteristios regarding childcare within the provinces.

In terms of subsidies provided to childcare services on behalf of low-income parents who

need childcare, all provinces comply. Most provinces also require that these services be

regulated as either family daycare, or centre-bæed cæe (White 2002, 105). Aside from

these similarities, provincial programs for childcare are varied and separate from any

national standards. For instance, fees for childcare as well as costs of childcæe vary

substantially from province to province. "Average p¿uent fees in 1995 for a three year

old range from a high of$753lmonth in Onüario to a low of$358 in Saskatchewan"

(Prentice 1999, 139). Regulations vary from province to province in that "one in seven

ofPrince Edward Island's @EI) children has access to a regulated childcare space" while

in Saskatchewan, "the ratio is one in twenty seven" (Prentice 1999,139). As for staffto

child ratios, eight children (two year olds) to one childcare worker exist in daycare

centres in Quebec, while the similar ratio in British Columbia @C) day care c€ntes is

four children to one caregiver (Ibid., 139).
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There also exists great variation in programs across the provinces. British

Columbia, in 2000, introduced plans to implement a universal day care program for the

beginning of 2001 , "Before and after school care for 6 to 12 year olds will be subsidized

with parents paying about $7 dollars per day" (White 2002, 106). Low-income families

were also promised to receive additional subsidies and the BC govemment committed

$14 million in the 2000 budget to provide these services (Ibid., 106). As of April 2003,

the BC govemment introduced its "new child care capital funding program" which will

provide $2.5 million dollars to childcare centres, compared with $1.5 million last year"

@ritish Columbia20}3a" 1). This new program is part of the provincial govemment's

Long Term Child Cæe Strategy that will increæe tlre number of childcæe spaces eligible

for operating funding from 45,000 to 70, 000 (Ibid., 1). In ¿ddition, more families will

receive childcare subsidies in BC. "The income threshold at which parents can receive

the childcare subsidy will be raised by $100 starting in May. Tluee thousand more

children will be eligible for the subsidy. Another 6,000 children will see an increase in

their tunding" (British Columbia 2003b, l).

ln conhast to British Columbia" Ontario favows a more targeted approach for

childcare programs. The childcare system in Ontario provides, "school help, childcare,

and home visits for families and child¡en in economically disadvantaged communities"

(Ibid,, 106). Childcare in Ontario is a considerable part of the Ontario Works program,

which highly influences individuals to enter paid employment, although according to

Linda White, "independent auditing has found that the number of spaces is inadequate to

allow parents to participate in the program" (Ibid., 106). Despite former premier Mike
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Harris' promise to expand early childhood development progfams, childcare programs

continue to be ineffective in Ontario.

Although most provinces do not have a universal program for childcare, it is

possible to offer an altemative. Quebec oflers the most prom ising universal childcare

model in Canada so far. ln 1997 Quebec inhoduced a universal, five-dollars a-day

childcare program with "intentions to expand the age group included in the program,

begiming with four year olds" (Prentice 1999, 151). By September l, 1999, children two

and three years old were provided access to the $5 dollar-a-day childcare as well at least

theoreticall¡ since the demand exceeds subsidized spaces. In 2000, this childcare

program became universal and included all child¡en from birth to twelve years of age. As

sucll all children in Quebec are eligible regardless of where they live or what their

parents earn, o¡ whether their parents work outside or inside the home. As well, Quebec

has decided ø eliminate all funding for commercial for-profit childcare centres. This

program has been well received and its popularity is shoun in the difficulty many parents

have in finding spaces for their children. Thus, a subsidy system for low-income families

and the tax credit disappeared in favou¡ oflow cost, regulated childcare (Picard 1999,

A1). Middle class families come out about $2,600 ahead for each child annually (Ibid.,

A8). This childcare prog¡am is non-profit and pæent cont¡olled and the provincial

govemment has pledged to expand services to eventually provide evening, part-time and

fespite care.

Quebec's childcare initiatives are sigrificant as they show that a universal

childcare system is in fact possible and obtainable, at least at a provincial level which is a

tremendous start, John Codûey, Member of Parliament, suggests, 'It is Quebec's very
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shength in the field of early childhood care and education that should encourage the rest

ofCanada to create a National Project. As Saskatchewan was the model for public health

inswance in the 1960's, so too should Quebec be the model for early childhood

development" (Friendly 2000, 32). However, the variety of existing childcare programs

in Canada remains vast and fragnented. Trends towards neoliberalism and the shift in

Canadian federalism where provincial autonomy hæ increased in relation to reduced

social funding from Ottawa do not necessitate that other provinces follow the role

Quebec has led in childcare matters. Such varied childcare programs make it exceedingly

difftoult to employ national standards and review the quality of care nation wide. As

well, the concept of citizenship and social cohesion is questioned as some Canadians may

enjoy quality childcare while others are not as fortunate.

The following section will outline the proposal for a National Childcare System

which would incorporate suggestions and principles from childcare advocates, specialists,

and citizens and is believed to offer the most comprehensive childcare system.

A Proposed National Childcare System

Despite the absence ofa national childcare policy in Canad4 most childcare

advocates insist that the ideal setting for successftrl childcare is a national program

(Cleveland and lftashinsþ, 1998, Doherty 1998, Friendly 2000, and Townso4 2000).

Childcare advocates and professionals assert that a national childcare policy is necessary

to provide a framework to ensure that all Canadians have access to regulated, quality

childoare, which would at the very least address the current weaknesses of childcare

services in Canada. This thesis refers to the national childcare system set forth by Gillian
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Doherty, Martha Friendly, and Mab Oloman, in their 1998 rcpoft Women's Support,

Iï/omen's lVork: Childcare in an Era of Deficit Reduction, Devolution, Downsizing and

Deregulation, as an example of what a national system of childcare would entail. The

proposal adheres to the following seven athibutes:

l) Comprehensive in that childcare must be provided for the various needs that exist.
For instance, a range of childcare should exist, frrll and part-time childcare
services, family day care, emergency childcare, seasonal childcare services, and
periodic childcare for stay at home parents

2) Universally Available in that a suffrcient supply of affordable care for children
ages 0-12 exist, regardless ofregion.

3) Affordable in that childcare should be withi¡ finanoial reach ofall families that
wish to use this service

4) High Qwlity bthat childcæe should consist of the best available research
knowledge about adult behaviours and program charaoteristics, that are consistent
with a child's well-being and optimal development. And there must b e regulatory
standards to maintain this quality standard of staff, environment, and skills.

5) Responsive in that a national childcare system needs to have sufticient spaces,
which allows a range of effolment options within and between programs so ca¡e
is available at the times when it is needed

6) Accountable in that this service needs to be responsible and held responsible to
the children, parents, and community

7) Co-ordinated in that it is supportive of continuity for the child through the
maintenance of linkages among childcare services, recreational services, and
school services @oherty et al. 1998, 54).

The proposed national childcare system, although only a ûamework at this point, would

be a comprehensive childcare system in that it addresses, or would at least attempt to

address, the drawbacks ofthe cunent childcare system such as the lack ofregulated

childcare spaces, the high cost of regulated childcare, poorly paid childcare workers,

inflexible childcare hours, ineffective and insufficient tax measu¡es for childcæe, reduced

social spending, and foremost, a fragmented childcare system.
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A national system for childcare may actually be more affordable than the existing

one. Even thougb the Liberal govemment justified reducing social spending by claiming

tlat "govemment spending needed to decrease as the ratio of revenue to spending fell and

the size of interest pa]'¡nents on the debt rose in 1994 and 1995" (Friendly 2000, 16), the

1998 policy study conducted by Cleveland and Krashinsþ'e claims the opposite is true.

Their study suggests that a national childcare system may even promote a more

economically viable society (Cleveland and Krashinsþ 1998, i). The study adopts an

economic model to show that the cunent 'free market' approach to childcare is

ineffective (market failure2o) in terms of providing quality childcare and so to fulfill the

attributes ofa national childcæe system at least some public investrnent is necessary to

address the inequalities that currently exist. One of the benefits of implementing a

universal or national childcare policy according to this study is that the benefits would

outweigh its finanoial costs. Cleveland and Krashinsþ suggest that publicly funded

childcare would represent a prudent and productive use of scarcæ public ñrnds (Cleveland

and Ikashinsþ 1998, Ð, claiming that every dollar the federal government spends will

19 
This study was conducted by the Depafment ofEconomics at the University ofToronto in Mârch of

1998. There is not another study in Canada that uses a conventional cost-benefit analysis to assess the
likely economic impact offederal and provinciayteffitorial government adoption ofthe proposed national
childcare system. Bæed on an æsessment ofthe qu¿¡ntitative economic npacts ofchildcare developmental
effects in cbildrer! economic equity in society, par¡icularly on women and low income families headed by
single mothers, and macroeconomic efects, the study c¡ncludes thêt the benefits ofproviding quality
childcare for child¡en are likely to exc€ed the costs.

20 
The te¡m 'ma¡ket failure' is deftred in this study as a rubric for various ways in which ma¡kes will fail

and most economists believe that there are c¿ses where markets do not work appropriately and where
govêrnment interveîtion is re4uired (Cleveland and Krashinsþ 1998, 9). Therê are several ways in which
childcare can be sholvn to i¡volve this kind ofm¡¡ket failure. \ryhen the argument is mad€ tbat childcare
markets, or privately fi¡nded childcare is most efficient u$ that no govemment intervention is required, one
must assume that there is no public interest in raising children. Arguments that suggest that early child
development is beneficial for all society, makes childcare a public good as well as a private good.
Economists refer to this combination as a 'mixed' good, rather than a commodity that is either solely
pdvate or public (Ibid., 9).
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save two (1998, 56). They believe that quality childcare would promote greater

education among children, and so as adults they are likely to be more productive,

healthier, pay more taxes, and will be less likely to require welfare and other social

transfers (Cleveland and Krashinsky 1998, 59). It is from these long-terms benefis that

Cleveland and Krashinsþ believe the government could double its investment. There is

an increase in awæeness among childcare advocates and speciålists regarding the

significance of quality childcæe to Canadian society, Several studies show the positive

long-tenn benefits that quality childcare may have on society, particularly in terms of

increased revenue, reduced poverty, and a lower crime rate. The Currie and Thomas,

Osbome and Mlbanlq and Ariderson studies provide estimates that quality childcare will

improve a child's school performance. They suggest that there is a four percent to ten

percent improvement in various indicators ofthe skills, abilities and productivity ofthe

child¡en studied (Ibid., 61). These increased abilities would affect both the equality of

life and eventual income-eaming capacity of each child. A four percent improvement in

income earned would average $1000 per year at current average eamed incomes of about

$25,000 per p€rson, or about $40,000 over a working lifetime (Ibid.,61). A ten percent

improvement would imply an increase of $100,000 in average lifetime eamings. The

value of this would have to be discounted back to the present, but over a child's lifetime

these benefits, part of which accrue to the individual and part to society as tax payments

and ¡educed need for social programs, would be substantial.

The second type of effect measured in these studies was a reduction in school-

dropout or grade-repetition rates. In Cleveland and Krashinsþ they cite research from

the Currie and Thomas study, showing that children who perform poorly in early grades
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are more likely than other children to eventually dropout of school all together (Ibid,

61). The relationship between high school completion and future wages is well

established; most studies indicate that an additional year of high school is associated with

an 8 percent increase in lifetime wages (Ibid., 6l). High school graduates æe also less

likely to be unemployed, are likely to be in better health, and are likely to experience

greater job satisfaction (lbid., 61).

These particular long-term benefrts are particularly relevant in Canada whe¡e the

high school dropout rates are sipifÌcantly high. ln the academic year of 1988-9, 34

percent of students did not graduate (Cleveland and Krashinsþ 1998, 61). This

percentage is substantially higher than rates in the United States, Germany, and Japan.

The total loss due to high school non-completion is estimated to be $4 billion, composed

ofa $2.7 billion cost to the drop-outs themselves, and a $1.3 billion loss to society (Ibid.,

62). T\e $2.7 billion loss represents the reduced amount of after-tax income eamed over

a lifetime and the loss of non-market benefits. The $1.3 billion loss to society is

composed ofthe loss ofkx revenue, the extra public administrative costs related to crime

and social welfare progr¿rms and costs related to a broad community-based quality oflife,

including the costs of decreased social cohesion, less participation in political issues and

lower education attrainment among offspring. The high school dropout rate is costly and

will likely cost society more in the future, as nearly two-thirds of all jobs in the year 2001

will require a minimum of 12 years of education up from just over 50 percent ten years

ago (Ibid., 6l). All of these long-term benefits show that quality childcare is a worthy

investrnent both in terms of financial and social gain, but ifthis is the case, why does the

federal govemment continuously fail to employ a comprehensive childcare system?
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Although there are no opinion polls conducted to show that the Canadian public

favows a nation¿l childcare system, there are polls that reveal that Canadians believe

govemment(s) should do more to improve the status of childcæe in this country. ln the

fall of 1999 the Globe and Mail in conjunction with Angus Reid Polls conduoted a series

called Family Matters: A Year in the Life of the Canadian Family. Tbrs study examined

the stresses ofjuggling work and family by asking the views of2,499 adult Canadians,

including 1,991 parents. Over forty different questions were asked and then examined by

Angus Reid Polls. The polling firm "cross-tabulated the results on the basis of region,

age, gender, income, education, voting intention, and whether the respondent had

children at home" (Mitchell 1999b, A7). Overall the series insists that family life in

Canada is in a state of crisis, as the poll revealed that, "64 percent believe that the state of

the family today is a national crisis and that the govemment must take steps to alleviate

it" (Mitchell 1999b, A7).

Nora Spinks, president of Work, Life, Hannony Enterprises, an intemational

consulting service for families claims that, "Canadians are at a breaking poinf' regarding

family life (as cited in Mtchell 1999a A8). She wams that this stress is particularly

hamful to women and people with children at home. In reported symptoms of

initability, sleep disturbances, trouble concentrating, depression, panic attacks, and

thoughts of suicide, women surpassed men in all categories. When these symptoms r¡/ere

considered in relation to people with children at home compared to people without

ohildren they were more prevalent for those with children. As women are more likely to

be the primary caregiver it helps to explain the higher stress levels for women.
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As suct\ Canadian families are in search for a more suitable system to improve

family life and many believe it is the responsibility of government to do so. Although the

wotd national childcare system was not used when Canadian were asked about, "setting

up an inexpensive daycare system open to all families who want it", 78 percent were in

favour ofsuch a system (Mcllroy 1999, A4).

Opponents of a 'national childcare system' argue that, the federal government

should not run childcare centres. Martha Friendly suggests that this apprehension is

largely due to a misinterpretation of the federal role in the proposed national program.

She insists that, "Over the past two decades, many govefitment task forces and many non-

governmental groups have recommended a national childcare program. None ofthese

has suggested that childcare services be designed, managed, maintained or delivered by

the federal govemment" @riendly 2000, l0). Instead, the proposed federal role is to

"Maintain an overarching policy framework of national principles and provide financing,

usually under a cost-sharing agreement" (Ibid., t0). In tenns of provincial and territorial

responsibility, it is intended that their participation in the program be optional in

developing childcare programs that include a wide variety of services (flexible childcare

hours, part-day, frrll-day, family day care, and cenhe based day care) under provincial

regulation (Ibid., l0). Ideally, a national childcare policy would be designed to, "Meet

individual provinces' requirements but would fit within the overarching national

principles" (Ibid., 10). Instead, the federal govemment has opted for a 'two-tiered'

system ofchildcare, which provides both 'regulated' and non-regulated' care. Prentice

explains that "Most Canadian children are in non-regulated care with no assurances of

quality søndards, or support for their caregivers who are cha¡acterized by low pay, and
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receive little public support and few resources since childcare is delegated to either

family or the market" (Prentice 1999, 140). Unless parents are subsidized or can afford

regulated cæe, most parents are left to use non-regulated, or unlicensed care. Thus it is

believed that a national childcare system would address the ineffectiveness of the cunent

system of ohildcare.

Pos Aaempts Towørds a Comprehensíve, Natlonøl Chìlilcare System

Despiæ the ousrwþslming evidence and studies put forth that recommend a

national childcæe policy to ensure a comprehensive childcare system for all Canadians, it

hâs yet to materialize. This is not to say that there has not been a great deal of effort

spent on attempting to do so. Indeed there have been a few attempts over the last thjrty

years to inhoduce a national childcare system in Canada. The fust efforts to support a

national childcare system was proposed in 1970 by the Royal Commission on the Status

of Women, as the Nation¿l Day-Care Act (Friendly 2000, I 1). Since then there have

been three more attempts. In 1984, 1986, and 1995, three successive federal

govemments announced that a national childcare shategy for childcare would be

developed.

The End ofthe Liberal Legacy in 1984

Before the 1984 federal election, the Liberal govemment introduced a Task Force

on Child Care to, "examine the need for childcare services and paid pæental leave as well

as the federal government's role in the development ofa system of quality childcare in

Canada" (Cooke et al. 1986, 23). The Task Force Report was not released until 1986 and
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by this time a Conservative government has been in power for two years. Essentially, the

report recommended that, "childcare become a publicly funded program available to all

children to be organized by provinces and delivered locally" (Friendly 2000, l3). As for

the federal role the report suggested it provide, "leadership in developing stable,

available, affordable childcare" (Cooke et al, 1986,284-5). The provinces were

suggested to, "retain j urisdiction and a funding role" (Ibid., 284-5). Nonetheless, the

report was shelved under the Conservative government of the time.

A National Childcare Strategt under the 1987 Consemative Goverrrment

Brian Mulroney's Conservative govemment formed a federal committee to

review childcare that, " held cross-Canada public hearings to 'talk to the people"'

(Friendly 2000, 13). However, when the Conservative govemment introduced its report,

Sharing the Responsibility in 1987, childcare advocates who believed in universal and

publicly ñmded childcare were gravely disappointed in its recommendations to increase

tax reductions for parents, and for-profit or private daycare centres. The Conservative

report was also criticized for "failing to establish federal principles or standæds, and

expanding the role ofthe Minister of Finance in a social program" (Ibid., 13). So despite

initial efforts to gain public support with an apparently strengthened social policy, the

Conservative's National childcare strategy failed and was completely eliminated by the

time the 1988 federal election was called.

According to Friendly, the Conservative stategy towards childcæe during the late

1980's, "provoked so much criticism that the unpopularity ofthe proposals may have

made childcare a no-win situation for the government" (Ibid., 14). Yet the ultimate
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failure ofthe Mulroney childcare stategy is that it shengthened an already popular

mistrust of federal initiatives among the provinces, as well as exempli$ing a negative

view of childcare among senior federal bureaucrats (Ibid., 14).

Ihe Liberal Platform under the Red Book in 1993

The Libe¡al's R¿d Book promised to expand regulated childcare by adding an

additional $720 million to the ñ¡nds already spent tkough the CAP over three years

(Liberal Party of Canada 1993,16). This funding was intended to be cost-shared between

the federal govemment and the provinces with an additional 20 percent from parents

(Ibid., l7). There were a couple ofconditions upon which this promise was contingent

annual economic g¡owth of3 percent and provincial compliance (Ibid., l7). Once the

Liberal pa*y was elected, it began to work on its childcare agenda. One of the first steps

was the formation of Social Security Review (SSR) to review social programs. By 1994

a discussion paper was released from the SSR which identified childcare as, "essential to

three areæ; employment, leaming, and security" (Human Resources Development

Canada ftIRDC) 1994a,2). As well, a supplementary paper was released which provided

a vision of childcare that included "quality, availability, affordabilrty, and

comprehensiveness" (HumanResowces Development Canada 1994b, 2). This

supplementary paper also recommended the "incorporation ofa framework ofprinciples

to guide and consolidate investments in childcæe and development within the

commit¡nent to improve Canada's childcæe system, and to developing with

govemments, parents, and the public, a national framework for childcare and

development" (Ibid., 2).
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According to Martha Friendly, "during the haveling public hearings, it did not

app€ar that provincial govemments were opposed to a review ofnational social programs

by the federal govemment without their participation" (Friendly 2000, 15), Despite the

bold promises set forth in the Red Boolç the federal govemment took a surprisingly

different path to work towards a national childcare stratery. Once Ottawa's ratio of

revenue to spending fell and the size ofthe interest payments on the debt rose in

19941L995, the federal govemment made massive cuts in transfer payments to the

provinces and as mentioned, terminated the nation's last conditional cost-shared program,

the CAP. When tlre federal government decided to unload some of their social

responsibility to the provinces, the relationship between the two levels of govemment

became strained. Childcare advocates were particularly disappointed by the actions of

the federal govemment, as the sole federal funds for regulated childcare were from the

CAP. Their hopes for a national childcare system that seemed rather promising in 1993

were b¿rsed upon the presumption that the expanded childcare services promised in the

Red Book would be built on CAP fr¡nds reimbursed to the provinces, totaling about $300

million annually at the time (Ibid., 16). As such the frlture for a national childcare system

began to look bleak and federaVprovincial relations were sÍained.

Although the political implications which prevented these three former attempts

to implement an comprehensive, national childcare system were indeed real, this thesis

argues that the current political climate makes it even more unlikely tüat suoh a system

will evolve. The 1995 federal budget's massive spending cuts under the Liberal

govemment became the underpinnings of a new political climate, one in which the nature
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and amount of federal funding for social programs were significantly reduced the natu¡e

of federalism altered, and tle federaVprovinoial relationship strained.

The Nølíonal Chìldcøre SJtstem Under lhe Ca¡¡ent Polìtícal Clímate

In the second chapter, the cunent political climate ofCanada was identified by

such factors such as: an ideological shifr towards neoJiberalisml extemal factors such as

international events, and globalization; political anangements and, in particular, fiscal

federalism; and public opinion. Although each ofthese elements plays a role in

challenging the development ofa national childcare system, it is believed among

childcare advocates and specialists that the greatest obstacle to its development is

federalism (Whire, 2002: Friendly 2000).

The shift in Canadian fìscal federalism that occurred in 1995 can be athibuted to

extemal and ideological factors such as intemational p¡essure to reduce deficits and the

push ofneoJiberal principles, which greatly influenced the Canadian government and

other OECD countries to comply with the demands of the global market and the era of

deficit reduction, As suob a change occuned in the nature ofthe relationship between

the federal and provincial govennrents. The withdrawal of federal fiurds under the

CHST inoreased provincial responsibility towards social progams. As discussed in the

second chapter, provinces insisted, some more strongly than others, that it was no longer

appropriate for the federal govemment to assert ihelf in terms of social prog¡ams and

services since it had removed itself as a key player in the ñrnding process. Under this

new relationship, a national childcare system ñrnded and monitored by the federal
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govenunent is less likely as the province's new fiscal responsibilities has made them

more likely to demand conüol over social programs.

The extent of this sfained relationship between the federal and provincial

governments is such that Alberta, Ontario, and Quebec have stated that they do not want

to accept funding from the federal govemment any longer, even unconditionally (White

2002,110). To address this strained relationship and the damage done to the social

cohesion ofthe county, the 1996 Th¡one Speech suggested that the social union in

Canada be examined in an attempt to 'modernize' and 'preserve' its principles (Ibid.,

110). These principles eventually led to the formation of the Social Union Framework

Agreement (SUFA) on February 4, 1999, signed by nine provinces and the federal .

govemment.

The relevance of this agreement for a national childcare systern is not yet agreed

upon. Opinions regarding the agreement vary from "Ifit ISUFA] had been in place a

couple of years ago, we might even have a national childcare program today" to "Before

Thursday it was hard enough to interest Ottawa in urgent sooial needs-homecare,

pharmacare, or childcare. Now it will be even hæder" (Friendly 2000, 25). One of the

principles honoured under the SUFA is that the federal govemment will not intrude

within provincial jurisdiotion regarding social polioy matters unless authorized by the

provinces, This principle could work either way regarding a national childcare system,

depending on whether or not a particulæ province supports the idea ofa national

childcare polioy. If a provínce does not support the ideal of a national childcare system,

the federal govemment has agreed to suppoÍ provincial jurisdiction over social polioy

matte¡s such as childcæe.
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Another principle deriving from SUFA is ¡efened lo as collaborative federalism.

However, it could be argued that collaborative federalism is not actually beneficial to the

creation ofa stronger social union which many believe to be essential to the development

and existence of a national childcare system. According to Linda White, collaborative

federalism encowages the federal government to use the tax system rather than direot

subsidies to provide relief to pæents for their childcare costs (2002, I 13). As mentioned

the new method ofsocial spending through tax measwes is not especially beneficial to

social services, programs, and policies. lnstead, collaborative federalism allows the

federal government to spend less and in retum the provinces have more say in how this

money will be spent,

On the other hand, to some extent, the SUFA appears to support social cohesion

as it commits its signatories to make social programs more effective and efficient. It also

prómises Canadians improved social programs on a national level, stating that,

"wherever Canadians live in Canada or move in Canada access to essential sooial

programs and services ofreasonably comparable quality" should be av¿ilable

(Govemment of Canada 1999, 6). Despite the notion supported by childca¡e advocates

and experts that all Canadian families should receive the same level of childcare, SUFA

does not enforce this intention and so when it comes to the actual access, affordability,

and quality of childcare, services continuously tend to be diverse and disparity is more

likely than comparable service.

SUFA initially showed an ambitious federal agenda of social programming, since

new progtams would not require unanimous provincial approval but only the support ofa

majority of provinces. At the same time, even if the majority of provinces agree on new
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social programs, national standards would not ensue across the country, unless all

provinces complied. As such "no major new programs have been implemented under

SUFA except the National Child Benefit System (NCB) and the Eæly Childhood

Development Agreement @CDA)" (Canadian Council on Social Development 2003, 3).

While progress has been made through the NCB, it is believed that the funding is

insufficient. The Canadian Council on Social Development insists that the maximum

benefit of$2,400 per child is "far below the level needed to raise many children above

the poverly line and that the greatest tragedy is that it fails to reach many of the neediest

recipients" (2003, 3). As such, "only 66 percent of families who received the supplement

between June 1998 and June 1999 were able to attain the fifl benefit" (Ibid., 3).

The other major policy developed through SIJFA is the Early Childhood

Development Agreement @CDA). This agreement was created to encourage gfeater

collaboration in childcare among the fede¡al and provincial govemments. However, the

Canadia¡r Council on Social Development insist that "the $2.2 billion dedicated to this

program over five years is insufficient, as this funding translates into just a little more

than $100 per child over the next five years" (Ibid., 3). As well there are few guidelines

as to how exactly the ECDA funds are being spent and how govemments will be

accountable to Canadians for these flurds. And finally, the ECDA cunently has no

requirements in place to ensure that provinces spend these funds on childcare

development. Thus, despite the apparent efforts to promote social cohesion nationally,

the SUFA has yet to show any substantial changes to social programs on a national level.
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Chll¡lcarc Strøtegl Apdate

In November 2002, MP John Godfrey released the reryt, A National Childcare

Strategt: Getting the Architecture Right Norr, under the National Liberal Caucus Social

Policy Commitæe and in collaboration with the Caledon Institute of Social Policy. This

report is a concise and pro-active response to the report, Time to Decide on Child Poverty

Laggard or Leader? The Competitive Requirement for a Canadian National Childcare

Snategt released in August 2002. Although Godfrey's report appears promising for

childcare advocates, when examined more closely, however, it does not sipificantly

differentiate from former promises to improve childcare.

Godfrey's report complies with leading and fonner reports and studies with

regards to childcare as it recognizes early childhood development as one ofthe most

important determinants of health. He agrees that child poverty can only be alleviated by

increasing family incomes, and believes that the investment in human capital is one of the

highest investments that can be made. This report acknowledges that Canada has fallen

behind othe¡ OECD countries in the provision ofchildcare and preschool, and it accepts

that the face of the modem family has changed due to more mothers participating in the

labou¡ fo¡ce than ever before. Finally Godfrey's report supports the notion that every

dollar invested in early childhood development would double its retum.

Godfrey's principles correspond with the National Liberal Caucus Social Policy

Committee's funding recommendations and concessions for a national childcare system.

As such, Godfrey suggests that the federal govemment should initially concentrate its

resowces on 3 to 5 year olds thereby forging the closest link with the formal school

system that starts at age 6 (Godûey 2002,2). As such he proposes a comprehensive
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program for 3-5 year olds which will provide each child a preschool place by 2007 (Ibid.,

2). This will cost the federal govemrnent a net total of $4.5 billion per year, beginning

with a federal govemment expenditure plan ofup to $l billion in the next fiscal year, as

an initial step.

Yet another positive element ofthis report, and perhaps the most positive, is the

flexibility and considerable number of options offered towards the development and

operation of a national strategy. Godfrey suggests strengthening the Early Childhood

Development Ag¡eement (ECDA) through the addition of a codicil (or an exha clause).

This addition would make new federal frrnding available "for the express purpose of

investing in high quality childcare" (Godfrey 2002, 4). Yet in the event that all provinces

do not accept such a codicil, the report offers another option for those provinces that may

feel that this approach is "too directive or intrusive" (Ibid., 5). Indeed, some provinces

may prefer to maintain the, "no strings freedom of the current ECDA' (Ibid., 5), but

Godûey's report insists that it is more likely that the majority of provinces and territories

would be interested in federal firnds intended explicitly for high-quality childcare since,

"many provinces already invest in this area, and in fact, direct a sizable portion oftheir

spending toward the supply of regulated services" (Ibid., 5). Under these principles

however Godfrey suggests that a new agreement between Ottawa and the provinces needs

to exist. ln the case that a majority of provinces do not wish to sign onto a new national

childcare shategy, the federal govemment could proceed to sign bilateral agreements

with those jurisdictions interesæd in proceeding with new investment in this area (Ibid.,

5). Finally, if a bilateral agreement is not acceptable for provinces and tenitories, this
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report offers the option of local jwisdictions signing agreements with Ottawa to invest in

high quality ohildcare (Ibid.,5).

Despite the positive elements ofthe Godfrey report, there are a few areæ that

need to be more specific, or at the very least examined fr¡rther. As mentioned, the most

ideal or comprehensive childcare system is believed to be national. Although the

Godfrey report most certainly promotes a comfort¿ble environment for provinces to

comply with initiatives to improve the süatus of childcare, the autonomous nature of the

provinces remains. Thus, the development of a ftrlly national system for childcare is

unlikely, as provinces continue to exercise their own interests towards childcare. At best,

the Godfrey report can assure high quality childcare only to those jurisdictions that are

interested and this does not ensu¡e a national system will develop. Another concem is

that although the report suggests that the federal govemment will increase spending to

promote high quality childcare, it does not speci$ how monies will be allotted.

Additional funding may be in the fonn of tax incentives whicb, as mentioned, is not

always the most supportive measure for childcare. Even though the net total of $4.5

billion annually allotted to childcæe under Godfrey's report is considerable, it has been

suggested that a comprehensive, national childcare system would cost more than this.

According to Cleveland and Kfashinsþ's study, a system of this nature would cost

"approximately $5.3 billion annually" (1998, 58). The Canadian Counoil on Social

Development suggests that a national system would cost approximately $10 billion

annually (2003,1). Atthough fr¡nding may be allocated via unspeoified transfer payments

under the CHST o¡ via conditional funds similar to the former CAP, Godfrey's report

does not mention to what degree funding should be increæed to the provinces
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sp€cifically. At the very least an estimated arnount would be useful to predict the

likelihood of provinces compling with this childcæe proposal. One last concem is that

Godfrey's report fails to mention childcare workers, their salaries, education, and

benefits, which according to Cleveland and lftashinsþ, are in serious need of

improvement. Childcare workers are predominantly womer¡ and so women are

disproportionately effected by the shortcomings ofthis profession, yet, Godfrey's report

on childcare focuses alrnost completely on children and only briefly mentions the link

between childcare and women's equality as an 'objecfive' of the sÍatery, as opposed to

one of the primary elements.

Aside its apparent efforts, GodÊey's report for a national childca¡e shategl¡ will

not likely materialize. This is especíally true when one considers the former attempts

such as the end of the Liberal legacy in 1984 which failed to allow the Task Force on

childcare to materialize in 1986, the Conservative govemment's failu¡e in 1987, and

finally the 1993 Liberal promise to improve childcare tbrough a national agenda ended

with the 1995 federal budget. Under the cunent political climate where the nature and

role offederalism has changed and intergoverffnental relations are increasingly stoaine{

Godfrey's proposed national strategy for childcare remains a faint hope at best.

A positive development for a more comprehensive childcare system may

materialize under the recent 2003 federal budget. The annoutrcement that the federal

govemment will spend $935 million over the next five years for quality childcare spaces

and improved childcare and pre-school services has been well received by the Canadian

Council on Social Development as they announced on February 18, 2003, "It is a historic

day for Canada's child¡en and families" (2003, l). Ofthe total $935 million over the five
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years, "$100 million will be available in the first two years, $150 million, in year three,

$300 million in yeæ fou¡, and $350 million in year five" @ederal/ProvinciaWerritorial

Ministers Responsible fo¡ Social Services 2003, 1). These ñrnds will be transfened to

provincial and territorial governments tluough the CHST, beginning in April 2003 (Ibid.,

1). The federal budget also provides an additional $35 million over five years for early

leaming and childcare programs for First Nations children, primarily those living on a

reserve (Ibid,, 1). At the same time, the Canadian Council on Social Development stated,

"We are very happy about this announcement but we are concemed tåat a mere
$25 million has been allocated for the first year. Given that Quebec alone has
spent $1.1 billion on ohildcare in 2001, and that the overall price tag for a quality,
national childcare system is estimated at $10 billion, we can only hope that all
governments will be committed to increasing their support to childcare in the
years to come" (Ibid., 1).

Although it is too soon to see the effects this considerable increase in funding will have

on childcare, it appears to be a step further in the right direction. Yet, according to

childcare experts and advocates, the funding and mo¡e importantly, the nature ofthe

funding is not necessarily conducive to creating a comprehensive childcare system,

nationally.

Part Two: The Inportance of ChÍldcare to \ryomen

Nearly fifreen years ago, at the Canadian Labour Congress National Women's

Conference, president Shirley Carr addressed the impact neoJiberal governments were

having on Canadian women. However, Can insisted that women are doubly affected by

cutbacks made to childcare because it is more likely that women are employed as
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childcare workers, and it is also more likely that they will be recipients ofchildcare

services (Carr 1988, 10). Several other academics believe that women are doubly

affected by cutbacks made to childcare, as they are more likely to be both recipients and

providers of this care (Andrew and Rogers eds., 1997, Armshong and Connelly eds.,

1999, Bains, Evans, and Neysmith eds., 1998, Baker and Tippin 1999, and Cheal,

Wooley, and Lexton 1998). Unfortunately, despite the length of time that has pæsed

since Can stated this observation in 1988, women remain uniquely affected by the

cutbacks made to the social policy sector and childcare specifically.

Women and men have been working towards equal rights for women for several

decades. One's freedom of choice in terms of employment, eamings, living

anangements, and political participation is paramor¡nt to one's equality. A woman's

equal right to choose can be dependent on the availability ofa comprehensive, ideally

national, childcare system. As discussed in the previous chapter, women's different life

experiences and circumstances can challenge their ability to aahieve substantive equzlity

despite theformal equality they are promised under the Charter. Women are still more

likely to be the primary caregiver oftheir househol{ children, those with special needs,

and the elderly. It remains the mother's career that is often forgone if one parent stays

home with the children; it is the mother who is more likely to work part-time when

children are young, who declines opportunities for career advancement, and who neglects

the acquisition of skills that might permit advancement. Under these conditions,

childcare is a significant social issue to many women in terms oftheir ability to choose

both a career and a family. In these ways, women's experiences in the social, economic,

and political spheres of life differ considerably from their male counterparts. As such,
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the federal government's reductions in social firnrling in areas such as childcare affect

women disproportionately and negatively. This is not to say that some men will not also

be affected by insufücient funding or reduced subsidies for such social policies however,

women are ultimately affected the most.

The last section revealed the negative effects that the cunent political olimate has

on childcare, in particularly the likelihood ofa comprehensive childca¡e system being

introduced. Childcare was selected as a specific example of a social issue as it is

seriously compromised under the current political olimate. In o¡der to sfrengthen the

overall argument that women are disproportionately affected within this current political

climate, one more link needs to be made. This seotion must show the importance, or the

unique relationship women have with childcare to explain how compromises to policies,

services, and programs disproportionately affect women. The simplest way to show the

importance of childcare to women is to draw from the challenges currently hindering

childcare reviewed in the previous seotion and link them to women djrectly. To review,

fhese seven implications were; lack ofregulated childcare spaces, expensive regulated

childcare, poorly paid childcare workers, inflexible childcare hours, inefective and

insufrcient tax measuresþr childcare, reduced social spendingfor childcare, and a

fragmented childcare systetn Each implication will be reviewed for how it affeots

women uniquely.

Lack ofRegulated Childcare Spaces

Without a more comprehensive childcare system, women's equality will be

continuously challenged. Insuffioient numbers ofregulated childcare spaces fot instânce
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oan make it increasingly difficult for women to obtain both a family and a career.

Without enough regulated spaces families must tum to unregulated care. Even though

unregulated care does not necessarily represent a lower quality of care, non-regulated

care does not necessarily meet government guidelines and regulations. As well, when

families a¡e left to use unregulated care, it is quite common that tax receipts are not

always offered. Many unregulated caregivers do not provide tax receipts so as to

compensate for the low-income most childcare workers earn. Yet, tax receipts are

necessary fo¡ families to deduct these services to help bring down the cost. Some

families begin to weigh the cost of childcare and deoide to have one parent stay home.

Women are particularly affected by the lack of regulated spaces as mentioned in the last

chapter for women are more likely than men to stay home and raise children: ':In 1998,

over 37o/o of women, compared to 2.9o/o of men, cited caring for child¡en and other

personaVfamily responsibilities as their reasons for leaving frrll time employment and

choosing to work part time" (Freiler, Stairs, Kitche4 and Cerny 2001, l5). Thus, a

shortage in available childcare can initiate this decision. Single mothers ¿re geatly

affected by the shortage in childcare spaces, âs they are more likely to require assistance

for childcare, yet they can only receive assistance under the guise of regulated care.

Without enough regulated spaces single mothers have difficulty receiving the assistance

they need.

Expensive Childcare

The expense of regulated childcare can be very daunting for many Canadian

families. Women are specifically effected by this expense as it makes the prospect of
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working outside of the home less financially attractive when the majority of a second

income is spent on childcare. Since women are more likely to stay home, their lives are

most affected by the high cost of regulated childcare. Thus, a mother's ability to choose

a career outside ofthe home is somewhat threatened under these conditions. Single

mothers are especially affected by expensive childcare as they eam less money than men,

æ single mothers eamed the lowest average annual household earnings in 2000 of any

family type: $25,000 ¿fter taxes (Lochead and Scott 2000, 19). Women are more likely to

have fr¡ll custody oftheir children in the event ofdivorce leaving them most in need of

childcæe and, at the same time, the least able to afford it.

Poorly Paid Childcare llorkers

Women are doubly affected with resp€ct to the current childcare system, as they

are more likely to be employed as providers of these services than men. As mentioned in

the previous cbapter, women who work outside ofthe home are heavily concentrated in a

small number of occupations, most of them low paying and low status with little

likelihood of advancement. Typically, tlese jobs are of a caregiving nature such as,

teaching, nursing, childcare, and social work. These jobs are considered 'women's work'

and according to Levine, women's work '?rovides the economic system with cheap or '

unpaid labour" (1996,46). Unfortunately, the childcare profession is considerably

underpaid. "The average regulated childcare employee eamed "$20,600 in 2000, well

below the $34,000 average in the rest ofthe work force" (Statistics Canada 2002e, 3). As

such, women who work as childcare workers often endure a fairly süessfirl working
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environment with a fairly high tumover rate since it is higlrly underpaid and therefore

undervalued.

Infl ex ib I e Chil dcare H ours

Another drawback for women is the inflexibility of available childcare. As

mentioned, women are more likely to work part time and shift work can make their

working hours inconsistent with the conventional hours of many childcare centres. Itr

1995,"7L5 0/o of women worked in part-time employment with less benefits, promotiorl

and pa¡ compared to 28.6 % men" @eWo1ff2000, 55). By 1999, part time work

continues to be the woman's dom ain as "7 1 .lo/o of Canadian working women over the

age of 25 were employed in part time jobs, compared to only 14.2 %of working men in

the same age group" (Ibid.,55). Although some childcare exists during unconventional

hours it is not common. This can be especially challenging for working single mothers

who do not have flexible childcare options.

Tøx Measures

Tax measures for childcare can be highly ineffective for women who are single

mothers. Under the Child Care Expense Deduction (CCED), for instance, families are

not allowed to claim this deduction ifonly one parent is employed outside ofthe home.

As such this encourages both parents to work, women have less ofan incentive to stay at

home and are negatively affected ifthey do. Families that keep one parent home are

taking a loss of another income without any assistance from govemment. Even though

they are not paying a childcare it seems fair that they be compensated for the loss ofa
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second income. Without such compensation, families with a stay-at-home parent are

neglected under cur¡ent tax benefits. A ñ¡rther concem is the lack ofvalue assigned to

childcare provided within the home compared to the value assigned to that provided

outside of the home. These circumstances make the childcare issue even more

complicated.

Reduced Federal Funding

The 1995 federal budget marked a tuming point in government spending on social

services, particularly for women. As mentioned in the last chapter, women are more

likely to receive social services under the welfare state. According to the National

Council of Welfare, govemment programs provided half of the total income for single

mothers under 65 with children under 18, and unatùached women 65 and older in 1998.

"A single mother with children under 18, relied on the govemnent fot atotal of 67%o of

the overall income in 1998" Q002:38). "Unattached women ó5 and older, relied on the

govemment for a lotal of 9l% of the over all yearly income, in 1998" (Ibid., 38). Thus,

when these services are reduoed, women are more likely affected given their reliance on

them. These reductions also hinder the development ofnew programs and services.

Even though many childcare experts and advocates insist that a national childcare

system is far less likely to materialize since the 1995 federal budget, other factors also

reduce this likelihood. Relations among both federal and provincial levels ofgovemment

have become more complex and shained. This weakened relationship further hinders the

implementation of social programs and services such as childcare as govemments find it
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diffìcult to reach the consensus necessary to implement changes to social policies and

progfams.

A Fragmented Childcøre System

According to Friendly, every aspect of childcare varies widely across Canada

(2000, 6). ln addition to this variation, she insists that only a minority of Canadians

receive the childcæe that they need. Suoh a fragrented system makes it difficult to

promote universality and so families across Canada receive varies levels and degees of

care. This leaves the system less effective and effrcient, diffrcult to regulate to ñ¡nd and

to examine. Additionally, the variation in childcare services across the country means

that women in some provinces receive much better services than women in others.

The most sipificant link that can be drawn between women and childcæe is the

dramatic increase in the feminization of poverty. This is a significant link since the

feminization of poverly seriously challenges women's equality. Several studies on

poverty link the lack ofchildcare to the high poverty rate among womerl in particularly

single mothers (Baker and Tippin 1999, Lochhead and Scott 2000, Davis, McMullin,

Avison and Cassidy 2001). According to one study, The þnamics of llomen's Poverp

in Canada, childcare is a critical strategy for reducing poverty among women (Lochhead

and Scott 2000). Lack of childcare is the critical issue for many families struggling to

keep above the poverty line in Canada" Childcare is especially important in supporting

single mofhers who are working or pursuing education or training @avis, McMullir¡

AvisorL and Cassidy 2001). A national childcare system is a key ingredient in the recipe

for addressing women's povefy (Doherty 1998, Friendly 2000, and White 2002).
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Without more effective childcare services for these women and their childre4 statistics

reveal the difficulties they encounter as they attempt to raise their children on their own.

Finally, the equality of women is threatened due to the reductions to childcare

programs and services and the absence ofa national system for childcare. As mentioned,

the lack ofquality childcare spaces in Canada often leaves women with little choice but

to withdraw from the labour force and stay home with their children, or risk that the

quality of care they find is unacceptable. At the same time, childcare can be an expensive

venture for families and sometimes families decide that it is not financially feasible for

both parents to work, since one salary usually pays for the childcare. In this instance it is

more likely the women who stays home, as she is likely eaming less, or working in part

time employment due to her role as primary caregiver.

It is exceedingly difücult for mothers to enjoy the equality ofchoice that fathers

do, without adequate and affordable childcare services. This is especially true since

women usually have a greater responsibility to the family in tems of childcare, and they

are more likely to sacrifice career advancement to supply their children with the

necessary care and support. At the same time, most fathers can enjoy both the successes

of a oareer and the joys of being a parent. Giving women choices can help to bridge the

inequality gap that currently exists among men and women. Choosing to pursue paid

labou¡, to care for others, or even to follow other personal interests without sacrificing

one's own well-being or the well-being of one's family is essential for women's equality.

Until women are either assisted in their caring responsibilities for their families,

financially or in actual care, it is unlikely that they can enjoy the equality ofchoice

ourrently enjoyed by many men.
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All ofthese factors; the changing role ofthe family, the feminization ofpoverly,

low paid, and under valued childcare workers, and the equality of women, represent the

unique relationship women have to childcare, largely due to their different life

experiences. Without sufücient ohildcare, women will continue to struggle with

inequality. Until the issue of childcare is addressed, women are affected as they are still

more likely to be the primary caregivers, which entails at best low paid employment, or at

least, unpaid work. As mentioned in chapter three, women's role as primary caregiver

prevents her from participating politically in the traditional sense, and so the ability to

assert their unique interests is firther challenged, making the struggle for equality another

step away.

Conclusion

Childcare was used in this chapter as an example to strengthen the overall

argument ofthe thesis that women suffer disproportionately under the current political

climate in Canada. This chapter ftrst examined childca¡e in relation to the cunent

political climate and revealed that changes to the fiscal component offederalism were the

main obstacle to the adoption ofa comprehensive childcare system. The effects of

restructuring policies on childcare, the prolonged shortage of childcare spaces, the

fragnented system ofchildcare nationally and the increæed use of tax benefÌts as a

solution reveal an ineffective and inefticient childcare system. Strained federal and

provincial relations regarding social policies challenge the adoption ofa national

childcare system, despite its apparent strengths.
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The second part of this chapter linked existing childcare system directly to

women's equality, revealing they are more likely to be disadvantaged by the system. As

such, a national and more effective childcare system would provide women with choices

t¡at promote their equality. Despite studies revealing the benefits of such a system a

more comprehensive childcare system has not materialized.
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CONCLUSION

To conclude, women are indeed, disproportionately and negatively harmed by the

cunent political climate in Canada. An increased emphasis on global markets and

business, combined with shifts in ideology towards neo-liberalism, a more conservative

public opinion, and an increasingly decentralized political struchre, have in many ways

exacerbated women's inequality. As discussed, recent shiffs within the political climate

are a response to intensiñed extemal pressures due to globalization and the

intemationalization of markets. This increased emphasis on the global economy has

influenced domestic interests, in tenns of resüucturing and public policy. As such, the

political climate in Can¿da is one where public policies tend to privilege the business

sector over the social sector. Eligibility requirements for social assistance have also

become more severe. Reductions to social spending, combined with strained inter-

govemmental relations have seriowly ohallenged the development and implementation of

many social programs and services. The post-war welfa¡e state has changed and

previously adopted principles ofr"tiversality and social cohesion have faltered.

Many groups are affected by changes in the political climate. Marginalized

groups such as Aboriginals, the disabled, single parents, the elderly, and the unemployed

are most affeoted, as these groups are especially reliant on the social sector. For womerq

in particular, the existing political climate has exacerbated their weaker status in

Canadian society and reduced the options available to them, Trends towards the

restructuring ofthe welfare state and the increasingly decentralized political saucture

have allowed public policy to privilege the interests ofbusiness, often to the detriment of

the social sector. Women have a unique relationship with the social sector, as they are
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more likely to be both recipients and providers of the welfa¡e state. As such it follows

that women a¡e more affecæd by changes in area of social policy.

Chapter one deñned the current political climate as one that is less supportive of

the social policy sector. This notion was determined by considering several elements.

Political sfucture was reviewed as changes in federalism proved to be significant in

defining the current political climate. lncreæed provincial autonomy and reduced federal

spending created an environment where provincial and federal relations are strained.

This sÍained relationship has hindered the promotion ofnew social policy ideas and

proposals as it is diffrcult for both levels of government to agee on funding

responsibilities and constitutional obligations. Globalization and other intemational

activities were examined as they have also contributed to a new political climate.

lncreased technological advances, mobility ofproduction and cash flow have given way

to a climate that focuses primarily on global competition and markets. This focus has

allowed and/or encouraged domestic goveaments to become more fiscally responsible,

often to the detriment of social programs and services. Public opinion has also shifted in

relation to these new global pressures and review towards gteater individual

responsibility for social matters conesponds with the neoliberal principle of

individualism. Finally, the fust chapter found that ideological changes towæds

neoliberalism emphasizing individualism, restructuring, and market based policies were

key factors ofthe current political climate.

The second chapter explored the women's life experiences by looking at the

social, economic, and political spheres of their lives. It was found that women tend to be

socialized as caregivers and therefore are more likely to be the primary caregiver in their
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families, and/or work in caring professions. The caregiving role in society is largely

undervalued, and even unpaid which leaves many women in weaker economic positions.

It was also shown that caring professions pay considerably less tlan others. A link was

made between the economic and political spheres as women who are economically

disadvantaged tend to be politically disadvantaged as well. Traditional political roles are

held predominantly by men as they normally require extensive business contacts and

sigrrificant financial contributions, both of which women, especially mothers, are less

likely to possess. One of the most important findings in this chapter was the different

status women experience once they become mothers, Mothers tend to endure signiñcant

psychological and financial changes and experience greater levels ofdepression.

One of the solutions to remedy the social inequalities that often surround family

life is childcare. In chapter three, childcare was discussed in great length as both a social

policy whose adoption is challenged under the current political climate and as an issue

that is partioularly orucial to women's equality. The Canadian govemment has failed to

establish a comprehensive childcare system at the national level despite the fact that

childcare advocates and experts believe a national childcare system would be cost

effective, benefioial to society, crucial to women's equality, and key to child

development, It was also revealed that public opinion believes that govemment should

do more to improve the ounent status of childcare. The most significant point made in

this chapter however, is the li¡k between women's equality and childcare. Once a

woman becomes a mother she is more likely to experience fi-nancial and even

psychological challenges. And finally, the most interesting finding in this chapter was

the significant impact of federal and provincial relations towards childcare policy.
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Changes to the nature of federalism, and the shift towards decentraliz¿tion within the

political structue of Canada, have proved to be one ofthe greatest obstacles to

implementing a more comprehensive childcæe system. The strain among federal and

provincial govemments has intensified making it far more difficult to reaoh a consensr¡s

over policies issues such as childcare. This apparent weakening of the federation makes

it increasingly challenging for national programs and süategies to materialize as

provinces have become more autonomous. Provincial autonomy has increased around

social issues in relation to the federal govemment's cut in tansfer payments to the

provinces. As such, even if the federal govemment increases social ñrnding due to recent

budget surpluses, there is no guarantee that the provinces will spend more on childcare,

or any other social areas for that matter. hdeed a likely pattern can be drawn from the

ohildcare issue that it is highly probable that sfrained inter-govemmental relations will

and/or have, geatly hindered the development of other social programs and services.

Women are doubly affected under the current political climate. Not only are

women disadvantaged under a climate that promotes economics and privileges the

business class, they are ñrther affected because the infrastructure to remedy these

discrepanoies appears to have been restructured, or in some cases, existing programs and

services eliminated. Another d¡awbaok for women under this politioal climate is that

political participation becomes mo¡e difficult, for a variety of reasons. For one, cuts to

social funding affect the lives of women who rely on social assistance, making it more

difficult to participate in political activities due to a lack of time and money. As women

are currently more likely to work both inside and outside ofthe home and as such, the

exba time needed to participate in politics is not available. Women's fi¡ancial status and
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the relative lack ofbusiness connections most beneficial to political partioipation are also

less likely to make political participation feasible. Unfortunately, if women are

underrepresented in key political positions, their unique interests are likely to remain

absent in political decision making.

One of the key arguments to justiry cuts to social funding and services over the

last decade isfiscal responsibility. As govemments were experiencing intensified global

pressures, they were forced to compete more effeotively. Even though social budgets

were reduced, govemments continued to increase spending ûo firrther promote the

business sector. These policy practices were justified under the new world o¡der.

lnterestingly, these spending decisions were fairly well received by the public as opinion

polls revealed a sympathetic view to more conservative positions regarding fiscal

responsibility and global competitiveness.

Recent budgets have shown considerable surpluses, thus altering fonner

incentives to resauoture and outback, Today there are more funds available for social

programs and services, and these surpluses have created an optimistic setting among

childcare advocates and experts. However, these surpluses do not necessarily guarantee

that government will spend more on the sooial sector and at this time it is too soon to tell

what will occur. It does, however, weaken former arguments that govemments have to

¡educe social spending due to the intensified demands of the global economy. Now that

governments are showing surpluses it will be more difücult to convince Canadians that

Canada must remain modestly competitive and therefore conservative in its spending.

Social policy strategists are continuously rethinking their shategies under these

ohanging times. The most recent strategy ofthe campaign for a national childcare
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prograrn is to focus primarily on children's development. The high-profile campaign

against child poverty can also be appropriately linked to the focus on children. What is

troubling is the little attention that is given to women by these childcare strategies.

Although the notion that child¡en are poor because their pæents are poor is

acknowledged, it tends to be discussed as merely one of several components. It appears

as though a campaign that promotes equality for women carries little political weight and

so it has become more politically sÍategic to focus on the well-being of children. This

point is raised not to dismiss the absolutely positive effects a ¡¿tional ohildcare system

would have on ohildren. It is troubling, however, that women's well being is given suoh

limited attention. If it is true that public policy reflects the degree of happiness and

prosperity, or misery and povefy experienced by Canadians, ignoring women in the

childcare policy debate is at the very least conceming. The greatest problem with

downplaying the ¡ole of women within this social issue is that it reflects govemment's

position on women, that they are not valuable enough to support policies that are

important and even crucial to their equality.
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